January 3, 2013

Report to the Congress

This report responds to Public Law 112-88, signed into law on January 3, 2012, requiring that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Office of Inspector General conduct a comprehensive study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. The law further requires that we submit a report to the Congress on the results of the study, along with any recommendations, within one year of the law’s enactment.

Public Law 112-88 detailed the eight particular matters that my office was to study. These matters pertain to shared-loss agreements, significance of losses at institutions that failed, examiner implementation of appraisal guidelines, examiner assessment of capital adequacy and private capital investment in failing institutions, examiner implementation of loan workout guidance, the application and impact of formal enforcement orders, the impact of FDIC policies on investments in institutions, and the FDIC’s handling of private equity company investments in institutions.

Our report contains seven recommendations intended to strengthen certain supervisory activities and help ensure the success of the FDIC’s ongoing resolution efforts. Five are made specifically to the FDIC, and two are addressed to the FDIC, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. We are pleased that the three regulatory agencies concurred with all recommendations.

We thank the Congress for the opportunity to present the results of this important study and appreciate the cooperation of the banking regulators in responding to our requests for information. Provided on the next page is a list of addressees receiving a copy of this report. Our report will be made available to the public on our Website at www.fdicig.gov.
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Executive Summary

Comprehensive Study on the Impact of the Failure of Insured Depository Institutions

Why We Did the Study

Public Law 112-88, signed into law on January 3, 2012, requires the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Office of Inspector General (FDIC OIG) to conduct a study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. The study is quite broad and required our office to address matters pertaining to shared-loss agreements (SLA), the significance of losses at institutions that failed, examiner implementation of appraisal guidelines, examiner assessment of capital adequacy and private capital investment in failing institutions, examiner implementation of loan workout guidance, the application and impact of formal enforcement orders, the impact of FDIC policies on investments in institutions, and the FDIC’s handling of private equity company investments in institutions. The legislation included a number of topics under these broad matters, and these topics are addressed in detail in our report. The legislation required our office to conduct work at the FDIC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB). The legislation also required the U.S. Government Accountability Office to study matters related to the causes of institution failures, fair value accounting, asset write-downs, the community impact of failures, and the feasibility and impact of SLAs.

Consistent with the legislation, our overall objective was to conduct a comprehensive study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. Our review timeframes were generally 2008 through 2011. In some cases, our data analysis preceded 2008, and in other cases we gathered information through September 30, 2012, updating data to the extent possible. As required, our scope included open and failed state member, state nonmember, and national banks regulated by the FRB, FDIC, and OCC, respectively. Our evaluation scope did not include institutions formerly regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision. In conducting our work, we interviewed agency officials, reviewed relevant policies and guidance, reviewed examination reports and working papers, analyzed institution financial data and agency enforcement action statistics, interviewed officials at open institutions, interviewed investment professionals, and surveyed borrowers of failed institutions. KPMG LLP assisted us with several areas of review. We conducted our evaluation from January 2012 through October 2012.

Background

Regulator Responsibilities for Overseeing Insured Depository Institutions and Resolving Them When They Fail

Examining Institutions. The FDIC, OCC, and FRB oversee the nation’s insured depository institutions to ensure they operate in a safe and sound manner. The regulators assess the condition of institutions through off-site monitoring and on-site examinations. The regulators have longstanding policies for examiners to review an institution’s lending and loan review functions, assess capital adequacy, and recommend improvements, if needed. Every financial institution must maintain an Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses (ALLL), basically a reserve that covers estimated credit losses on individually evaluated loans determined to be impaired as well as estimated credit losses inherent in the remainder of the loan and lease portfolio. If examiners disagree with an institution’s risk rankings or determine that additional loans should be classified, the institution must update its ALLL estimates to be consistent with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). If loans are classified as loss, they are charged off the institution’s balance sheet. The ALLL directly impacts the institution’s capital level.
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Another part of reviewing an institution’s lending and loan review function is considering the collateral values of loans. The December 2010 Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines require examiners to consider the size and the nature of an institution’s real estate-related activities when assessing the appropriateness of its appraisal program, and assess whether the methods, assumptions, and value conclusions are reasonable when reviewing an appraisal or evaluation for individual transactions.

When regulators determine that an institution’s condition is less than satisfactory, they may take a variety of supervisory actions, including informal and formal enforcement actions, to address identified deficiencies. Each regulator has somewhat different approaches to enforcement actions.

Resolving Failed Institutions. Chartering agencies are generally required by law to promptly close Critically Undercapitalized institutions that cannot be recapitalized. The FDIC is also required by law to resolve failing institutions in the least costly manner. The FDIC frequently enters into SLAs with acquiring institutions (AIs) of failed bank assets, and these agreements guarantee that the FDIC will share in a portion of future asset losses and recoveries for a specific time period. In return, the AI agrees to manage the failed bank assets consistently with its legacy assets, pursue residential loan modifications on qualified loans, and work to minimize losses on those assets.

The FDIC was aware of the need for additional capital in the banking system, and, in August 2009, the FDIC Board of Directors issued FDIC’s Final Statement of Policy on Qualifications for Failed Institution Acquisitions (PCI SOP), which provided guidance to private capital investors (PCI) interested in acquiring or investing in failed institutions. The guidance was aimed at encouraging such investment while ensuring that such PCIs had adequate capital and management expertise and protections against insider transactions.

Study Results

The financial crisis had devastating impacts on the banking industry, businesses, communities, and consumers. Over 400 institutions have failed and several of the country’s largest institutions have required government intervention to remain solvent. Commercial real estate (CRE) collateral values have fallen by more than 42 percent. Construction starts remain partially complete and continue to detract from the quality of neighborhoods and home values. Trillions of dollars of household wealth have vanished, and almost 18 million loans have faced foreclosure since 2007. Unemployment peaked at 10 percent in October 2009 and remains stubbornly high.

Events leading to the financial crisis and subsequent efforts to resolve it involved the dynamic interplay of laws passed by the Congress, regulatory rules, agency-specific policies and practices, and the real estate and financial markets in ways that are continuing to play out. In that regard, our study indicated:

- The markets drove behaviors that were not always prudent. Banks expanded lending to keep pace with rapid growth in construction and real estate development, rising mortgage demands, and increased competition. Many of the banks that failed did so because management relaxed underwriting standards and did not implement adequate oversight and controls. For their part, many borrowers who engaged in commercial or residential lending arrangements did not always have the capacity to repay loans and pursued many construction projects without properly considering the risks involved. Ultimately, these loans created significant losses for the
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institutions involved and often left the FDIC with the challenge of managing and disposing of troubled assets.

- In response to unprecedented circumstances, the regulators generally fulfilled their supervisory and resolution responsibilities as defined by statutes, regulations, accounting standards, and interagency guidance in place at the time. In addition, the regulators reacted to a rapidly changing economic and financial landscape by establishing and revising supervisory policies and procedures to address key risks facing the industry. While not a focus of this study, our report does acknowledge, however, material loss review findings that showed the FRB, OCC, and FDIC could have provided earlier and greater supervisory attention to troubled institutions that failed. For its part, among other initiatives associated with resolutions, the FDIC reinstituted the use of SLAs with AIs and took steps to promote private capital investments in failing institutions.

We also made the following specific observations related to P.L. 112-88’s required matters of review.

- The FDIC’s resolution methods—including the SLAs that we studied—were market-driven. Often, failing banks with little or no franchise value and poor asset quality did not attract sufficient interest from viable bidders to enable the FDIC to sell the banks without a loss-share guarantee. The FDIC used SLAs to keep failed bank assets in the banking sector, support failed bank asset values, and preserve the solvency of the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). The FDIC has established controls over its SLA monitoring program, which help protect the FDIC’s interests, promote loan modifications, and require equal treatment of SLA and legacy loans. We did find, however, that the FDIC should place additional emphasis on monitoring commercial loan extension decisions to ensure that AIs do not inappropriately reject loan modification requests as SLAs approach termination. In addition, we concluded that the FDIC needs to formulate a better strategy for mitigating the impact of impending portfolio sales and SLA terminations on the DIF so that the FDIC will be prepared to address the potentially significant volume of asset sale requests.

- The majority of community banks failed as a result of aggressive growth, asset concentrations, poor underwriting, and deficient credit administration coupled with declining real estate values. These factors led to write-downs and charge-offs on delinquent and non-performing real estate loans as opposed to examiner-required write-downs or fair value accounting losses.

- The regulators have longstanding policies for classifying problem assets, monitoring appraisal programs, assessing capital adequacy, evaluating CRE loan workouts, and administering enforcement actions, when warranted. The regulators also have processes and controls, training programs, and job aids to help ensure examiner compliance and consistency. We found that examiners generally followed relevant policies and implemented them appropriately. For example, examiners usually did not classify as loss loans that the institution claimed were paying as agreed without justification, nor did they question or reduce the appraised values of assets securing such loans. However, examiners did not always document the procedures and steps that they performed to assess institutions’ appraisal and workout programs. We also noted that the regulators had different approaches to enforcement actions, particularly related to non-problem banks.

To view the full report, go to www.fdicig.gov
• The FDIC has investment-related policies in place to protect the DIF and to ensure the character and fitness of potential investors. These policies are largely based in statute. By their nature, such policies are going to have an impact on investments in institutions. The FDIC approved most change-in-control and merger applications, although approval rates were lower for states such as California, Florida, and Nevada that were heavily impacted by the financial crisis. The FDIC has policies and procedures for certain aspects of the review of PCIs, and the FDIC generally followed those policies. PCI purchases of failed institutions accounted for 10 percent of total failed bank assets acquired. Finally, we identified instances where the FDIC did not accept proposed open bank investments and instead closed an institution. However, in each case, we found that the FDIC identified concerns with the proposed investment related to safety and soundness issues, proposed management, or proposed business plans or determined that the proposed transaction would not present the least loss option to the DIF.

Recommendations and Regulator Comments

While the regulators generally implemented their policies appropriately, our study identified certain areas for improvement and issues warranting management attention. In the interest of strengthening the effectiveness of certain supervisory activities and helping ensure the success of the FDIC’s ongoing resolution efforts, we made seven recommendations in the following areas:

• **SLA Program.** We made recommendations related to developing additional controls for monitoring AIs’ commercial loan modification efforts and developing a more formal strategy for mitigating the impact of impending portfolio sales and SLA terminations on the DIF.

• **Appraisals and Workouts.** We made several recommendations related to clarifying how examiners should review institutions’ appraisal programs and strengthening examiner documentation requirements to more clearly define examination methodologies and procedures performed to assess institutions’ appraisal and workout programs. These recommendations should help to assure agency management that examiners are consistently applying relevant guidance.

• **Enforcement Orders.** We recommended that the regulators study differences between the types of enforcement actions that are used by the regulators and the timing of such actions to determine whether there are certain approaches that have proven to be more effective in mitigating risk and correcting deficiencies that should be implemented by all three regulators.

The FDIC, OCC, and FRB provided written responses to a draft of this report. The regulators concurred with our recommendations and proposed actions that adequately address the intent of our recommendations.

Beyond these specific recommendations, any changes to policies, practices, and approaches discussed in this report would involve the Congress and require continued discussion and deliberation among the regulators and industry representatives. Such dialogue will be critical to sustaining recovery efforts, ensuring stability and confidence in the financial system, and helping prevent future crises.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a study required by Public Law 112-88 (P.L. 112-88). The law requires the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Office of Inspector General (FDIC OIG) to conduct a comprehensive study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. The study is quite broad and addresses a number of matters pertaining to Shared-Loss Agreements (SLA), the significance of losses at institutions that failed, examiner implementation of appraisal guidelines, examiner assessment of capital adequacy and private capital investment in failing institutions, examiner implementation of loan workout guidance, the application and impact of formal enforcement orders, the impact of FDIC policies on investments in institutions, and the FDIC’s handling of private equity company investments in institutions.

Consistent with the legislation, our overall objective was to conduct a comprehensive study of the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. Our review timeframes were generally 2008 through 2011. In some cases, our data analysis preceded 2008, and in other cases we gathered information through September 30, 2012, updating data to the extent possible. As required, our scope included open and failed state member, state nonmember, and national banks regulated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), the FDIC, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), respectively. Our evaluation scope did not include institutions formerly regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS).

In conducting our work, we interviewed agency officials, reviewed relevant policies and guidance, reviewed examination reports and working papers, analyzed institution financial data and agency enforcement action statistics, interviewed officials at open institutions, and surveyed borrowers of failed institutions. KPMG LLP assisted us with several areas of review. We conducted our evaluation from January 2012 through October 2012 in accordance with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency’s Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation. Our study approach is referenced throughout this report and presented more fully in Appendix 1. Our methodology for sampling is discussed in Appendix 2. Appendix 10 provides a glossary of certain terms used in this report, and Appendix 11 provides a list of acronyms used in this report. Other appendices provide additional detail on the matters discussed in this report to facilitate readability.

BACKGROUND

To provide context for the matters addressed in this report, this section discusses the events leading up to, and the impact of, the financial crisis; the examination and resolution processes; and the study requirements of P.L. 112-88.

Events Leading Up to, and the Impact of, the Financial Crisis

The financial crisis that began in 2007 had a profound and lasting impact on the banking industry and broader economy. In January 2011, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission reported\(^1\) that

---

while the vulnerabilities that created the potential for crisis were years in the making, it was the collapse of the housing bubble—fueled by low interest rates, easy and available credit, scant regulation, and toxic mortgages—that was the spark that ignited a string of events, which led to a full-blown crisis in the fall of 2008. Trillions of dollars in risky mortgages had become embedded throughout the financial system. When the bubble burst, hundreds of billions of dollars in losses in mortgages and mortgage-related securities shook markets as well as financial institutions that had significant exposures to those mortgages and had borrowed heavily against them.

In February 2010, the Congressional Oversight Panel reported that the bubble in residential property also did much to fuel the bubble in commercial property. Companies involved in residential real estate, construction, and home furnishing grew rapidly as a result of the residential bubble and expanded the demand for office and industrial space. Many new retail properties were also built to serve new residential developments and the consumer credit-driven economy. Commercial real estate (CRE) loans accounted for more than one-third of community bank lending. Delinquencies for such loans more than doubled between 2008 and the date of the Panel’s 2010 report.

Real estate-secured lending, both residential and commercial, grew at FDIC-insured financial institutions for more than a decade until shortly after the real estate bubble burst in the summer of 2007. From December 2000 to March 2008, real estate-secured loans grew 101 percent, from $2.4 trillion to $4.8 trillion. Figure 1 depicts growth in real estate-secured lending leading up to the financial crisis. Real estate lending includes 1-4 family residential loans; multi-family residential loans such as apartments; other CRE loans such as office buildings; and acquisition, development, and construction (ADC) loans. ADC loans are considered to be the riskiest class of CRE loans because of long development times and because they can include properties that are built on speculation.

![Figure 1: Growth in Real Estate-Secured Lending—December 2000 through March 2008](source: OIG analysis of FDIC Quarterly Banking Profile reports)

As the economy deteriorated beginning in 2006 and loan portfolio weaknesses emerged, institutions increased their loan loss reserves to recognize estimated incurred losses. Doing so

---

2 Commercial Real Estate Losses and the Risk to Financial Stability, February 11, 2010. In response to the financial crisis, the Congress created the Congressional Oversight Panel in October 2008 to review the state of financial markets and the regulatory system.
put greater pressure on their earnings and ability to maintain adequate capital. From 2007 through 2011, FDIC-insured institutions provisioned almost $727 billion for loan and lease losses. Institutions that ultimately failed generally experienced higher rates of increases in reserves because their loan portfolios contained more distressed assets. Figure 2 shows the level and trend of average Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses (ALLL) to total loans and leases from December 2005 to June 2011.

Figure 2: Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses to Total Loans and Leases

As the downturn in the economy continued, loan growth became restricted and financial institutions began to actually experience losses. Exposures to residential mortgages were a primary cause of distress among the largest failed financial institutions, while losses in ADC and other types of CRE loans, often related to residential real estate lending, figured prominently in many smaller institution failures. From 2007 through 2011, FDIC-insured institutions charged off almost $632 billion in loans. As shown in Figure 3, average net charge-off rates peaked at the end of 2009 for all FDIC-insured institutions.
Finally, Section 38 of the Federal Deposit Insurance (FDI) Act, the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) provisions, requires institutions to maintain minimum capital requirements. Generally, an institution is considered Well Capitalized if it maintains a Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio of at least 5 percent. As shown in Figure 4, capital levels for failed financial institutions significantly and steadily declined due, in part, to the recognition of increasing amounts of loan losses and increased ALLL provisions.

---

3 The Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio is calculated based on an institution’s Tier 1 Capital divided by adjusted average assets.

4 Pursuant to Section 38 of the FDI Act (12 U.S.C. § 1831o), the FDIC issued Part 325, Subpart B – Prompt Corrective Action, which defines an institution as Well Capitalized if its Leverage ratio is equal or greater than 5.0 percent, Tier 1 Risk-Based Capital ratio is equal or greater than 6 percent, and Total Risk-Based Capital ratio is greater than or equal to 10.0 percent; and it is not subject to any written agreement, order, capital directive, or PCA directive to meet and maintain a specific capital level for any capital measure. Regulations issued by the FRB and OCC have similar definitions of Well Capitalized.
The rapid growth and sudden collapse of the real estate market, and resulting impact on the banking industry, exerted considerable stress on the federal financial regulators (regulators) from both a supervisory and resolution standpoint. The number of problem institutions increased from 76 in 2007 to 702 in 2009, and over 400 institutions with $671 billion in assets failed from 2007 through 2011, resulting in almost $88 billion in losses to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). As shown in Table 1, the average rate of failures during the period 2008 through 2011 was generally proportional to the number of institutions that each regulator supervised.

Table 1: Average Institutions Supervised and Average Failures by Regulator—2008 through 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Institutions Supervised, 2008-2011</td>
<td>4,838</td>
<td>1,424</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Institution Failures, 2008-2011</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Percentage of Institutions Supervised</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Percentage of Institution Failures</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG Analysis of FDIC’s Quarterly Banking Profile and Historical Statistics on Banking data, does not include OTS.

5 Unless stated otherwise, for the purposes of this report, the federal financial regulators are the FDIC, FRB, and OCC.
6 These figures include institutions formerly regulated by the OTS. We generally did not include thrifts in our report analyses because Congress transferred OTS’ responsibilities to the OCC, FDIC, and FRB in July 2011.
Overseeing Insured Depository Institutions and Resolving Them When They Fail

The FRB, OCC, and FDIC oversee the nation’s insured depository institutions to ensure they operate in a safe and sound manner. The OCC supervises national banks, the FRB supervises state-chartered banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System and bank holding companies, and the FDIC supervises state-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System (state nonmember banks). The FDIC also has additional responsibilities for insuring deposits, effectively resolving failed institutions, and maximizing the recovery of receivership assets.

Examining Institutions. The regulators assess the condition of institutions through off-site monitoring and on-site examinations. At each full-scope examination, examiners review the institution’s risk exposure on a number of components using the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System (UFIRS). Under this rating system, each financial institution is assigned a composite rating based on an evaluation of six essential components of an institution's financial condition and operations. These component factors address the adequacy of Capital, the quality of Assets, the capability of Management, the quality and level of Earnings, the adequacy of Liquidity, and the Sensitivity to market risk, known as CAMELS. Evaluations of the components take into consideration the institution’s size and sophistication, the nature and complexity of its activities, and its risk profile. The regulators assign composite and component examination ratings based on a 1 to 5 numerical scale. A “1” indicates the highest rating, strongest performance, excellent risk management practices, and least degree of supervisory concern, while a “5” indicates the lowest rating, critically deficient performance, inadequate risk management practices, and the highest degree of supervisory concern.

- Assessing Asset Quality. Asset quality is one of the most critical areas in determining the overall condition of a bank and the component rating most relevant to our review. The primary factor affecting overall asset quality is the quality of the loan portfolio and the credit administration program. Loans typically comprise a majority of a bank’s assets and carry the greatest amount of risk to their capital. The regulators have longstanding policies for examiners to review an institution’s lending and loan review functions and recommend improvements, if needed.

Every financial institution must maintain an ALLL, basically a reserve, adequate to absorb estimated credit losses associated with the institution’s loan and lease portfolio. During an examination, examiners review a sample of the institution’s loan portfolio to determine the adequacy of loan underwriting, credit risk administration, and internal loan review and grading systems as well as adherence to regulatory requirements and institution policy. As a result, examiners identify loans that show undue risk and may not be fully collectible. Institutions are required to categorize such loans as Substandard, Doubtful, or Loss, or some similar classification. If loans are classified as Loss, they are charged off the institution’s balance sheet through reductions to the loan balance and ALLL. If examiners disagree with institution’s risk rankings or determine that additional loans should be classified, the institution must update its risk rating or classification process. If examiners determine an ALLL is inadequate, the institution must increase its provision sufficiently to restore the ALLL to an adequate level consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The related loan loss provision expense directly impacts the institution’s capital level.

Another key aspect of an institution’s credit administration is its appraisal program. The December 2010 Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines (Appraisal Guidelines) require examiners to consider the size and the nature of an institution’s real estate-related activities when assessing the appropriateness of its appraisal program, and assess whether the methods, assumptions, and value conclusions are reasonable when reviewing an appraisal or evaluation for individual transactions. While examiners consider individual appraisals as part of their loan review, loan classification decisions are primarily based on the repayment capability of the borrower, unless the loan is collateral-dependent.

- **Determining Capital Adequacy.** The Capital component rating also plays a prominent role in several of the matters we addressed in our review. Examination policies and procedures require that examiners determine the extent to which a financial institution is maintaining capital commensurate with the nature and extent of risks to the institution and the ability of management to identify, measure, monitor, and control these risks. Regulators are required to impose mandatory corrective actions up to and including closure should institution capital levels fall below regulatory minimums.

**Taking Supervisory Action.** When regulators identify deficiencies or determine that an institution’s risk profile is less than satisfactory, they may take a variety of supervisory actions, including formal and informal enforcement actions, to address identified safety and soundness deficiencies. Formal enforcement actions are publicly disclosed by regulators and are used to address more severe deficiencies or when the regulator has limited confidence in an institution’s ability to implement changes. The three regulators have somewhat different approaches to enforcement actions and have established policies and procedures that describe the circumstances under which examiners should recommend the use of formal and informal enforcement actions to address identified deficiencies.

**Resolving Failed Institutions.** Should an institution’s condition decline to a point that it becomes **Critically Undercapitalized**, the chartering regulator (a state banking authority or the OCC) is generally required by law to close the institution promptly if it cannot be recapitalized. The FDIC is also required by law to resolve failing institutions in the least costly manner.⁷

- **Shared-Loss Agreements.** Faced with increasing failures, declining asset values, and losses that depleted the DIF, the FDIC re instituted an approach used in the past crisis of the 1980s and began resolving institution failures using SLAs in November 2008. The FDIC enters into an SLA with a purchaser of failed bank assets, known as the acquiring institution (AI), to receive a higher price for, and preserve the value of, the failed bank assets. The SLA guarantees that the FDIC will share in a portion of future asset losses and recoveries for a specific time period. In return, the AI agrees to manage the failed bank assets consistent with its legacy assets, pursue residential loan modifications on qualified loans, and work to minimize losses on those assets. Since loss-sharing began in

---

⁷ Section 13(c)(4) of the FDI Act (12 U.S.C. § 1823(c)(4)).
November 2008, through June 30, 2012, the FDIC used SLAs to resolve 293 of 426 institution failures (69 percent) with $212.7 billion in covered assets.8

- **Private Capital Investment.** The FDIC was aware of the need for additional capital in the banking system and the contribution that private equity capital could make to meet this need. To that end, in August 2009, the FDIC Board of Directors issued the FDIC’s *Final Statement of Policy on Qualifications for Failed Institution Acquisitions (PCI SOP)*, which provided guidance to private capital investors (PCI) interested in acquiring or investing in failed institutions. The guidance was aimed at encouraging such investment while ensuring that such PCIs had adequate capital and management expertise, and protections against insider transactions.

**P.L. 112-88 Required Matters of Study**

Our study addresses matters pertaining to eight areas:

- the impact of SLAs,
- losses at institutions that failed,
- examiner implementation of appraisal guidelines,
- examiner assessment of capital adequacy and private capital investment in failing institutions,
- examiner implementation of CRE loan workout guidance,
- the application and impact of formal enforcement orders,
- the impact of FDIC policies on investments in institutions, and
- the FDIC’s handling of private equity company investments in institutions.

The legislation included a number of topics under these broad matters, and the report is structured consistent with the order of the legislation.

The legislation also required the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) to study matters related to the causes of institution failures, fair value accounting, asset write-downs, the community impact of failures, and the feasibility and impact of SLAs.

**STUDY RESULTS**

The financial crisis had devastating impacts on the banking industry, businesses, communities, and consumers. Over 400 institutions have failed and several of the largest institutions have required government intervention to remain solvent. CRE collateral values have fallen by more than 42 percent. Construction starts remain partially complete and continue to detract from the quality of neighborhoods and home values. Trillions of dollars of household wealth have vanished, and almost 18 million loans have faced foreclosure since 2007. Unemployment peaked at 10 percent in October 2009 and remains stubbornly high.

---

8 The 293 figure includes IndyMac Bank, which failed in July 2008 and was resolved through a conservatorship. Then in March 2009, using an SLA, the FDIC sold former IndyMac Bank assets to an AI.
Events leading to the financial crisis and subsequent efforts to resolve it involved the dynamic interplay of laws passed by the Congress, regulatory rules, agency-specific policies and practices, and the real estate and financial markets in ways that are continuing to play out. In that regard, our study indicated the following:

- The markets drove behaviors that were not always prudent. Banks expanded lending to keep pace with rapid growth in construction and real estate development, rising mortgage demands, and increased competition. Many of the banks that failed did so because management relaxed underwriting standards and did not implement adequate oversight and controls. For their part, many borrowers who engaged in commercial or residential lending arrangements did not always have the capacity to repay loans, and pursued construction projects without properly considering the risks involved. Ultimately, these loans created significant losses for the institutions involved and often left the FDIC with the challenge of managing and disposing of troubled assets.

- In response to unprecedented circumstances, the regulators generally fulfilled their supervisory and resolution responsibilities as defined by statutes, regulations, accounting standards, and interagency guidance in place at the time. In addition, the regulators reacted to a rapidly changing economic and financial landscape by establishing and revising supervisory policies and procedures to address key risks facing the industry. While not a focus of this study, our report does acknowledge, however, Material Loss Review (MLR) findings that showed the FRB, OCC, and FDIC could have provided earlier and greater supervisory attention to troubled institutions that failed. For its part, among other initiatives associated with resolutions, the FDIC reinstituted use of SLAs with AIs and took steps to promote private capital investments in failing institutions.

Our study identified certain areas for improvement and issues warranting management attention. In the interest of strengthening the effectiveness of certain supervisory activities and helping ensure the success of the FDIC’s ongoing resolution efforts, we make seven recommendations in this report. Beyond these specific recommendations, any changes to policies, practices, and approaches discussed in this report would involve the Congress and require continued discussion and deliberation among the regulators and industry representatives. Such dialogue will be critical to sustaining recovery efforts, ensuring stability and confidence in the financial system, and helping prevent future crises.

A high-level presentation of our findings and conclusions on P.L. 112-88’s required matters of review follows.

---

Section 38(k) of the FDI Act, as amended, provides that if the DIF incurs a “material loss” with respect to an insured depository institution, the Inspector General of the appropriate regulator (which for the OCC is the Inspector General of the Department of the Treasury) shall prepare a report to that agency, identifying the cause of failure and reviewing the agency’s supervision of the institution.
The Impact of Shared-Loss Agreements

Impact on Borrowers of Failed Banks and Surviving Institutions. SLAs kept borrowers in a banking relationship with a healthy, often local, AI. Since the FDIC reintroduced SLAs in November 2008, the FDIC has passed approximately 82 percent of failed bank assets to AIs with and without SLAs, thus keeping those assets in the banking sector. Further, 72 and 73 percent of the failed institutions in Georgia and California, respectively, were acquired by AIs headquartered in those states. Georgia and California were both heavily impacted by the financial crisis. Additionally, AIs paid more for failed bank assets under SLAs than the FDIC would have received without a loss guarantee, and AIs are required to undertake loss mitigation efforts. These factors help to preserve asset values in the markets of surviving institutions.

We surveyed a sample of borrowers in order to gauge their views and satisfaction with AIs. Just over one-half of the borrowers responded that they were satisfied or neutral with regard to their AI, while the remainder indicated that they were dissatisfied with their AI. Given the narrow scope of the survey and limited response, these responses are not projectable to the population of SLA borrowers or AIs.

The FDIC developed a broad program for managing and monitoring SLAs and established controls to ensure that AIs comply with the SLA terms and conditions, covered assets are managed properly, and losses are minimized. The FDIC established the SLA program quickly in the midst of the financial crisis, and program controls have continued to mature. The legislation required that we study the impact of SLAs on several topics that follow:

- Impact on Loan Modifications. The FDIC has established various requirements and controls to ensure AIs comply with SLA terms, including reviewing qualified loans for modifications to minimize incidences of foreclosure, when such actions result in the least loss to the DIF. AI officials predominantly indicated that SLAs either encouraged or had no impact on the rate of loan modifications while officials of institutions without SLAs had mixed views. Our analysis showed that both AIs with and without SLAs increased their level of loan modifications from 2008 through 2011, before leveling off in 2012. Further, AIs with SLAs completed roughly the same number of single-family loan modifications and short sales as foreclosures through April 2012.

SLAs provide a number of incentives for loan modifications, and the FDIC’s monitoring program includes a number of controls to increase the probability that AIs will work to keep SLA assets performing and not inappropriately attempt to foreclose on SLA assets in order to collect the loss-share guarantee. However, there is a risk that AIs may be less willing to modify or extend commercial loans as SLAs approach their expiration date for fear of losing loss-share coverage on marginal, but performing, loans. While the Division of Resolutions and Receiverships (DRR) indicated that AIs are interested in extending

---

10 An AI may purchase failed bank assets with or without an SLA. Unless noted otherwise, we use the term AI to refer to a financial institution with an SLA.
11 For the purposes of this report, we define “performing” to mean a loan for which a borrower is current on all payments or is paying as agreed according to the terms of the loan. We use the terms “performing,” “current,” and “paying as agreed” interchangeably.
loans with creditworthy borrowers, DRR could strengthen its monitoring of commercial loan modifications to ensure that AIs continue to make loan modification and extension decisions that result in the least loss for the FDIC.

It is difficult to determine whether more types of loans could be modified with fewer SLAs or if they could be phased out altogether. AIs without SLAs had a slightly higher loan modification rate than AIs with SLAs. AI officials we interviewed did not believe that more types of loans could be modified with fewer SLAs. Representatives of several of the institutions without SLAs that we interviewed did believe that fewer SLAs would result in more modifications. As markets have improved, fewer resolutions have included SLAs and the FDIC has reduced the level of coverage in later agreements.

- **Impact on Credit Availability.** Our analysis showed that credit availability involves factors other than whether or not an institution has an SLA. While data limitations impacted our ability to make certain conclusions, we performed analyses that indicated SLAs were not a differentiating factor in loan growth between AIs with and institutions without SLAs. Nationwide, institutions without SLAs experienced a greater decrease in lending than AIs with SLAs. Most bankers we interviewed, with few exceptions, believed that SLAs had a positive-to-neutral impact on lending.

- **Impact on Participation Loans.** It is difficult to quantify the impact that SLAs have on participation loans. Participation loans comprised 1 percent of total SLA commercial asset balances, and AIs had a lead, controlling interest in 70 percent of those loans, as of June 30, 2012. This data points to SLAs having limited impact on participations in a broad view. AIs with and institutions without SLAs noted certain challenges with participation loans and in working with participants of such agreements.

**SLA Terminations and Asset Sales.** The SLAs provide certain controls governing SLA terminations. In addition, the FDIC has issued some guidance related to early terminations and is studying risks that early terminations pose to both the Corporation and the real estate market. The FDIC has terminated some SLAs early but currently is only considering early terminations of SLA portfolios with smaller asset balances. The FDIC could benefit from developing more comprehensive policies and procedures for terminating SLAs when they naturally expire.

The FDIC faces a more immediate risk from potential AI requests to sell commercial SLA assets before shared-loss coverage expires in the fifth year of the agreements, which will occur for most commercial SLAs during 2014 and 2015. During our fieldwork, the FDIC was working to establish a committee to review proposed asset sales and issued guidance to AIs on such proposals. Notwithstanding these ongoing efforts, the FDIC needs to formulate a better strategy and procedures for addressing potential asset sale requests because a significant amount of SLA assets could remain when the commercial SLA coverage periods expire. Further, asset values have not recovered at this point from the financial crisis, although the FDIC noted that there are signs of improvement in even the hardest hit areas of the country.

---

12 Most single-family SLAs will naturally expire from 2019 through 2021.
Reasons for Losses at Failed Institutions

Institutions Failing Due to Write-Downs on Loans that Institutions Considered to be Current. We did not identify any instances of an institution failure caused by significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current. Rather, a combination of factors related to institutions’ poor credit selection and administration in an environment of declining or reduced real estate values ultimately resulted in asset write-downs, often from non-performing loans, that contributed to most institution failures.

Write-Downs on Loans that Institutions Considered to be Current. We confirmed that institutions recorded as current a significant number of the loans that examiners adversely classified. In almost all cases, however, examiners documented multiple reasons to support their loan classifications, such as inadequate collateral protection, poor performance, and weak borrower cash flow, among others. Those classifications contributed to increased institution loan loss provisions and, to a lesser extent, asset write-downs, both of which ultimately decreased capital. The overall impact on the institution varies widely depending on the institution’s size and capital level. In certain circumstances, those capital decreases, combined with classifications of loans that both the institutions and examiners recognized as past due, may have caused institutions’ capital levels to drop below minimum PCA capital thresholds, requiring institutions to raise additional capital.

Losses from Fair Value Accounting. We concluded that fair value accounting did not have a significant impact on most institutions’ financial statements, especially community banks with total assets of less than $1 billion. Instead, impairment losses on loans recorded at amortized cost, resulting largely from non-performing loans, had a much greater impact on the decline of institutions’ regulatory capital levels. These impairment losses led to regulatory action, including closure of many institutions. We identified 13 out of 350 failed institutions for which fair value-related securities losses did significantly contribute to the institution’s failure.

Use of Appraisal Procedures on Loans that Institutions Considered to be Current.
We found that examiners used appropriate appraisal procedures in classifying loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans. Under existing guidance, borrower repayment capacity is the primary consideration for examiner classification decisions. However, in the case of a commercial loan, an appraisal of the loan’s collateral, along with a comprehensive analysis of the loan, could lead to an immediate write-down. Under regulatory guidance for classifying residential loans, appraisals typically would not result in an immediate write-down in the value of the loan unless the loan was 180 days or more past due.

Examiner Implementation of Appraisal Procedures and Guidance

Institutions Failing Due to Asset Write-Downs and Examiner Implementation of ALLL Guidance. Multiple contributing factors, such as aggressive growth, asset concentrations, poor underwriting, and deficient credit administration practices coupled with declining real estate values caused most institutions to fail. As a result of these factors, institutions experienced
elevated non-performing loan levels and ultimately increased asset write-downs and related loan charge-offs. These write-downs and charge-offs depleted institutions’ capital and caused them to become insolvent and fail. In that regard, virtually all of the MLRs reported that asset write-downs contributed significantly to the failure of the institution and loss to the DIF. The regulators were often critical of an institution’s handling of its credit quality review process, noting that the institution’s ALLL provision was not sufficient and its ALLL methodology was inadequate prior to an institution’s failure. With respect to ALLL policies and procedures, we found that examiners followed examination policies and procedures for evaluating an institution’s ALLL, and routinely reviewed and concluded on an institution’s ALLL methodology and sufficiency.

**Examiner Implementation of Appraisal Policies.** The FRB, FDIC, and OCC each established regulations addressing appraisal requirements and standards. In addition, the Appraisal Guidelines address supervisory matters relating to real estate-related financial transactions and provide guidance to institutions and examiners. Because the regulators use an exception-based process, examination reports and working papers typically do not document institutions’ compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines or internal appraisal program requirements. Thus, we could not always determine to what extent examiners actually assessed institutions’ compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines because examiners generally only documented identified exceptions. We saw evidence that examiners considered appraisal information in evaluating individual loans for classification purposes in almost all of the loans that we reviewed. However, examiners rarely documented their analysis of individual appraisals’ reliability, adherence to appraisal standards, or compliance with appraisal rules and regulations. Moreover, we could not determine to what extent examiners assessed institutions’ appraisal programs, which include policies and controls for selecting competent appraisers and monitoring their performance. Still, we found instances in examination reports and working papers where examiners documented non-compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines or exceptions to institutions’ appraisal program requirements and policies, consistent with the regulators’ exception-based process. Finally, we found examiners did not document their assessment of the adequacy of appraisals within the institution’s loan files even when those appraisals were several years old.

**FDIC Examiner Implementation of 2010 Appraisal Guidelines.** The 2010 Appraisal Guidelines clarified for financial institutions and examiners the supervisory expectations for prudent appraisal and evaluation policies, procedures, and practices. Our review of FDIC examination working papers found limited documentation of FDIC examiners implementing the Appraisal Guidelines. Most of the FDIC examiners that we surveyed indicated the criteria and content of the Appraisal Guidelines had already been incorporated and implemented in the examination process by the time the 2010 guidelines were issued and that the guidelines clarified supervisory expectations and provided criteria for assessing certain areas. We identified differences in how examiners approach assessing institutions’ appraisal programs and how they document their assessment. While FDIC procedures call for explicit documentation of an institution’s compliance with certain appraisal guidance, FDIC examiners do not consistently follow that guidance.
Capital Adequacy and FDIC Review of Private Capital Investment Applications to Purchase Failed Institutions

Examiner Assessment of Capital Adequacy. Examiners assess an institution’s capital adequacy by considering a number of factors, including the institution’s financial condition; the nature, trend, and volume of problem assets, and the adequacy of ALLL; earnings and dividends; management’s access to additional capital; prospects and plans for growth, as well as past experience in managing growth; access to capital markets and other sources of capital; balance sheet composition and risks associated with nontraditional activities; and risk exposure represented by off-balance-sheet activities. Based on our review of a sample of examinations, we found that, among other relevant factors, examiners considered the quality and risk profile of the insured institution’s loan portfolio in nearly all cases included in our sample. Prior MLRs similarly referenced examiner assessment of these factors and often noted that examiners had identified risk in the loan portfolio but could have been more aggressive in ensuring that capital was commensurate with that risk.

PCI Requests Received and Approved by the FDIC. Based on the documentation available to us as of December 31, 2011, we determined that the FDIC received approximately 60 requests from PCIs to bid on insured depository institutions in receivership. The FDIC evaluated those requests based on specific factors spelled out in the PCI SOP, which generally address the capital commitments of the investors and their proposed investment structure. Further, in connection with its deposit insurance and supervisory responsibilities, the FDIC applies statutory and regulatory criteria as well as policy considerations to proposals by PCIs to use either a newly chartered institution or an existing institution to acquire a failed bank. The statutory and regulatory criteria focus on the institution’s capital, management, and risk to the DIF as well as whether the acquisition would produce an unacceptable impact on competition within the bank’s community. Of the 60 PCI requests received, the FDIC approved 31 (52 percent). Of the remaining 29 requests, investors withdrew, superseded, or abandoned 23; the FDIC returned 2 incomplete applications; and 4 were under review by the FDIC as of December 31, 2011. FDIC-identified concerns with non-approved requests generally related to capital, management, and business plans.

FDIC Policy for Evaluating PCI Requests. The PCI SOP applies to proposals by private capital investors to acquire failed institutions. Private capital investors who invest in open banks without intending to use the open bank to acquire failed bank assets do not go through the PCI SOP process, but rather follow standard statutory and regulatory requirements. The FDIC tracks investors who go through the PCI SOP, but the FDIC does not formally track other private investment. The FDIC uses the factors listed in the PCI SOP in determining whether to grant investors clearance to bid on failed institutions. This clearance-to-bid process includes a pre-filing meeting, a review of the PCI’s documentation supporting its clearance-to-bid request, and a post clearance-to-bid review. While strongly encouraged, pre-filing meetings are not required by statute or as part of the PCI SOP process; therefore, there are no formal policies and procedures for conducting those meetings and the FDIC does not track such meetings in a centralized manner. We could not verify the number of meetings that occurred or how many private investors declined to invest as a result of those meetings. The
FDIC does have procedures for reviewing clearance-to-bid requests. We tested a sample of those requests and concluded that the FDIC followed its policies and procedures.

As for post clearance-to-bid reviews, once a private investor targets a specific failing institution for acquisition, the FDIC generally requires that investors update the information originally submitted with respect to their request for clearance to bid. If the FDIC has concerns with the updated information, it may suspend the investor from bidding on the target institution. The FDIC generally documented the authorization for those suspensions via email. Guidance for the review process evolved over time and was formalized in March 2012.

**FDIC Examiner Implementation of CRE Loan Workout Guidance**

We determined that examiners successfully implemented three of the four areas outlined in interagency guidance titled, *Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts*. With the exception of a few instances, we confirmed that examiners implemented the workout guidance related to loan-specific workout arrangements, classification of loans, and regulatory reporting and accounting considerations. Since examiners use an exception-based process, we were unable to determine from examination documentation whether examiners implemented the fourth area of the Policy Statement, that is, an institution’s risk management elements for loan workout programs. While examiners reviewed broader institution loan policies and procedures, examiners did not document their review of risk management elements specifically associated with institutions’ workout programs, such as infrastructure, staffing, and information systems for managing troubled assets.

With few exceptions, examiners also followed the guidelines for the use of appraisals when considering CRE loan workouts. The examination guidance for reviewing loans resulting from residential and commercial workouts is similar and primarily focuses on the repayment capacity of the borrower, though there are risk factors that differentiate residential from CRE loans. We found that examiners applied the relevant guidance with few exceptions. Accordingly, we concluded there are no significant differences in implementation between residential workouts and commercial workouts.

**Examiner Issuance and Impact of Formal Enforcement Orders**

**Uniformity and Fairness of Orders.** Each of the regulators has a different philosophy and approach to the application of enforcement actions. The regulators generally apply formal enforcement actions uniformly to problem banks, defined as 4- and 5-rated institutions. The OCC also frequently places formal enforcement actions on 3-rated institutions with management concerns, while the FDIC and the FRB usually rely on informal actions for such institutions. We determined that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB have policies, procedures, and other controls in place to help ensure uniformity and consistency with their respective formal enforcement actions. Further, those actions are supported by safety and soundness examination findings. For the actions we reviewed, the provisions were consistent with templates and/or guidance maintained by the regulators, the provisions were generally uniform within each regulatory agency, and safety and soundness concerns identified in examination reports formed the basis of the actions.
We also determined there was a correlation between examination ratings, key financial ratios, and enforcement actions, which, in our view, illustrates that regulators applied actions fairly across the institutions they regulated.

We identified some instances of non-problem banks with enforcement actions, and conversely, problem banks without formal enforcement actions. We found that, generally, there were circumstances surrounding the condition and management of the financial institutions that justified the regulators’ decisions regarding the imposition (or lack thereof) of such actions.

**Impact of Orders on Institutions’ Ability to Raise Capital.** Over 50 percent of the FDIC-supervised financial institutions with informal or formal actions received material capital injections within the period 2008-2011. In addition, 829 of the 1,515 insured financial institutions (55 percent) with enforcement actions raised capital in the year the enforcement actions were issued and/or in subsequent years. This rate of capital injection compares favorably to all active institutions over the same period. Further, according to investment professionals we interviewed, a depository institution’s ability to obtain additional capital depends more on the institution’s financial condition, including factors such as earnings performance, asset quality, and growth prospects, rather than the issuance of an enforcement action.

**Whether Orders Affect Credit Availability.** We did not identify any enforcement actions that directly limited credit to existing borrowers that were current on their loans, or to new borrowers when the financial institution applied prudent underwriting and credit administration practices. We did identify some enforcement action provisions that may have limited lending indirectly. However, in all cases, these provisions responded to an underlying safety and soundness concern. Further, while some bankers and the GAO have indicated that regulatory scrutiny has a negative impact on lending, the prevailing view was that the economy, competition, and lack of loan demand from creditworthy borrowers were bigger factors.

**Termination of Orders.** We determined that, in general, the FDIC, OCC, and FRB terminated their respective actions uniformly and appropriately across the insured depository institutions and in accordance with their respective policies and procedures. The policies and procedures include the condition that, for an action to be terminated, the financial institution is in material compliance with the provisions of the action, and the financial institution has improved sufficiently so that the action is no longer needed. With few exceptions, we concluded that regulators appropriately terminated enforcement actions when an institution’s condition improved and retained actions when institutions continued to present safety and soundness risk.

**Impact of FDIC Policy on Investment in Troubled Institutions**

**FDIC Policies on Capital Investment in Institutions.** The FDIC has policies in place to protect the DIF and to ensure the character and fitness of potential investors. By their nature, such policies are going to have an impact on investments in institutions. The FDIC approved the majority of applications that it received for mergers and changes-in-control of insured institutions—those being common forms of investments in existing institutions. Approval rates for change-in-control and merger applications for states such as California, Florida, Illinois,
Nevada, and Washington, which experienced 10 or more failures, were lower than the nationwide average from 2008 through 2011. Other states with 10 or more failures had the same or a greater average approval rate for such applications. The underlying reasons for the non-approval of applications generally related to FDIC concerns with potential investors’ proposed business plans, capital and/or financial resources, or management background and experience.

Investors take into consideration a number of factors beyond FDIC policies, including the asset quality of the investment target and the potential for return on investment. We also learned that some investors believed that they could secure a better price and return on assets after a bank failed, particularly if it was likely there would be an SLA loss guarantee. In addition, as required by law, the FDIC must determine that an investment in a troubled bank represents the least possible long-term loss to the DIF. Finally, investment professionals also told us that the implementation of the FDIC’s PCI SOP negatively impacted financial institution efforts to raise capital because a number of investors chose not to pursue that means of investment as they were concerned about the associated regulatory requirements. In that regard, the PCI SOP sought to balance the regulatory obligations imposed on investors with the FDIC’s duty to protect the safety and soundness of insured institutions and the DIF.

**FDIC Examiner Application of Capital Standards When an Institution Successfully Raises Capital.** We found that examiners fairly and consistently applied capital adequacy and PCA capital standards when an institution was successful in raising capital. Examiners routinely identified recent capital increases and incorporated those financial results into the examination’s analysis of the institution’s capital adequacy and capital component rating. While an institution might be successful in raising capital and examiners might view that capital favorably, the capital increase was not always sufficient to mitigate the level of risk and financial deterioration within the institution. We found a close correlation between the CAMELS composite rating and an institution’s capital level, which indicates that examiners were assessing capital adequacy consistently. The PCA capital designations are set by law and are tied to the institution’s regulatory capital ratios. We found that examiners appropriately considered the need for continued mandatory PCA restrictions when an institution’s PCA capital designation increased to *Well Capitalized*.

**Whether FDIC Steers Away Potential Investment in Troubled Institutions.** We did not identify any instances where the FDIC steered potential investors away from troubled institutions. As discussed previously, the FDIC approved the majority of change-in-control and merger applications from 2008 through 2011. The FDIC indicated that it has also incorporated provisions in its enforcement actions that require institutions to seek merger partners as part of their capital plans, which has been successful in averting failures. Historically, 16 percent of problem banks merged without failing while 22 percent of problem banks ultimately failed. In making decisions on proposed investments in troubled banks, the FDIC considers whether the investment or merger will result in a safe and sound institution and whether the proposed investment presents the least loss option to the DIF. We identified five examples where the FDIC did not accept proposed open bank investments and instead closed the institution. However, in each case we found that, in keeping with its policies, the FDIC identified concerns with the proposed investment related to safety and soundness issues, proposed management, or

---

13 Section 38(a)(1) of the FDI Act (12 USC § 1831(o)(a)).
proposed business plans or determined that the proposed transaction would not present the least loss option to the DIF.

**Private Equity Acquisitions of Failed Banks**

Between August 26, 2009 and March 31, 2012, 19 PCIs submitted bids on 60 failed institutions. Based on our research, it appears that all 19 PCIs had one or more private equity investors. Of the 19 PCIs, 13 were successful in acquiring 36 failed institutions with total assets of $19.3 billion. PCIs were unsuccessful in acquiring the other 24 failed institutions. PCI acquisitions accounted for about 10 percent of the total failed bank asset acquisitions during that timeframe. In general, the primary reason for PCIs being rejected in their attempts to acquire institutions was their bids were not the least costly bid that the FDIC received.

---

14 This total excludes 2 PCIs that the FDIC determined were not subject to the PCI SOP.
READER’S GUIDE TO MATTERS AND SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Public Law 112-88 is comprised of eight Matters to be studied under Section 1, subsection (c), which address the following topics:

Matter 1—Shared-Loss Agreements
Matter 2—Losses
Matter 3—Appraisals
Matter 4—Capital
Matter 5—Workouts
Matter 6—Orders
Matter 7—FDIC Policy
Matter 8—Private Equity Companies

To facilitate reading, the Matters are presented as follows:

- Legislative provision
- Brief context
- Subtopic and summary conclusion
- Detailed discussion and recommendation(s), as applicable

An evaluation of comments received from the FDIC, OCC, and FRB is presented following the Matters.

Multiple Appendices, along with the written responses from the regulators, are included in the final section of the report.
Matter 1:
Shared-Loss Agreements
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Matter 1—Shared-Loss Agreements

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study the effect of SLAs, including:

(A) the impact of loss-sharing on the insured depository institutions that survive and the borrowers of insured depository institutions that fail, including:
   (i) the impact on the rate of loan modifications and adjustments;
   (ii) whether more types of loans (such as commercial (including land development and 1-4 family residential and commercial construction loans), residential, or small business loans) could be modified with fewer Loss-Sharing Agreements (LSA),\(^{15}\) or if LSAs could be phased out altogether;
   (iii) the FDIC’s policies and procedures for monitoring LSAs, including those designed to ensure institutions are not imprudently selling assets at a depressed value;
   (iv) the impact on the availability of credit; and
   (v) the impact on loans with participation agreements outstanding with other insured depository institutions;

(B) the FDIC’s policies and procedures for terminating LSAs and mitigating the risk of AIs having substantial assets remaining in their portfolio when the LSAs are due to expire;

(C) the extent to which LSAs provide incentives for loan modifications and other means of increasing the probability of commercial assets being considered “performing;”

(D) the nature and extent of differences for modifying residential assets and working out CRE under LSAs; and

(E) methods of ensuring the orderly end of expiring LSAs to prevent any adverse impact on borrowing, real estate industry and the Deposit Insurance Fund.

Faced with increasing failures, declining asset values, and losses that depleted the DIF, the FDIC re instituted the use of SLAs for resolving bank failures in November 2008. The FDIC has reported that turmoil in the economy and significant uncertainty about future loan performance and collateral values necessitated the use of loss sharing, especially early in the crisis, because potential buyers of failing institutions were unwilling to take on the credit risk associated with failed bank assets, without some form of loss protection. Since loss-sharing began in November 2008, through June 30, 2012, the FDIC used SLAs to resolve 293 of 426 failures (69 percent) with $212.7 billion in covered assets.\(^{16}\)

\(^{15}\) The FDIC uses the term SLA, and P.L. 112-88 uses the term LSA.

\(^{16}\) The 293 figure includes IndyMac Bank.
Under loss share, the FDIC agrees to absorb a significant portion of the losses—typically 80 percent—on a specified pool of assets that it sold to an AI,\(^{17}\) and the AI is responsible for absorbing the remainder of the losses. The FDIC provides shared-loss coverage for single-family and non-single-family (commercial, securities, and other) assets:

**Single-Family SLAs.** These SLAs typically cover a 10-year period. The FDIC provides coverage for losses associated with the following single-family mortgage events: (1) modification, (2) short sale, (3) sale of foreclosed property, and (4) charge-offs pertaining to some second lien loans.

**Commercial SLAs.** These SLAs typically cover an 8-year period with the first 5 years for losses and recoveries and the final 3 years for recoveries only. Loss coverage also applies to loan sales, provided that prior approval of the sale was obtained from the FDIC.

The FDIC covers credit losses as well as certain types of expenses associated with troubled assets (such as advances for taxes and insurance, sales expenses, and foreclosure costs). For single-family loans, the AI is paid when the loan is modified or the property is sold. For commercial loans, the AI is paid when the assets are written down according to established regulatory guidance or when the assets are sold. AIs are required to remit a portion of any recoveries on previously charged-off assets back to the FDIC. Recoveries on loans that experience loss events are split, in most instances, with 20 percent of the recovery going to the AI and 80 percent to the FDIC. Table 2 provides a snapshot of the SLA program.

### Table 2: SLA Statistics at a Glance—as of June 30, 2012 (in billions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Failed Institutions Under SLAs</td>
<td>290*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Assets Subject to Loss Sharing</td>
<td>$212.7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Remaining Assets Subject to Loss Sharing</td>
<td>$120.4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDIC Loss Estimate (FDIC’s Share) Over the Full Term of SLAs</td>
<td>$43.4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual FDIC Losses at this Point in Term of SLAs (Loss Payments to AIs net of $1.3 billion in recoveries from AIs)</td>
<td>$20.3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


* This figure includes IndyMac Bank and excludes SLAs from three failed institutions with initial covered assets totaling $254.7 million. These SLAs were terminated prior to June 30, 2012.

As of June 30, 2012, the FDIC’s single-family SLA assets totaled $46.7 billion and commercial SLA assets (including securities) totaled $73.8 billion. Approximately 34 percent of the decline in assets subject to loss sharing was from principal write-downs and charge-offs, while 66 percent of the decline was from principal pay-downs.

\(^{17}\) An AI may purchase failed bank assets with or without an SLA. Unless noted otherwise, we use the term AI to refer to a financial institution with an SLA. We also use the term institutions without SLAs, which refers to financial institutions that did not acquire any failed bank assets.
P.L. 112-88 (1)(A)

The effect of loss-sharing agreements, including the impact of loss-sharing on the insured depository institutions that survive and the borrowers of insured depository institutions that fail.

SLAs kept borrowers in a banking relationship with healthy, often local, AIs. Since the FDIC reintroduced SLAs in November 2008, the FDIC has passed approximately 82 percent of failed bank assets to AIs with and without SLAs, thus keeping those assets in the banking sector. Further, 72 and 73 percent of the failed institutions in Georgia and California, respectively, were acquired by AIs headquartered in those states. Georgia and California were both heavily impacted by the financial crisis. Additionally, AIs paid more for failed bank assets under SLAs than the FDIC would have received without a loss guarantee, and AIs are required to undertake loss mitigation efforts. These factors help to preserve asset values in the markets of surviving institutions.

We surveyed a sample of borrowers in order to gauge their views and satisfaction with AIs. Just over one-half of the borrowers responded that they were satisfied or neutral with regard to their AI, while the remainder indicated that they were dissatisfied with their AI. Given the narrow scope of the survey and limited number of responses, these responses are not projectable to the population of SLA borrowers or AIs.

EFFECTS OF SLAs

Based on our prior reviews of the SLA program, and various FDIC literature, guidance, and Congressional testimony, SLAs provide a number of benefits to the FDIC, AIs, and borrowers from failed banks. Of these benefits, keeping assets in the private sector, placing failed bank assets with local acquirers, and preserving asset values while reducing resolution costs can have the greatest program-level impact on borrowers of failed institutions and surviving institutions.

Keeping Failed Bank Assets in the Banking Sector

Any bank failure is disruptive for failed bank borrowers. Either the FDIC sells their loans at closing to an AI or retains them temporarily until the FDIC can determine a disposition strategy to maximize recoveries. As a result, the loan officer and bank that made the loan in the first place are replaced and borrowers have to establish a new banking relationship. An AI—versus the FDIC or an investor—has a greater incentive to work with the borrowers to restructure problem credits or to advance additional funding when prudent, in order to establish an ongoing relationship with the borrower and have a performing asset. With regard to institutions that survived, SLAs can soften the effect of bank failures on the local market by keeping more of the failed bank’s borrowers in a banking environment. Without SLAs to attract potential acquirers of failing institutions, the FDIC would have been forced to take ownership of the failed institution’s assets and liquidated those assets, which has historically resulted in greater disruption to local markets and been more costly.
We analyzed bank failure data during the most recent crisis and determined that since the FDIC reintroduced SLAs in November 2008, the FDIC has passed approximately 82 percent of the failed bank assets to AIs with and without SLAs, thus keeping those assets in the banking sector.

**Keeping Failed Bank Assets with Local Acquirers**

When the FDIC markets a failing institution, it typically identifies sound financial institutions in the geographic proximity of the failing institution as potential bidders.\(^{18}\) We evaluated the failed bank acquisition activity for Georgia and California—two of the states heavily impacted by the financial crisis. We found that 72 percent of failed Georgia institutions and 73 percent of failed California institutions were acquired by AIs that were headquartered in those states.

**Analysis of Georgia Institutions.** There were 60 institutions in Georgia that failed from November 1, 2008 through March 31, 2012 that were acquired by financial institutions using SLAs. Of these 60 institutions, 43 were acquired by other financial institutions within Georgia and 17 were acquired by out-of-state institutions. We reviewed documentation for 8 of the 17 failed institutions that were acquired by financial institutions outside of Georgia and determined that the FDIC selected the least costly resolution in all 8 instances, as required by the FDI Act.

In some cases, a limited number of Georgia institutions submitted bids for failed institutions because few met the criteria for acquiring a failed bank. Most Georgia institutions are smaller community institutions (89 percent had total assets of less than $500 million as of August 23, 2012) and thus could not absorb the size of the failed institutions. Further, half of the institutions in Georgia had composite CAMELS ratings that generally made them ineligible to purchase a failed bank.

**Analysis of California Institutions.** There were 26 institutions in California that failed from November 1, 2008 through March 31, 2012 that were acquired by financial institutions using SLAs.\(^{19}\) Of these 26 institutions, 21 were acquired by other California institutions and seven were acquired by out-of-state institutions. We reviewed documentation for all seven of the failed institutions that were acquired by institutions outside of California and determined the FDIC selected the least costly resolution in all seven instances.

The number of institutions on the bid list varied for each failure, primarily due to the asset size of the failing institution, with larger failing institutions tending to have a smaller number of institutions on the bid list because fewer AIs had sufficient capital to be viable bidders. The small size and impaired financial condition of many California institutions resulted in instances where a limited number of California institutions were qualified to bid. Approximately 68 percent of California institutions had total assets of less than $500 million, and one-third of

---

\(^{18}\) FDIC Circular 6371.1, *Bidders List Preparation and Clearance Process*, governs the preparation of the bid list used in marketing failing institutions and obtaining regulatory approval of bidders. The Circular details criteria, including potential bidders’ financial condition and asset size, that DRR uses when developing the bid list.

\(^{19}\) This analysis does not include IndyMac Bank.
the institutions within California had a CAMELS composite rating that generally made them ineligible to purchase a failed bank.

**Preserving Asset Values and Minimizing the Cost of Failures**

During the crisis, SLAs helped to preserve asset values and reduce the FDIC’s resolution costs. Asset prices were low and investors were demanding steep liquidity and risk discounts when bidding on failed bank assets. In such circumstances, loss-sharing guarantees enabled the FDIC to sell failed bank assets at prices closer to their intrinsic value instead of accepting depressed prices.

Preserving asset values should, in turn, minimize the impact that failed bank assets have on local markets. AIs are required to undertake loss mitigation efforts and to use their best efforts to maximize collections from assets, which helps support collateral values in the failed bank’s market. Mortgage loans that are managed well, and held for a period of time, may perform better with the improvement in the overall economy. As a result, the AI and the FDIC may receive a better return on the loans than foreclosures in the current real estate market.

Finally, the FDIC estimates that SLAs reduce resolution costs to the DIF, which is funded by assessments on insured depository institutions. Interested bidders may submit resolution bids with or without a loss-sharing feature. The FDIC performs an LCT of all of the bids and is required to select the least costly form of resolution. The LCT considers all expected losses on the assets covered in an SLA over the life of the agreement.

The FDIC studied the use of SLAs between 1991 and 1993 and found that an AI’s purchase of failed bank assets with an SLA was less costly for the FDIC than a purchase without an SLA. For the current financial crisis, as of June 2012, the FDIC estimated that SLAs are projected to save approximately $41 billion over the liquidation scenario. DRR also determined that the average loss rate (estimated losses from failure divided by the failed bank’s total assets) for SLA resolutions has been 21.3 percent compared with loss rates of 26.1 percent for failed institution acquisitions without loss share, and 35.6 percent for a payout.

**Borrower Satisfaction Survey**

In order to gauge SLA borrower views and satisfaction with AIs, we sent surveys to a sample of 130 commercial borrowers and 130 single-family borrowers of failed banks that were acquired by AIs. As of November 27, 2012, we received a total of 49 surveys (32 commercial and 17 single-family). The 49 borrowers indicated that the status of their loans was as follows:

---

20 The FDIC uses the term intrinsic value to refer to the price that an asset would be worth in a normally functioning, non-depressed market.
22 If the FDIC is unable to find an acquirer for failed institution assets, the FDIC has to pay off the insured depositors and liquidate the failed institution’s assets. This resolution strategy is referred to as a payout and is usually the most costly form of resolution.
23 We have not performed audit work to validate the FDIC’s estimated SLA savings or resolution loss rates.
performing (32); paid off (10); delinquent (3); and foreclosed (4). Overall, the commercial and single-family borrowers responded similarly:

- Twenty-four borrowers were dissatisfied with their AI, 16 were satisfied and 10 were neutral. The primary reasons for the dissatisfaction related the reasonableness of loan terms offered by the AI and the AIs’ level of customer service.

- Compared to their failed bank, 25 borrowers were less satisfied with their AI, 4 were more satisfied with their AI, and 20 were equally satisfied with their AI and failed bank.

- Forty-three borrowers indicated that they contacted their AIs with inquiries or questions about their loans. Twenty-four were dissatisfied with the AIs’ level of responsiveness, 14 were satisfied, and 5 were neutral.

- Twenty-seven commercial borrowers indicated that they discussed loan renewals with their AI. Fifteen borrowers were dissatisfied with the AIs’ efforts to renew loans, seven were satisfied, and five were neutral.

- Twenty-two borrowers responded that they discussed loan modifications with their AI. Seventeen were dissatisfied with the AIs’ loan modification efforts, four were satisfied, and one was neutral.

- Twenty borrowers responded that they requested or obtained additional loans or credit from their AIs. Fourteen were dissatisfied with the AIs’ lending efforts, three were satisfied, and three were neutral.

- Six borrowers responded that they contacted the FDIC with a complaint or inquiry about their AIs. Four were dissatisfied with the FDIC’s responsiveness, and two were neutral.

Given the narrow scope of the survey and limited response from borrowers, these responses are not projectable to the population of SLA borrowers or AIs.

---

24 One borrower declined to indicate the loan status, and one borrower had two loans and indicated that one was a performing loan and one had been paid off.

25 The borrower that had two loans indicated that he was “dissatisfied” and “neutral” with his AI pertaining to the two loans.

26 Renewals typically apply to commercial loans and not single-family loans.
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The impact of SLAs on the rate of loan modifications and adjustments.

The FDIC has established various requirements and controls to ensure AIs comply with SLA terms, including reviewing qualified loans for modifications to minimize incidences of foreclosure, when such actions result in the least loss to the DIF. AI officials predominately indicated that SLAs either encouraged or had no impact on the rate of loan modifications, while officials of institutions without SLAs had mixed views. Our analysis showed that both AIs with and without SLAs increased their level of loan modifications from 2008 through 2011, before leveling off in 2012. Further, AIs with SLAs completed roughly the same number of single-family loan modifications and short sales as foreclosures through April 2012.

Residential Mortgage Modification Requirements. Single-family SLAs require the AI to implement a loan modification program, such as the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) or the FDIC Loan Modification Program, to modify loans that improve borrower affordability, increase the probability of performance, and allow borrowers to remain in their homes.

For single-family mortgage loans, the AI is required to perform and document a least loss evaluation when assessing the feasibility of modifying a single-family mortgage loan. If a qualified borrower accepts the modification offer, the AI can submit a shared-loss claim to the FDIC. The other option for submitting a claim for a residential mortgage loan occurs after all loss mitigation options have been pursued and the real estate owned property is sold after a foreclosure.

AIs had modified 17,047 single-family loans and completed 11,777 short sales under SLA programs through April 2012. As discussed in Matter (1)(A)(ii), we found that both AIs with and without SLAs reported an increasing level of loan modifications from 2008 through 2011. Figure 5 presents cumulative information for completed modifications, foreclosures, and short sales and in-process information for delinquent loans and loans in bankruptcy or in the process of foreclosure. It is possible that loans in the process of being foreclosed could be modified.
Commercial Real Estate Loan Restructuring Requirements. Commercial loan restructurings are designed to convert a non-performing loan, or a loan that is on the verge of becoming non-performing, to performing status consistent with the ability of the borrower to repay the debt. Loan modifications can reduce the loan payment for a period of 2 to 4 years and may permanently alter some conditions of the loan, including extension of the term of the loan, interest rate reduction, and principal forbearance or forgiveness which may be adjusted in any sequence. The commercial SLA requires the AI to seek to maximize recoveries on CRE loans. In addition, AIs may want to develop and expand business relationships with commercial borrowers in these communities. Restructuring loans at risk can turn these loans into interest-earning assets while keeping the protection of loss-share coverage during the 5-year coverage period. It also provides an opportunity for borrowers to improve their business conditions. Nonetheless, both borrowers and lenders must recognize the near-term challenges posed by an oversupply of construction and development projects in many communities.

On December 17, 2010, the FDIC issued Commercial Loss Mitigation Guidance on Commercial Real Estate (CRE) Loans to AIs, which notes that AIs should conduct a review of the loan portfolio to identify shared-loss CRE loans that are candidates for modification. A loan modification should be offered if the evaluation indicates that it will minimize the loss to the FDIC and the AI on that shared-loss CRE loan. The evaluation and analysis of shared-loss CRE loans should be consistent with the AI’s current underwriting practices for non-shared-loss loans.

The guidance also encourages AIs to pursue disposition strategies other than foreclosure when loan modifications do not present the best net present value (NPV) alternative or are not
otherwise feasible. For commercial loans, the AI is reimbursed for claims based on a loan or portion of a loan that is categorized as a loss under supervisory examination criteria. Therefore, an AI may file a shared-loss claim on a commercial loan restructure as a result of a principal reduction, as well as a result of a foreclosure.

The FDIC began tracking commercial loan modifications in December 2011. As of September 30, 2012, AIs reported to DRR that 30,218 SLA loans were more than 90 days delinquent and that AIs had modified 14,182 commercial loans. Further, AIs had completed at least 15,265 foreclosures and an additional 4,428 foreclosures were in process.

Public Inquiries and Bankers’ Views on the Impact of SLAs on Loan Modifications

As of August 27, 2012, DRR had received 146 inquiries pertaining to AI residential and commercial loan modifications and responded to 142 of those inquiries. The inquiries generally pertained to borrowers’ inability to obtain a loan modification from the AI, obtain more favorable loan modification terms, or renew an existing loan; alleged that AIs wrongfully pursued foreclosure actions and did not adequately consider borrowers’ single-family loan modification requests under an approved program such as HAMP; and requested assistance on obtaining a loan modification.

In order to obtain bankers’ views on the impact of SLAs on loan modifications, we selected a sample of 12 AIs from states that experienced a large number of bank failures. The 12 AIs collectively acquired 73 failed institutions with initial SLA assets totaling $44.8 billion, representing 25 percent of failed institutions under SLAs and 21 percent of initial assets subject to loss share.

We also selected 12 institutions without SLAs from the same states that were similar in size and location to some of the failed institutions that the 12 AIs in our sample had acquired. However, six of the institutions elected not to participate in our study because they had no involvement with, or opinions regarding, SLAs. Of the remaining six institutions that participated in our study, only two had business dealings with AIs.

Eight of the 12 AIs that we interviewed indicated that SLAs had a positive impact on residential loan modifications and that they were performing more loan modifications as a result of the SLAs. Two of the AIs indicated that SLAs had little or no impact on residential loan modifications. Seven AIs reported that SLAs have little impact on commercial loan modifications and that AIs treat SLA assets similarly to their non-SLA (legacy) assets. One AI responded that the short-term nature of commercial SLAs had a negative impact on an AI’s willingness to make commercial loan modifications.

27 AIs reported an additional 11,734 foreclosures as of September 30, 3012. These foreclosures were either performed by a failed institution just prior to closure or by the AI shortly after it assumed the failed institution. These 11,734 foreclosures all occurred in the AIs’ first quarter of operations. DRR’s data does not distinguish between which of these foreclosures were performed by the failed bank and the AI.

28 The FDIC receives hard copy and e-mail inquiries from the public, the media, Congress, and the White House and those inquiries are typically received by staff in FDIC headquarters or the FDIC’s Consumer Response Center in Kansas City, Missouri. The Consumer Response Center forwards SLA-related complaints to DRR for responses.
With respect to the six institution officials that we interviewed that did not have SLAs, three of the officials believed that SLAs do not affect an institution’s ability to pursue either residential or commercial loan modifications. Two believed that SLAs negatively impact an institution’s ability to pursue either residential or commercial loan modifications because the institution is more interested in collecting the SLA loss guarantee rather than continuing to rely on the repayment ability of the borrower. One official believed that an institution’s ability or willingness to pursue a loan modification was enhanced by an SLA, because the SLA provides an opportunity for the AI to identify the inherent risks involved in purchasing an asset while allowing those identified risks to be mitigated through modifying or restructuring commercial loan transactions during the SLA period.

We also participated in a panel discussion about the impact of SLAs with the FDIC’s Advisory Committee on Community Banking.29 The Advisory Committee is comprised of community bankers representing various states. Two of the committee members whose institutions were also AIs indicated that SLAs provided an incentive for their institutions to modify loans. Two committee members whose institutions did not have SLAs expressed their belief that the loss-sharing guarantee did not provide an incentive for AIs to modify loans and instead incentivized AIs to foreclose and collect on the loss-share guarantee.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whether more types of loans could be modified with fewer LSAs, or if LSAs could be phased out altogether.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is difficult to determine whether more types30 of loans could be modified with fewer SLAs or if they could be phased out altogether. AIs without SLAs had a slightly higher loan modification rate than AIs with SLAs. We found that both AIs with and without SLAs reported an increasing level of loan modifications from 2008 through 2011, before the loan modification rate leveled off in 2012. AI officials we interviewed did not believe that more types of loans could be modified with fewer SLAs. Officials at several of the institutions without SLAs that we interviewed did believe that fewer SLAs would result in more modifications. As markets have improved, fewer resolutions have included SLAs, and the FDIC has reduced the level of coverage in later agreements. Loss coverage for most of the commercial SLAs will naturally expire in 2014 and 2015 and for the single-family SLAs from 2019 through 2021.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loan Modifications for AIs and Institutions Without SLAs. It is difficult to fairly compare loan modification activity between AIs with SLAs and institutions without SLAs because AI loan portfolios include failed bank assets. A more relevant comparison may be between AIs with

29 On May 29, 2009, the FDIC Board of Directors approved establishing the FDIC Advisory Committee on Community Banking to provide the FDIC with advice and guidance on a broad range of important policy issues impacting small community institutions throughout the country, as well as the local communities they serve, with a focus on rural areas.

30 For the purposes of this report, we defined “types” of loans as either residential or commercial loans.
and without SLAs. However, the FDIC does not reimburse AIs for losses on assets acquired without SLAs and does not collect loan modification statistics for AIs without SLAs.

The nature of individual loan portfolios is also a major factor in how successful an institution is in modifying loans. Single-family portfolios comprised of Alt-A loans\textsuperscript{31} with negatively amortizing characteristics are difficult to modify because the proposed loan modification frequently cannot pass the NPV test (i.e., the loan modification is less costly than a foreclosure). Likewise, AIs that acquired assets from failed institutions with CRE portfolios concentrated in distressed areas such as Georgia or Nevada may find it more difficult to modify loans because collateral values have fallen so drastically.

Although the FDIC does not collect modification statistics for AIs without SLAs, in order to gauge SLAs’ impact on loan modifications, we analyzed Call Report data on troubled debt restructuring (TDR) activity for AIs with and without SLAs. Loan modifications should be reported as TDRs if the borrower is experiencing financial hardship and if the institution grants some form of concession on the loan.

AIs without SLAs had a slightly higher average loan modification rate than AIs with SLAs. Both AIs with and without SLAs showed an increasing level of loan modifications from 2008 through 2011, before the loan modification rate\textsuperscript{32} leveled off in 2012 as shown in Figure 6.

\textbf{Figure 6: Average Loan Modification Rates for AIs with and Without SLAs}

![Graph showing average loan modification rates for AIs with and without SLAs from Dec. 2008 to June 2012.]

The higher loan modification rate for the AIs without SLAs was influenced by the modification rates of three large institutions. As of June 30, 2012, these institutions accounted for 43 percent

\textsuperscript{31} Alt-A loans consist of mortgage loans where the borrower’s income, assets, or employment are typically not verified. Instead, the loan approval is based primarily on the applicant’s credit score.

\textsuperscript{32} The loan modification rates were calculated by taking the amount of loans each AI reported in its Reports of Condition and Income as being restructured in TDRs and dividing that amount by the total loans reported by each AI.
of the total loans for AIs without SLAs and had modification rates of 5.9 percent, 3.7 percent, and 3.5 percent. Excluding the three large institutions, the June 2012 loan modification rate for AIs without SLAs would drop from 2.8 to 1.7 percent, in line with the SLA modification rate.

On an individual institution basis, loan modification rates as of June 30, 2012 varied for both AIs with and without SLAs. The rate for AIs without SLAs ranged from zero to 8.6 percent and the rate for AIs with SLAs ranged from zero to 11.3 percent. Additionally, the existence of an SLA did not prevent an institution from having one of the higher loan modification rates. As indicated in Table 3 below, both AIs with and without SLAs had approximately the same percentage of institutions that exceeded a 4-percent loan modification rate.

Table 3: Modification Rates for AIs as of June 30, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loan Modification Rate</th>
<th>AIs without SLAs</th>
<th>AIs with SLAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 4%</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% to 4%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of Call Report data.

Bankers’ Views. We asked officials from our sample of AIs and institutions without SLAs about their views on whether more loans could be modified with fewer SLAs:

- None of the officials of the 12 AIs that we interviewed believed that more types of loans could be modified with fewer SLAs. Six of them indicated that they perform more modifications because of SLA coverage than they would otherwise. One said that without an SLA, the institution would modify fewer loans and would have to make loan termination decisions earlier.

- Officials at four of the six institutions without SLAs believed that more loans could be modified with fewer SLAs or if SLAs were eliminated. This opinion is based on the belief that AIs will not modify loans because they might lose SLA coverage, that it is easier to just collect the loss-share guarantee, and the AIs do not have an incentive to resolve problem loans. One official believed that AIs are more experienced and better staffed to resolve problem assets. Another institution official stated that AIs had already evaluated the loan portfolios, including those which might be eligible for loan modification, when they prepared their bid to acquire failed bank assets.

With respect to whether SLAs could be phased out altogether, as the market has improved, fewer resolutions have resulted in SLAs. Further, the FDIC has been reducing the percentage of loss-share coverage in more recent SLAs, with some agreements requiring AIs to share in 50 percent of the losses. DRR reported that the annual percentage of bank resolution activities that involved SLAs rose to a high of 82 percent in 2010 and declined to 63 percent in 2011 and 42 percent through September 2012. As discussed later, most of the commercial SLAs’ 5-year loss coverage period will expire in 2014 and 2015. The single-family SLAs have a 10-year coverage term and most will expire from 2019 through 2021.
The FDIC’s policies and procedures for monitoring SLAs, including those designed to ensure institutions are not imprudently selling assets at a depressed value.

The FDIC developed a broad program for managing and monitoring SLAs and established controls to ensure that AIs comply with the SLA terms and conditions, covered assets are managed properly, and losses are minimized. The FDIC established the SLA program quickly in the midst of the financial crisis, and program controls have continued to mature.

Key SLA Program Controls

The FDIC has established a number of controls and processes to monitor SLAs and ensure that AIs comply with the terms and conditions of the SLAs, covered assets are managed properly, and losses are minimized, including the following:

- The loss-sharing percentage is intended to provide the AI with an incentive to minimize losses.
- AIs are required to pursue the least loss strategy in managing and disposing of covered assets.
- AIs are required to manage covered assets consistent with their legacy assets.
- AIs are required to implement a loan modification program acceptable to the FDIC and review qualified residential loans for modification.
- Compliance monitoring contractors (CMC) and FDIC staff perform on-site visitations and testing of submitted claims.
- FDIC examiners in RMS review AIs’ compliance with SLA terms, including consistent management of covered and non-covered assets and proper accounting treatment.
- SLAs limit AIs’ ability to sell covered assets without the FDIC’s prior approval.
- A “True-up” provision requires AIs to reimburse the FDIC after the termination of an SLA, if losses are less than anticipated.

These controls are discussed in more detail in Appendix 3 of this report. Further, DRR identified these additional SLA controls:

- An FDIC specialist is assigned to each AI to monitor AI compliance with the SLAs and facilitate communication between the AI and the FDIC.
- The FDIC created a system to track the resolution of compliance review findings and implemented a secondary review to ensure the resolution of material findings over $75,000.
- The FDIC established a Compliance Review Committee to ensure that every failed institution is reviewed annually in accordance with FDIC established guidelines.
The FDIC has policies in place to escalate AI non-compliance with SLAs and distributes a monthly Watch List report to DRR management and other regulators, which identifies non-compliant AIs. DRR distributes all compliance reviews done by CMCs and DRR to RMS where the FDIC is the primary federal regulator of the AI and to the FRB and OCC, upon request.

Given the magnitude of the SLA program, we performed a comprehensive evaluation of the FDIC’s program for monitoring SLAs. The primary objective of the evaluation was to evaluate DRR’s overall efforts to monitor and ensure compliance with the terms of conditions of the SLAs. We also performed individual audits of seven AIs to evaluate each AI’s compliance with the SLA terms. Our evaluation and audit efforts are discussed in more detail in Appendix 3.
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**SLAs’ impact on the availability of credit.**

Our analysis showed that credit availability involves factors other than whether or not an institution has an SLA. While data limitations impacted our ability to make certain conclusions, we performed an analysis that indicated SLAs were not a differentiating factor in loan growth between AIs with and institutions without SLAs. Nationwide, institutions without SLAs experienced a greater decrease in lending than AIs with SLAs. Most bankers we interviewed, with few exceptions, believed that SLAs had a positive-to-neutral impact on lending.

To assess availability of credit, we evaluated loan growth from the beginning of 2008 through the end of 2011 for all AIs with SLAs and the total population of all institutions that did not have SLAs. We used an analysis similar to that which the FDIC uses to estimate lending activity. As described below, this analysis has limitations. The loan amounts that we analyzed were adjusted for mergers and acquisitions, which helped ensure that changes in loan amounts were due to lending rather than the acquisition of another institution’s loans.

**Nationwide Changes in Total Loan Balances for AIs with SLAs and Institutions Without SLAs**

Both AIs with SLAs and institutions without SLAs experienced an overall decrease in lending over this period. Based on aggregate dollar volume, institutions without SLAs had a greater overall decrease in lending (-6.2 percent) than institutions with SLAs (-2.0 percent). However, the overall decline in loan balances for institutions without SLAs was heavily impacted by lending declines in the five largest institutions over the 4-year period.

Proportionately, the number of institutions without SLAs that had loan growth from the beginning of 2008 to the end of 2011 exceeded the number of AIs with SLAs that had loan growth during this period. A total of 4,298 out of 7,212 (60 percent) of institutions without
SLAs had increases in total loans. Only 39 out of 145 (27 percent) of AIs with SLAs had increases in total loans.

One weakness with this analysis is that it simply measures changes in an institution’s total loan balance during two financial reporting periods. The analysis does not consider balance changes due to borrower pay-down of loans or loan charge-offs. DRR reported that total SLA loan balances decreased by $93.4 billion due to borrower pay-downs and principal write-downs. Thus, adding SLA loan pay-downs and write-downs back to total AI loan balances yields a lending increase of 7.2 percent (versus a decrease of -2.0 percent) from 2008 through 2011. Data was not available to perform a similar analysis for institutions without SLAs.

**SLA Terms that May Impact Credit**

The commercial SLAs contain the following two provisions that one could interpret as limiting the availability of credit.

- **Permitted Amendments.** Initially, AIs were not allowed to extend the term of a covered loan beyond the term of the SLA without risking losing SLA coverage on the loan. The FDIC relaxed this provision in December 2011.

- **Permitted Advances.** The AI may advance a borrower up to an additional 10 percent of the book value of the loan. The AI will lose loss-share coverage on the entire loan for advances in excess of 10 percent.

These provisions are intended to minimize losses and are supposed to prevent the AIs from “throwing good money after bad” and thereby exposing the DIF to additional loss claims. The FDIC has processes and a loan review committee for considering AI-proposed exceptions to these provisions, and the FDIC will approve exceptions on a case-by-case basis if they result in a least loss outcome for the asset in question.

**Inquiries from the Public**

From June 2010 through August 27, 2012, the FDIC received 14 inquiries from the public, which stated that the borrowers were unable to obtain additional credit. The FDIC assigned a specialist and had provided written responses to 12 of the inquirers and was in the process of responding to the remaining two inquirers as of August 27, 2012. The inquiries pertained to borrowers’ inability to obtain additional funds to complete construction projects. One complaint stated that the AI was refusing to accept partial payments from the borrower because the institution was demanding payment in full. In addition to these inquiries, the FDIC received several others that discussed borrowers’ inability to renew or extend existing loans. These inquiries also pertained to loan modifications and are addressed earlier in Matter 1(A)(i).
Institution Views on How SLAs Impact Credit Availability

We asked officials of the 12 AIs and 6 institutions without SLAs that we interviewed about what impact they believed the SLAs had on their ability to extend credit to borrowers. A summary of those responses is provided below.

- Officials from five of the AIs stated that the SLAs had a positive impact on their ability to make credit available to borrowers because the SLAs provided the institutions with new customers. Two officials said that the SLAs have a negative impact because the FDIC’s review process slows down their approval process and it takes substantial resources to manage SLAs, making it harder to build new business. Officials from eight AIs said there was no impact. Several officials said that they are looking to make loans to any creditworthy borrowers and use the same criteria to determine when to extend new credit to all customers.

- Seven AI officials said that they experienced an increase in lending since entering into their SLAs.

- Nine AI officials said that the SLAs do not limit or impair their ability to extend additional credit to creditworthy borrowers. Three said they are reluctant to extend additional credit to borrowers whose loans are covered in an SLA if the additional credit would be backed by the same collateral that secures the SLA assets. In such instances, the new loan is subordinated to the SLA-covered loan with respect to the underlying collateral.

- Seven officials said that they had received complaints from borrowers regarding their limited access to credit. The AI officials said that these borrowers had poor credit histories.

With respect to the six institutions that do not have SLAs:

- Officials at three of the institutions believed that SLAs could have a negative effect on an AI’s ability to make credit available because the institution is focused on the short term and administering the SLA.

- Officials at two institutions expected a positive effect because the SLA assists in protecting an institution’s potential loss and in turn allows the AI to continue providing loans.

- One institution’s officials did not feel the existence of the SLA would have an effect on credit availability in general.

We inquired about SLAs’ impact on credit availability during the June 2012 meeting of the FDIC Advisory Committee on Community Banking. None of the committee members expressed a concern that SLAs impact credit availability.
It is difficult to quantify the impact that SLAs have on participation loans. Participation loans comprised 1 percent of total SLA commercial asset balances, and AIs had a lead, controlling interest in 70 percent of those loans, as of June 30, 2012. This data points to SLAs having limited impact on participations in a broad view. Officials from AIs with and institutions without SLAs noted certain challenges with participation loans and in working with participants of such agreements.

Participations are generally large loans involving multiple institutions. The participating institutions may have either a lead (decision-making) or downstream (non-decision-making) interest in a participation loan. It is difficult to quantify the impact that SLAs have on such loans. However, participation loans comprise 1 percent of total commercial SLA assets. Participation loans can present risks to institutions because downstream participants often rely on the lead participant to perform adequate underwriting and credit administration, and the terms of the participation agreement may not adequately protect the interests of downstream participants. Loan participations were often noted as a contributing factor to an institution’s failure in MLRs.

FDIC SLA Guidance on Loan Participations

DRR issued Risk Sharing Asset Management Guidance (RSAM-2011-15), *FDIC Commercial Loss Mitigation Guidance for Loan Participations*, dated June 24, 2011, to AIs regarding the administration of commercial SLA loans that are not wholly-owned by the AI, including participations. The guidance provides that AIs should conduct a review of their commercial SLA portfolio as soon as possible to identify participations with priority given to SLA loans when imminent monetary default is probable. The AI’s evaluation should include a comprehensive legal review of the participation agreement and all related loan documents to determine the AI’s rights, responsibilities, recourse, and risks and to identify potential conflicts with the terms of the commercial SLA.

AI interests in participation loans totaled $720.4 million or 1 percent of the SLA commercial asset balances as of June 30, 2012. AIs had a lead interest in 70 percent of the covered participation loans, as of June 30, 2012, as shown in Table 4.

---

33 DRR reported that assets covered by commercial SLAs totaled $71.6 billion as of June 30, 2012.
Table 4: Active Loan Participations in Commercial SLAs (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation Interest</th>
<th>Initial Balance</th>
<th>Current Loans</th>
<th>June 30, 2012 Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead Interest</td>
<td>$645.8 (55%)</td>
<td>862 (76%)</td>
<td>$501.9 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream Interest</td>
<td>$533.4 (45%)</td>
<td>269 (24%)</td>
<td>$218.5 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1,179.2</td>
<td>1,131</td>
<td>$720.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: DRR information request to AIs.

Further, 29 percent of the covered participation loans have some form of government guarantee, such as a Small Business Administration loan guarantee, according to data that the AIs provided to the FDIC as of June 30, 2012. Assuming that the lead participant complies with the terms of the government guarantee program, this guarantee reduces this risk of loss to the participants and to the FDIC.

As of August 27, 2012, the FDIC had received seven inquiries regarding participation loans in the SLA program since DRR began recording inquiries in June 2010. All of the inquiries were from non-SLA institutions that were downstream participants. Four of the inquiries related to downstream participating institutions’ questions regarding the terms of shared-loss coverage, two inquiries related to a request for the FDIC to facilitate proposed transactions involving the loan participation, and one inquiry related to litigation filed by the downstream institution against the AI. The FDIC reported that it has responded to all seven inquiries.

Banking Industry Views on Participations

Bankers that we interviewed offered differing viewpoints regarding whether SLAs had an impact on participation loans. In general, AI officials indicated that the shared-loss guarantee does not impact their treatment of participation loans. They noted though that institutions without SLAs that have participation interests tend to delay and avoid writing down participation loans. Some stated that their SLA often impacted negotiations with participant institutions because the participating institution did not understand the terms of the SLA and believed that they should share in loss coverage. AI officials also reported that the time required to get approval from the FDIC hampers the AI’s ability to work directly with the other participants.

Institutions without SLAs, on the other hand, indicated that the AIs with lead participation interests are influenced by the shared-loss guarantee and tend to foreclose without regard for downstream participants. Both officials at AIs and at institutions without SLAs agreed that participation loans were problematic, and stated that, in the future, they would likely avoid participation loans.
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FDIC’s policies and procedures for terminating LSAs and mitigating the risk of acquiring institutions having substantial assets remaining in their portfolios when the LSAs are due to expire.

The SLAs provide certain controls governing SLA terminations. In addition, the FDIC has issued some guidance related to early terminations and is studying risks that early terminations pose to both the Corporation and the real estate market. The FDIC could benefit from developing more comprehensive policies and procedures for terminating SLAs when they naturally expire. The FDIC faces a more immediate risk from potential AI requests to sell commercial SLA assets before shared-loss coverage expires in the fifth year of the agreements, which will occur for most commercial SLAs during 2014 and 2015. During our fieldwork, the FDIC was establishing a committee to review proposed asset sales and issued guidance to AIs on such proposals. Notwithstanding these ongoing efforts, the FDIC needs to formulate a better strategy and procedures for addressing potential asset sale requests because a significant amount of SLA assets could remain when the commercial SLA coverage periods expire. Further, asset values have not recovered at this point from the financial crisis, although the FDIC noted that there are signs of improvement in even the hardest hit areas of the country.

Policies and Procedures Related to Terminations

The FDIC has developed procedures, in the form of job aids, for processing the early termination of SLAs. However, DRR has not developed policies or procedures for handling terminations that expire naturally according to the SLA. As discussed later in this report, because many of the commercial SLAs’ loss coverage will expire in 2014 and 2015, it is important that DRR establish procedures for staff to follow when processing SLA terminations.

SLA Provisions Pertaining to Loan Sales

Generally, the FDIC discourages loan and note sales during the life of an SLA, preferring to let the agreement run its course. The FDIC can, however, grant permission for such sales on an exception basis if the AI is able to provide documentation that the sales result in the least loss. AIs may request to sell SLA assets as part of a group or individually. DRR generally refers to portfolio sales as the sale of 10 or more unrelated assets. Note sales involve the sale of an individual note or several notes to the same purchaser. The AIs must sell SLA assets to unaffiliated parties through a competitive bid process.

After approximately 4.25 years under the commercial SLA or at any time during the single-family SLA, the vast majority of the SLAs explicitly state that the AIs may request the FDIC’s concurrence to sell all or a portion of the SLA assets. The AIs may sell SLA assets without the FDIC’s approval but would lose SLA coverage associated with any losses on the sold assets. The FDIC can also repurchase SLA assets from an AI or require an AI to sell assets if the AI is not properly managing the assets. Finally, DRR can withhold SLA payments, remove certain
SLA assets from coverage, or terminate an AI’s participation in the program all together if an AI is not properly managing the assets.

During our fieldwork, DRR was taking steps to address issues involving SLA asset sales. It was establishing a loan sale review committee to review AI requests for note and portfolio sales. The committee is expected to ensure consistency in the FDIC’s review and approval of SLA asset sales and should be established by the end of 2012. In October 2012, DRR also sent a letter to the AIs reiterating the SLA requirement that AIs seek to maximize recoveries. The letter stated that the FDIC will consider all proposals for portfolio sales but will only provide its concurrence or consent if the AI has clearly demonstrated to the FDIC that the proposed sale maximizes collections on an asset-by-asset basis and otherwise satisfies the requirements in the SLA pertaining to the sale of assets. The letter also states that AIs should continue to use their best efforts to maximize collections and should not rely on asset sales as the primary resolution strategy for SLA assets. Further, during a conference that DRR held for AIs in October 2012, DRR reiterated that it would approve portfolio sale requests if the AIs could show that the sales represented the least loss alternative. DRR informed the AIs that they should provide the FDIC with the following documentation when requesting concurrence or consent to sell SLA assets:

- a cost justification such as an internal credit memorandum outlining the proposed sale that was approved by the AI’s Board,

- evidence that the AI considered and/or attempted other alternatives and determined that a portfolio sale was the least loss resolution, and

- an NPV analysis and documents such as current appraisals to support the AI’s valuation of the assets.

DRR stated that commercial loan portfolio sale requests could theoretically be as high as $63.0 billion should AIs request approval to sell all of the projected remaining commercial SLA assets when these assets reach the 4.25 year mark. However, as discussed below, the FDIC does not expect the volume of sale requests to be as high as $63.0 billion. About $49.9 billion of these assets (or 79 percent) will reach the 4.25 year mark from July 2014 through June 2015. DRR has not made projections regarding probable future loan sale requests but does maintain information showing the geographic areas where remaining SLA assets are concentrated.

Also, around March 2012, the FDIC began aggregating data on portfolio sale requests and approvals. As of June 30, 2012, DRR reported that AIs sold $885.5 million of commercial SLA assets through six portfolio sale transactions, of which $605.4 million (68.4 percent) was charged off, and the FDIC authorized one single-family sale of 13 loans valued at $1.2 million. The FDIC was not tracking individual note sale requests and approvals at the time of our fieldwork.
Institution Views on SLA Asset Sales

Five of the officials at 12 AIs that we interviewed stated that they would like more clarity and guidance from the FDIC regarding their rights to sell SLA assets. Further, four AI officials believed that note and portfolio sales would have a negative impact on the real estate industry and the economy. These officials indicated that portfolio sales would result in a large supply of SLA assets with limited demand, which would depress real estate prices. These officials noted that as the commercial SLA coverage period ends, AIs will want to sell SLA assets to reduce losses. Two AI officials believed that there would be little impact on local economies because the damage from real estate devaluations has already occurred and because the AIs can take write-downs on commercial assets during the 5-year coverage period. Thus, the overall impact at the end of the SLA coverage period will be minimal.

Officials at the AIs and at institutions without SLAs provided the following additional comments.

- Four AI officials stated that they expect to have substantial assets remaining at the end of the SLA, and are concerned about the need for write-downs and portfolio sales at the end of the SLA. One said that ADC loans pose the biggest problems and the market is not likely to improve soon.
- Six AI officials said that as SLA termination dates come closer, there will be an increased incentive for AIs to collect loss claims. Five AIs said that if an institution is doing its job correctly, it charges loan balances down and claims losses as necessary throughout the SLA coverage period.
- Six AI officials said they would identify the good and bad assets, liquidate bad assets through pay-offs and charge-offs; move good assets to their legacy loan portfolios; and conduct portfolio sales when possible.
- Five AI officials suggested that the FDIC should extend the coverage period for commercial SLA assets in hopes that real estate markets continue to improve. The FDIC has discussed this internally but is not inclined to extend SLA coverage periods.
- Of the officials at the six institutions without SLAs that we interviewed, four said that a pending SLA termination provides an incentive for an AI to collect loss claims as opposed to working to keep the assets performing.

As the commercial SLAs approach their termination date, there is a possibility that the AIs will have a greater incentive to dispose of non-performing SLA assets in order to collect the FDIC loss guarantee before coverage expires. DRR noted that the 5-year coverage period of the commercial SLAs was determined when SLAs were first used in 1991. Since the terms of most commercial loan agreements typically do not exceed 5 years, the FDIC chose a 5-year term for

---

34 Our interviews of the AIs were conducted in April and May 2012. As noted earlier, DRR provided guidance to the AIs on proposed SLA asset sales in October 2012.
the coverage period for commercial SLAs during the last crisis. At the time the FDIC entered into these shared-loss transactions in 1991, the expectation was that 5 years out, the economy would be on the path to a sustained recovery. The FDIC patterned its agreements for the current crisis after the agreements used in the last crisis, including the length of the agreement. DRR noted that given the depth of the recession in the current crisis, at least in some of the hardest hit real estate markets, the recovery has been muted to date. However, DRR also noted that there are signs that the long-awaited upturn is happening in even the hardest hit areas. Finally, DRR noted that given that the SLA coverage period on all but one of the commercial shared-loss agreements does not expire until 2014 at the earliest and assuming the recovery continues, there is reason to believe the impact of the coverage period expiration for covered assets on local real estate markets may not be that pronounced.

Although the SLAs require the FDIC’s concurrence to sell SLA assets, the portfolio sale clause may create an expectation on the part of the AI that the FDIC will allow the AI to sell assets at the 4.25 year mark. A concentration of portfolio sales could present risk to the FDIC in the form of substantially increased SLA loss claims and to local real estate markets based on the sale of a number of SLA CRE assets at a discount. During our fieldwork, DRR was establishing a committee to study these risks, identify possible solutions, and consolidate the approval of SLA asset sales in DRR headquarters. DRR also provided additional guidance to AIs on SLA asset sales. Still, we concluded that the FDIC needs to better formulate its strategy for mitigating the risks associated with portfolio asset sales and SLA terminations. DRR will also need to develop procedures and ensure adequate and correct resources are assigned to implement this strategy and to address the potentially high volume of terminating SLAs and requests for asset sales.

**Recommendation**

We recommend that the Director, DRR:

1. Develop a strategy for mitigating the impact of impending portfolio sales and SLA terminations on the DIF and ensure that procedures, processes, and resources are sufficient to address the volume of terminations and potential requests for asset sales.
SLAs provide a number of incentives for loan modifications, and the FDIC’s monitoring program includes a number of controls to increase the probability that AIs will work to keep SLA assets performing and not inappropriately attempt to foreclose on SLA assets in order to collect the loss-share guarantee. However, there is a risk that AIs may be less willing to modify or extend commercial loans as SLAs approach their expiration date for fear of losing loss-share coverage on marginal, but performing, loans. While DRR indicated that AIs are interested in extending loans with creditworthy borrowers, the division could strengthen its monitoring of commercial loan modifications to ensure that AIs continue to make loan modification and extension decisions that result in the least loss for the FDIC.

SLA Incentives to Promote Loan Modifications

AIs are required to modify single-family loans and to pursue other loss mitigation efforts to minimize foreclosures, when possible. The commercial SLA does not prescribe specific criteria outlining when an AI is required to modify a commercial loan. However, the FDIC has encouraged AIs to modify commercial loans when doing so represents the least loss alternative for the FDIC.

The FDIC has identified the following factors as incentives for AIs to pursue loan modifications and restructures:

- The loss-sharing percentage provides an incentive for the AI to modify loans because the AIs are responsible for a portion of the losses.
- A performing, interest-earning asset is of more value to the AI than the FDIC’s loss coverage on a foreclosed asset.
- Commercial restructures provide the AI the opportunity to develop and expand business/borrower relationships.
- The residential foreclosure process can be lengthy and difficult in some states.

We also asked our sample of officials at AIs and institutions without SLAs about their views on whether SLAs increase the probability of commercial assets becoming performing:

- Ten of the 12 AI officials believed that SLAs have a neutral effect on the probability of non-performing assets becoming performing and that cash flow and the repayment ability of the borrower are the determining factors. Two AI officials responded that SLAs may
have a positive effect because the SLA provides the AI with more time to work with marginal borrowers and AIs want to develop long-term customer relationships.

- Officials from three of the six institutions without SLAs believed that SLAs do not increase the probability that non-performing commercial assets will become performing. This view was based primarily on the belief that SLA institutions would rather collect on the shared-loss guarantee than expend the time and effort to improve loan performance.

**SLA Incentives for Extending Commercial Loans**

Many SLA commercial loans are 3-to 5-year, interest-only loans with principal due as a balloon payment at the end of the loan. Borrowers often attempt to extend the term of those loans instead of paying the balloon amount, especially in times of economic distress.

We determined that a risk pertaining to the SLA program is that as an SLA approaches maturity, the AI may have a greater incentive to not extend maturing commercial loans. If the AI does not extend a loan and the borrower cannot immediately pay the full amount of the loan, the loan may become non-performing, providing an incentive for the AI to foreclose and collect on the loan while losses are still covered under the SLA. DRR officials stated that AIs decide on loan extensions on a case-by-case basis and that it is in an AI’s best interest to extend the term of performing loans with creditworthy borrowers.

In making modification or extension decisions, institutions may be unable to change the terms of the underlying loans, as is often requested by the borrowers. Institutions are required to maintain minimum loan-to-value (LTV) ratios. When collateral values decrease, as they have in many geographic areas, banks may be required to request principal repayments in order to meet LTV requirements.

DRR staff informed us that DRR does not currently track loan extensions. DRR could mitigate risks of AIs not reasonably extending commercial loans by adding additional controls to its SLA monitoring program. For example, DRR could:

- communicate to AIs DRR’s expectation that AIs should be working to maximize collections when making loan extension decisions,

- have CMCs review a sample of AI loan extension decisions during CMC on-site visits, and

- collect and monitor trend information on extensions across AIs to identify AIs with lower rates of loan extensions for further analysis.
Recommendation

We recommend that the Director, DRR:

2. Research risks presented by commercial loan extension decisions and determine whether DRR should develop additional controls for monitoring AIs’ efforts to extend the term of commercial loans.
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Nature and extent of differences for modifying residential assets and working out commercial real estate under LSAs.

There are a number of similarities between residential and commercial loan modification efforts. Most notably, both residential and commercial modification efforts have to result in the least loss alternative to the FDIC and DIF. One key difference between residential and commercial modifications is that AIs are required to implement a residential loan modification program, while AIs are encouraged to modify troubled CRE loans.

Table 5 presents the key features of residential and commercial loan modifications. Other than AIs being required (versus encouraged) to implement a residential loan modification program, the table illustrates how the efforts are similar.

**Table 5: Key Features of Residential and Commercial Loan Modification Efforts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Feature</th>
<th>Residential Modification</th>
<th>Commercial Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLA Requirement for a Loan</td>
<td>AIs are required to implement a loan modification program acceptable to the FDIC.</td>
<td>The AI is required to seek to maximize recoveries and encouraged to modify loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solicitation of Potential Candidates</td>
<td>AIs should solicit borrowers in default or in danger of imminent default for modifications.</td>
<td>The AI should conduct a review of the SLA loan portfolio to identify commercial SLA loans that are candidates for modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting</td>
<td>The AI must verify borrower income and occupancy status and other underwriting requirements.</td>
<td>The AI must conduct a global cash flow analysis, evaluate guarantors, and assess collateral values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Adjustment Options</td>
<td>The AI applies a “waterfall” analysis to adjust the borrower’s mortgage terms to achieve a 31-percent debt-to-income ratio by first reducing the loan interest rate, then extending the loan term, and, where necessary, offering forbearance of principal.</td>
<td>The modification may include extending the term of the loan, an interest rate reduction, or principal forgiveness or forbearance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Key Feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Modification</th>
<th>Commercial Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Least Loss Analysis</strong></td>
<td>AIs conduct an NPV test (i.e., the NPV of the modification must exceed the NPV of a foreclosure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternatives to Modification</strong></td>
<td>If the NPV test is negative, the AI should consider the borrower for a short sale or deed-in-lieu program before pursuing foreclosure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG-developed from SLA and other FDIC documents.

---

### P.L. 112-88 (1)(E)

**Methods of ensuring the orderly end of expiring SLAs to prevent any adverse impact on borrowing, the real estate industry, and the Deposit Insurance Fund.**

As discussed earlier, the FDIC does not have a formal strategy for ensuring the orderly end of expiring SLAs and mitigating the risk that terminating SLAs will negatively impact local real estate economies because asset values have not recovered. The FDIC and the AI may agree to terminate an SLA early or allow it to run its natural course. The FDIC has terminated some SLAs early but currently is only considering early terminations of SLA portfolios with smaller balances. The 5-year loss coverage for most commercial SLAs will expire in 2014 and 2015, and the 10-year loss coverage for most single-family SLAs will expire from 2019 through 2021.

---

### Early SLA Terminations

As the dollar amount of the remaining covered assets declines over the life of the SLA, an AI may have an incentive to terminate an SLA with the FDIC to reduce or eliminate future compliance costs and discontinue the level of FDIC oversight. In making such requests, an AI asks the FDIC to terminate its SLA early for a certain amount of money, or the FDIC reaches out to the AI. The FDIC may also have an incentive to accept an early termination offer if doing so results in the least loss to the DIF.

In early 2012, the FDIC put further consideration of early termination offers from AIs on hold because it was concerned that early terminations may not maximize value to the DIF and that AIs might use their in-depth knowledge of the true value of their SLA assets to disadvantage the FDIC. In mid-2012, however, the FDIC began a pilot program that consisted of offering AIs with single-family SLA portfolios under $1.5 million the opportunity to terminate those portfolios in exchange for a cash payout from the FDIC. In determining a cash payout amount,
the FDIC performs an asset valuation review to derive an acceptable payout price. As of October 5, 2012, DRR had terminated seven SLAs, four of which were through the pilot program.

Prior to the early termination of an SLA, the FDIC performs a review to ensure that the AI has resolved all outstanding issues, including an AI’s payment of any questioned costs resulting from CMC or OIG compliance audits to the FDIC. RMS staff in headquarters and the field as well as the AI’s primary federal regulator must also approve the early termination. The FDIC’s Legal Division prepares the early termination agreement, which is signed by the AI and the FDIC.

Natural SLA Expirations

The SLA loss reimbursement period is 5 years for the commercial SLAs and 10 years for single-family SLAs. The SLAs detail the AIs’ responsibilities to assist the FDIC in unwinding SLAs when they naturally expire; that is, when they reach the expiration date contained in the SLA. The AIs are required to provide requested data to the FDIC, cooperate with the FDIC to facilitate the termination, and perform requested services.

DRR estimates that when the commercial and single-family SLA coverage expires, as much as $108.7 billion in assets will lose SLA coverage and remain in the institutions’ portfolios assuming AIs do not sell SLA assets before the SLA coverage periods end. According to DRR, as much as $62.4 billion in commercial SLA assets could theoretically remain in AIs’ portfolios when SLA loss coverage expires, as shown in Figure 7.

35 DRR calculation based on the estimated unpaid principal balance remaining when each SLA expires.
DRR performed analyses over a 42-month period through June 30, 2012, to estimate the rates of decline in commercial SLA asset balances. DRR reported that commercial SLA assets were declining at an average rate of 1.9 percent per month. Further, DRR data showed that covered commercial assets were 53 percent of their inception balances as of June 30, 2012.

DRR stated that theoretically, as much as $46.3 billion in single-family assets could remain in AIs’ portfolios when SLA loss coverage expires. DRR also analyzed the rate of decline in single-family assets. According to this analysis, as of June 30, 2012, single-family assets were declining at an average rate of 1.4 percent per month. DRR reported that this decline will slow as the age of each SLA increases. DRR also reported that covered single-family assets were 62 percent of their inception balances as of June 30, 2012.

As discussed earlier, we are recommending that DRR develop a strategy for mitigating the impact of impending portfolio sales and SLA terminations.
Matter 2:
Losses
Matter 2—Losses

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study the significance of losses, including –

(A) the number of insured depository institutions that have been placed into receivership or conservatorship due to significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans;

(B) the impact of significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans, on the ability of insured depository institutions to raise additional capital;

(C) the effect of changes in the application of fair value accounting rules and other accounting standards, including the ALLL methodology, on insured depository institutions, specifically the degree to which fair value accounting rules and other accounting standards have led to regulatory action against institutions, including consent orders and closure of the institution; and

(D) whether field examiners are using appropriate appraisal procedures with respect to losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans, and whether the application of appraisals leads to immediate write-downs on the value of the underlying asset.

The primary factor leading to loan losses is a borrower’s unwillingness or inability to repay outstanding debt. When an institution or an examiner considers a loan (or a portion of a loan) uncollectible and of such little value that its continuance as a bankable asset is not warranted, then that amount is required to be promptly charged off. The losses on charged-off loans, in turn, can ultimately deplete an institution’s capital. The performance of individual loans and the deterioration of a financial institution’s condition, however, can be concealed by loan underwriting structures or liberal use of extensions, renewals, or interest reserves that mask loan weaknesses and obscure a borrower’s repayment capacity or ability to meet reasonable repayment terms.

GAAP and supervisory guidance require each institution to maintain an ALLL at a level that is appropriate to absorb estimated credit losses associated with the held-for-investment (HFI) loan and lease portfolio. The ALLL is an estimate of uncollectible amounts that is used to reduce the book value of loans and leases held for investment by the amount of probable incurred losses as of the balance sheet date. This valuation allowance is established by the institution and maintained by charges against the institution’s operating income. Although in establishing its ALLL, an institution considers the probable incurred losses in individual loans and categories of similar loans, the ALLL is a general allowance available to absorb all charge-offs in the portfolio; no part of the allowance is segregated for, or allocated to, any particular asset or group of assets.
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The number of insured depository institutions that have been placed into receivership or conservatorship due to significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans.

We did not identify any instance of an institution failure caused by significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current. Rather, a combination of factors related to institutions’ poor credit selection and administration in an environment of declining or reduced real estate values ultimately resulted in asset write-downs, often from non-performing loans, that contributed to most institution failures.

The regulators do not retain information about losses from loans that institutions consider to be current. Accordingly, available financial data did not allow us to specifically determine the extent of losses occurring from loans that the institution considered to be current. However, to assess whether institutions failed as a result of losses associated with current loans, we first reviewed 131 MLRs, covering 142 failures, to identify the causes of institutions’ failures. Next, we analyzed Quarterly Banking Profile reports and UBPR data to determine which factors ultimately resulted in asset write-downs that contributed to most institution failures. Lastly, we reviewed a non-statistical sample of 42 institutions that failed with low levels of non-current loans at the time of failure to determine to what extent losses associated with current loans contributed to the institutions’ failure. We reviewed institutions with the lowest levels of non-current loans to identify situations where examiner-required write-downs may have had a greater impact on the institution’s financial condition.

REVIEW OF MLR-IDENTIFIED CAUSES OF FAILURE

None of the MLR reports indicated that an institution was placed into receivership or conservatorship due to significant losses arising from loans for which payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans. The most commonly reported causes of the 142 failures studied by the Inspectors General for the Treasury, FRB, and FDIC were the institutions’ management strategy of aggressive growth that concentrated assets in CRE and ADC loans, often coupled with inadequate risk management practices for loan underwriting, credit administration, and credit quality review. The extent that these conditions contributed to material loss failures is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Most Common Contributing Causes of Material Loss Failures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High ADC or CRE Concentrations</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Asset Growth</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relying on Volatile Funding Sources to Support Growth</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate Loan Underwriting</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate Credit Administration Practices</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate Credit Risk Management</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of 131 MLR reports for 142 institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011.

ANALYSIS OF LOAN CHARGE-OFFS

Financial institutions report their current financial condition and results of operations in Call Reports, filed quarterly with the FDIC. Call Reports do not specifically capture data on charge-offs and related losses from loans that institutions considered to be paying as agreed. However, loans are classified as Loss and charged off when they are considered uncollectible and of such little value that their continuance as bankable assets is not warranted. Thus, it is unlikely that an examiner would require an institution to completely charge off a loan that was genuinely paying as agreed under reasonable terms. Moreover, even if all or some portion of such a loan were written off, the impact on the institution’s financial condition likely would be temporary and limited because payments would increase interest income and net earnings, and the institution would recognize ongoing payments as a recovery for the charged-off items.

While all financial institutions collectively experienced some level of increased loan charge-offs during the recent financial crisis, institutions that failed collectively experienced greater levels of loss. As shown in Figure 8, on average, the net real estate loan charge-off rate for failed financial institutions rose faster and higher than the rate for the financial institutions that did not fail.
Of note, in the case of failed institutions, the management strategy of aggressive growth that concentrated assets in CRE and ADC loans, coupled with inadequate risk management practices for loan underwriting, loan administration, and credit quality review, resulted in average rates of net charge-offs remaining elevated, even after those rates began to decline in surviving institutions. The combination of those factors with declining or reduced real estate values ultimately resulted in asset write-downs from non-performing loan charge-offs that contributed to most institution failures by reducing the institutions’ capital and liquidity.

We found that losses on 1-4 family residential loans represented the greatest dollar amount of loan losses among various types of real estate-secured loans. ADC loans also contributed significantly to the level of losses incurred, and these losses represented a significantly higher portion of net charge-offs, as a percentage of its portfolio segment, than the non-1-4 family residential loan categories. The 1-4 family residential loan losses led to declines in interest income; diminished profits or net operating losses; declines in liquidity; capital depletion; and ultimately, for some, the financial institutions’ failure.

In total, the 350 FDIC-insured institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011 recognized approximately $21.8 billion in loan loss provisions and $15.0 billion in net credit losses (write-offs less recoveries). ³⁶ On average, these net credit losses represented

³⁶ These figures do not include failed thrifts that were regulated by the OTS.
83.0 percent of Tier 1 Capital. Such credit losses, coupled with declining interest income and increasing loan loss provision expenses, depleted capital and were a significant contributing factor in these institutions’ failures. In addition, the DIF recognized an additional $56.9 billion in losses after these institutions failed, likely due to those institutions not fully recognizing potential losses within their loan portfolios.

ANALYSIS OF NON-CURRENT LOAN RATES

We looked more closely at failed institutions’ level of non-performing loans and determined that 79.1 percent of failed institutions had elevated levels for a sustained period of time. Such non-performing loans are often a precursor to loan charge-offs. The volume of a financial institution’s loan portfolio that is reported as non-performing, or non-current, is measured, in part, by the non-current loan ratio. This ratio measures the level of loans and leases past due over 90 days and still accruing interest and loans the institution has placed on non-accrual status, as a percentage of total loans. While the net loan charge-off rate measures the level of net loan losses recognized by an institution, the non-current loan ratio provides an indication of the potential level of remaining problem assets and future loan losses not yet recognized.

A significant level of non-performing loans ultimately would reduce interest income and potentially lower retained earnings. Coupled with write-downs and other loss recognition, significant non-performing loans increase an institution’s risk of failure. Figure 9 illustrates that non-current loans, on average, were significantly higher over an extended period of time for failed financial institutions than for financial institutions that did not fail. This trend supports the view that non-current loans were a significant contributing factor to institutions’ failures.

37 Tier 1 Capital is defined in Part 325 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations, 12 CFR § 325.2(v). We used the institution’s Tier 1 Capital as of December 2005 as the denominator unless the institution had not yet opened. In those cases, we used the most recent year-end data corresponding to the institution’s opening. In aggregate, Tier 1 Capital totaled $18.0 billion. This analysis does not include any subsequent capital growth or contributions made prior to an institution’s failure.
As shown in Figure 10, to assess non-current loan ratios for failed institutions in more detail, we averaged their non-current loan ratios over the final nine quarterly reporting periods of their existence, and then stratified the results to identify those institutions that failed with lower average levels of non-performing loans. We found that for almost 80 percent of the failed financial institutions, non-current loans averaged 5 percent or more of total loans for 2 years before they failed. This finding indicates that these institutions were subject to a prolonged period of financial distress due to higher levels of non-performing loans, and likely experienced higher rates of loan charge-offs from such loans.

Source: OIG analysis of UBPR non-current loan ratios.

Note: The figure excludes one financial institution whose non-current loan ratios were not recorded within the UBPRs, for a total of 349 failed financial institutions.
Based on the above analysis, we examined more closely a non-statistical sample of 42 insured financial institutions that failed between January 2007 and September 2011. These institutions had low average levels of non-current loans. We determined that 21 of the 42 institutions failed for reasons other than write-downs on current loans, such as fraudulent or other questionable activity or losses related to the devaluation of securities.

For the remaining 21 institutions, we performed a detailed analysis of the examination working papers to determine whether examiners required asset write-downs on loans that were considered current by the institution and, if so, the extent of such write-downs. Our review of the remaining failed institutions, discussed in the next section of this report, indicates that asset write-downs on loans that were current were not a significant contributing factor in the institutions’ failures. Further, we did not identify, from our analysis, any institutions that failed due to losses from loans that were current.

The impact of significant losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans, on the ability of insured depository institutions to raise additional capital.

We confirmed that institutions recorded as current a significant number of the loans that examiners adversely classified. In almost all cases, however, examiners documented multiple reasons to support their loan classifications, such as inadequate collateral protection, poor performance, and weak borrower cash flow, among others. Those classifications contributed to increased institution loan loss provisions and, to a lesser extent, asset write-downs, both of which ultimately decreased capital. The overall impact on the institution varies widely depending on the institution’s size and capital level. In certain circumstances, those capital decreases, combined with classifications of loans that both the institutions and examiners recognized as past due, may have caused institutions’ capital levels to drop below minimum PCA capital thresholds.

LOAN ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

As discussed further in Matter (3)(A), an institution’s board of directors and management are responsible for reviewing and risk-rating loans and maintaining an ALLL for probable incurred credit losses. Examiners review a sample of loans during the examination to confirm that the institution’s loan review and grading process identified relevant credit quality issues and appropriately reflected those concerns in management’s computation of the ALLL.

38 Only 3 of the 42 institutions in this sample had average non-current loan ratios of 5 percent or more, with 6.0 percent being the highest ratio in the sample.
Examiners review loans based on a risk assessment of the “5 Cs” of credit: Character, Capacity, Capital, Collateral, and Condition. The FDIC’s Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies instructs examiners to consider the risk involved in the character and capacity of the borrower; the borrower’s financial responsibility, position, and history (Capital); the nature and degree of collateral security; and the financed project, feasibility, and probability of a loan’s orderly liquidation in accordance with specified terms (Condition). A borrower’s willingness and ability to perform as agreed remain the primary measures of a loan’s risk.

Loans are classified as Substandard, Doubtful, or Loss based on risk of nonpayment. A June 2004 interagency policy titled, Uniform Agreement on the Classification of Assets and Appraisal of Securities Held by Banks and Thrifts, defined these classifications as follows:

- **Substandard.** Loans classified Substandard are inadequately protected by the current sound worth and paying capacity of the obligor or of the collateral pledged, if any. Such loans must have a well-defined weakness or weaknesses that jeopardize the liquidation of the debt. They are characterized by the distinct possibility that the institution will sustain some loss if the deficiencies are not corrected.

- **Doubtful.** Loans classified Doubtful have all the weaknesses inherent in those classified Substandard with the added characteristic that the weaknesses make collection or liquidation in full, on the basis of currently known facts, conditions, and values, highly questionable and improbable.

- **Loss.** Loans classified Loss are considered uncollectible and of such little value that their continuance as bankable assets is not warranted. This classification does not mean that the loan has absolutely no recovery or salvage value, but rather it is not practical or desirable to defer writing off the asset even though partial recovery might occur in the future.

The classification of a loan as Loss requires the institution to charge off the classified amount. Substandard and Doubtful classifications require the institution to reserve for potential future loss through additions to the ALLL. Both charge-offs and increases in reserves reduce Tier 1 Capital.

**Examiner Classification of Loans Reported by the Institution as Current**

We reviewed 19 failed institutions whose records showed that 44.7 percent of the total value of loans examiners adversely classified were, in the institution’s view, current. However, 10.2 percent of the classified loans that the institutions considered to be current were in non-accrual status,39 and 29.4 percent were part of loan relationships with borrowers that had other

---

39 Non-accrual loans have had their interest accrual suspended because the full collection of principal is in doubt, or interest payments have not been made for a sustained period of time. Institution records may show those loans as zero days past due to distinguish them from other past-due loans that remain in accrual status.
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delinquent, non-accrual, or restructured troubled debt. In virtually all cases, examiners documented multiple reasons supporting their classifications.

**Loss Classifications.** As shown in Table 7, these institutions reported as current 24.0 percent of the value of all loans that examiners classified Loss, though they also showed 23.1 percent of those loans were in non-acctrual status, and 33.3 percent as part of loan relationships with borrowers that had other loans that were delinquent, non-accrual, or restructured troubled debt. On average, the loans examiners classified as Loss that the institutions reported as current represented only 0.3 percent of total loans, so Loss classifications did not materially impact the institutions’ capital levels or overall financial condition.

**Substandard and Doubtful Classifications.** Although classified less severely, the volume of loans examiners classified as Substandard or Doubtful had a greater impact on the 19 institutions’ capital levels and financial condition than loans classified as Loss because the institutions had to increase their loan loss reserves. The institutions reported 46.6 percent of the value of all loans examiners classified Substandard as current, and those represented an average of 6.0 percent of total loans. The institutions reported 45.6 percent of the value of all loans examiners classified Doubtful as current, and those represented only 0.2 percent of their total loans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Adversely Classified Current Loans for 19 Failed Institutions (in thousands)a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substandard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Current Loans (current according to the institution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Classified Loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Current Loans to Total Classified Loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Potential ALLL Provision or Charge-Offb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of the last examination prior to an institution’s failure.

a In performing our ratio analysis, we used financial data derived from the previous quarter of the examination’s “As of Date” to eliminate potential errors in double-counting derived from examination adjustments and Call Report amendments incorporated into the institution’s financial statements.

b Potential ALLL provision based on OIG-assumed reserve factors of 20 percent for Substandard classifications, 50 percent for Doubtful classifications, and 100 percent for Loss classifications.

**Reasons for Examiner Loan Classifications**

Our review of the 19 failed financial institutions identified 277 loans that examiners adversely classified that institutions had designated as current. We identified a total of 723 reasons examiners cited to support their classifications, with examiners presenting multiple classification reasons for most loans. Examiners most frequently supported loan charge-offs on current loans for conditions such as lack of performance and lack of guarantor support (35 percent of the classification reasons), repayment capacity such as inadequate cash flow or unknown ability to

---

40 A TDR occurs when an institution grants a concession to a borrower in modifying or renewing a loan that the institution would not otherwise consider if not for the borrower experiencing financial difficulties.
service debt (32 percent of the classification reasons), or weak or inadequate collateral or collateral-dependent loans (25 percent of the classification reasons).

Impact of Classifications

On average, we estimated that examiner-required classifications would have reduced a sampled institution’s capital by 3.3 percent for Loss classifications, 1.3 percent for Doubtful classifications, and 13.1 percent for Substandard classifications, assuming the ALLL provision reserve factors noted in Table 7. However, we noted that there is a wide range of potential impact depending on the proportion of such loans that examiners classify at individual institutions and the institution’s size and amount of capital.

To illustrate the potential impact of the average classifications shown in Table 7, we calculated the following:

- For an institution with an 8.0 percent Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio, examiner classifications of 6 percent of an institution’s loan portfolio as Substandard, 0.2 percent as Doubtful, and 0.3 percent as Loss and the assumption of additional provision expense would lower the institution’s Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio to 6.7 percent, still Well Capitalized for PCA purposes.

- For an institution with a Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio of 5 percent, the classifications, and the assumption of additional provision expense discussed above, would reduce the institution’s Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio to 4.15 percent, below the minimum capital requirements.

Thus, for institutions with lower capital levels, examiner-required classifications, combined with the institution’s voluntary classifications, could cause the institution’s capital levels to drop below minimum PCA capital thresholds for a Well Capitalized institution.

During the course of our study, we identified one of the 19 institutions that was particularly impacted by examiner-required classifications of loans the institution recorded as current. At that institution, nearly 40 percent of all loans examiners classified as Loss were loans the institution recorded as current. Specifically, examiners classified as Loss $3.4 million of loans recorded as current by management and required the institution to make an additional ALLL provision of $4.6 million to restore the ALLL to an appropriate level. Examiners attributed the classifications to the unknown ability of borrowers to service their debt, weak or inadequate collateral protection, and lack of borrowers’ actual performance. The institution’s Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio declined from 7.8 percent to negative 5.1 percent. The institution dropped from Well Capitalized to Critically Undercapitalized and failed. The report of examination (ROE) reported problems with the ALLL methodology, appraisal valuations, and impairment analysis and concluded that critically deficient asset quality and resulting losses resulted in unacceptable earnings and negative capital levels. The ROE stated that the overall condition of the institution was a direct result of ineffective management and Board supervision and noted that all of the losses identified during the examination resulted from loans made by the institution.

41 An institution is Critically Undercapitalized if its tangible equity capital ratio is less than or equal to 2.0 percent.
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Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. FDIC-insured institutions most often apply fair value measurements to record changes in the value of securities. Changes in the value of debt securities held for trading purposes are recorded as losses or gains in net income regardless of whether or not the security has been sold. Most community banks, however, classify debt securities as available for sale (AFS). These debt securities are also recorded at fair value, but any unrealized gains and losses are reflected in other comprehensive income (OCI) and aggregated in accumulated other comprehensive income (AOCI), a separate category within shareholders’ equity that does not, under current banking regulations, impact regulatory capital.

We concluded that fair value accounting did not have a significant impact on most institutions’ financial statements, especially community banks with total assets of less than $1 billion. Instead, impairment losses on loans recorded at amortized (historical) cost, resulting largely from non-performing loans, had a much greater impact on the decline of institutions’ regulatory capital levels. These impairment losses led to regulatory action, including closure of many institutions. We identified 13 out of 350 failed institutions for which fair value-related securities losses did significantly contribute to the institution’s failure.

We concluded that fair value accounting did not have a significant impact on most institutions’ financial statements, especially community banks with total assets of less than $1 billion. Instead, impairment losses on loans recorded at amortized (historical) cost, resulting largely from non-performing loans, had a much greater impact on the decline of institutions’ regulatory capital levels. These impairment losses led to regulatory action, including closure of many institutions. We identified 13 out of 350 failed institutions for which fair value-related securities losses did significantly contribute to the institution’s failure.

FAIR VALUE AND IMPAIRMENT ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

To address this topic, it is first important to discuss the differences between fair value accounting and impairment accounting standards.

Fair Value Accounting

According to a December 2011 study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, in the 1980s, accounting standard setters began to shift away from a revenue/expense approach, where the income statement is the primary focus and historical cost is considered to be the most appropriate basis for measurement and reporting. This shift was due, in part, to concerns that the combination of historical cost and delayed loss recognition were

Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. FDIC-insured institutions most often apply fair value measurements to record changes in the value of securities. Changes in the value of debt securities held for trading purposes are recorded as losses or gains in net income regardless of whether or not the security has been sold. Most community banks, however, classify debt securities as available for sale (AFS). These debt securities are also recorded at fair value, but any unrealized gains and losses are reflected in other comprehensive income (OCI) and aggregated in accumulated other comprehensive income (AOCI), a separate category within shareholders’ equity that does not, under current banking regulations, impact regulatory capital.

Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. FDIC-insured institutions most often apply fair value measurements to record changes in the value of securities. Changes in the value of debt securities held for trading purposes are recorded as losses or gains in net income regardless of whether or not the security has been sold. Most community banks, however, classify debt securities as available for sale (AFS). These debt securities are also recorded at fair value, but any unrealized gains and losses are reflected in other comprehensive income (OCI) and aggregated in accumulated other comprehensive income (AOCI), a separate category within shareholders’ equity that does not, under current banking regulations, impact regulatory capital.

producing financial results disconnected from economic reality. Historical cost accounting was also criticized for providing managers with the means to smooth profits through hidden, excess reserves and selective sales of securities. During this period, a number of other factors also influenced accounting standard setters. Historical cost was proving to be a poor measurement approach in inflationary markets. In addition, financial instruments and markets were becoming more complex. New financial products such as derivatives and structured investments simply could not be measured in a meaningful way using traditional approaches.

Partially in response to these issues, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) began to increase the use of fair value measurement in accounting standards. The earliest standards to incorporate fair value measurement more broadly were limited to footnote disclosures and had no balance sheet or income statement impact. Subsequently, fair value was applied to defined sets of instruments or transaction types. Most significantly, investment securities and derivative contracts were required to be measured at fair value.

Specifically, under Financial Accounting Standard (FAS) No. 115, Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, issued May 1993, investment securities designated as held for trading or AFS must be measured at fair value each reporting period. Changes in fair value each period are recognized in net income for trading securities and in OCI for AFS securities. Debt securities can also be designated as held to maturity (HTM) and measured at historical (amortized) cost. FAS No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, issued June 1998, requires that all freestanding and certain embedded derivatives be measured at fair value each reporting period, with changes in fair value recorded in net income (unless a derivative is designated as and qualifies as a cash flow hedge). These two standards continue to be the principal drivers of recurring fair value measurements on the balance sheets of financial institutions.

FAS No. 157, Fair Value Measurements, issued in 2006, provided a definition of fair value, along with a measurement framework and disclosure requirements, but did not require any new fair value measurements. Appendix 4 presents a listing of these and other fair value-related accounting pronouncements.

Studies and white papers have reported that the recent financial crisis and resulting credit crunch created challenges for fair value accounting. The markets for subprime and other asset and liability positions were severely illiquid and disorderly, making it difficult for financial entities to identify representative fair values for their assets. These difficulties led to a heated debate about the merits and limitations of fair value accounting.

---

43 In June 2009 FASB codified existing GAAP accounting literature into the Accounting Standards Codification (ASC). FAS No. 115 was codified into ASC Topic 320, Investments—Debt and Equity Securities.
44 Codified into ASC Topic 815, Derivatives and Hedging.
45 Codified into ASC 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures.
46 Fair Value Accounting: Understanding the Issues Raised by the Credit Crunch, dated July 2008, commissioned by the Council of Institutional Investors.
Impairment Accounting

Accounting standards addressing asset impairment have also been in place for decades. FAS 5, Accounting for Contingencies, issued in 1975, 47 established standards of financial accounting and reporting for loss contingencies, and FAS 114, Accounting by Creditors for Impairment of a Loan, issued in 1993, 48 addressed the accounting by creditors for impairment of individual loans. FAS 5 and 114 comprise the basis that financial institutions use to determine the ALLL. Appendix 5 presents a listing of impairment-related accounting pronouncements.

As noted in a 2008 Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) report, 49 accounting for impairment of financial assets, except those subject to fair value accounting with changes in fair value recognized in net income, has developed over many years and differs depending upon the characteristics, form, and intended use of the financial asset. In the context of community banks, the most relevant financial assets to which impairment accounting applies are loans and leases HFI. Impairment accounting also applies to non-financial assets related to loans such as collateral obtained through foreclosure.

Under GAAP, loans and leases HFI are recorded at amortized cost less an allowance for probable losses incurred as of the balance sheet date. Based on the type of loan, the nature of impairment, and how the portfolio is managed, the allowance is determined on a pool or an individual loan basis.

Typically, a pool basis is used for large portfolios of small, homogeneous or highly similar loans, such as mortgage loans or other consumer loans as required by FAS 5/ASC 450. When analyzing loans on a pool basis, generally the ALLL is not based on the fair value of the underlying loans, but is instead based on historical loss percentages, adjusted for current environmental factors. This general principle has been refined over the years, but has not been significantly changed since first promulgated by the FASB in 1975.

Large, individually significant loans often are analyzed on an individual basis as prescribed in FAS 114/ASC 310. Community banks may also track mortgage or consumer loans on an individual basis once they have specifically identified particular loans as impaired. While the

---

47 Codified into ASC Topic 450, Contingencies.
48 Codified into ASC Topic 310, Receivables.
objective for determining the ALLL is the same whether or not it is evaluated as part of a pool or individually, there are differences in measurement techniques. In particular, if an institution has determined that the likely recovery of its investment in an individually evaluated and impaired loan is limited to the value of underlying collateral, then it will estimate the ALLL for the loan based on the value of the collateral. This is not a new principle, but has been used by institutions for many years, and was formally codified into GAAP in 1993.

USE AND IMPACT OF FAIR VALUE AND IMPAIRMENT ACCOUNTING ON FAILED AND OPEN INSTITUTIONS

We engaged KPMG LLP to assist us in analyzing the impact of fair value and impairment accounting on FDIC-insured depository institutions. We analyzed Call Report data for the period 2007 through 2011 to measure the extent of use and impact of fair value and impairment accounting on failed and open national, state member, and state nonmember banks. We segmented our analysis by community banks with assets of less than $1 billion, mid-size institutions with assets between $1 and $10 billion, and large institutions with assets over $10 billion. We evaluated Call Report data for an average of 6,910 open institutions over the period January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2011 and 378 failed institutions over the period January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2011. We present relevant results of our analysis pertaining mostly to community banks with assets totaling less than $1 billion below.

Accounting Basis and Impact for Selected Balance Sheet Elements

The typical balance sheet of FDIC-insured institutions includes assets and liabilities recorded using different accounting classifications depending on the nature and purpose of the asset or liability. AFS securities, loans and leases HFI, and other real estate owned (OREO) represent the greatest percentage of assets for institutions with assets less than $1 billion. Appendix 6 presents how various balance sheet accounts are affected by fair value and impairment accounting and presents a more detailed analysis of the impact of AFS securities, loans and leases HFI, and OREO.

AFS Securities. AFS Securities represented 18 and 9 percent of total assets for open and closed institutions, respectively, and is the balance sheet account most impacted by fair value accounting for community banks. While securities are recorded at their fair value, changes in fair value do not impact regulatory capital unless an OTTI occurs or if the security is sold. These changes are referred to as unrealized gains or losses. Any positive or negative changes in value are recorded in OCI, and aggregated in the AOCI component of stockholders equity. Currently, AOCI associated with AFS debt securities is removed from the Tier 1 Capital calculation when determining an institution’s regulatory capital levels.

Loans and Leases HFI. Total loans and leases HFI represented on average two-thirds of total assets. If the institution has the intent and ability to hold the loan or lease for the foreseeable future...
future or until maturity or payoff, it is typically classified as HFI. Loans and leases HFI are recorded at amortized cost less an ALLL for the estimated amount of loans and leases it is probable the institution will be unable to collect. Quarterly loan loss provisions and loan charge-offs represented a significant percentage of institution losses, especially for failed institutions. In 2009, losses associated with loans and leases HFI exceeded more than 300 percent of net interest income (NII) for failed institutions.\(^2\)

**OREO.** OREO represented 0.65 and 4.15 percent of total assets for open and closed institutions, respectively. OREO usually includes assets repossessed through a foreclosure process for defaulted loans. When an institution receives the real estate asset, this asset is generally categorized as HFS and the institution initially recognizes the asset at its fair value less cost to sell. The estimate of fair value less cost to sell is continuously updated for further declines (and recoveries of previously recognized declines), which must be charged (credited) to expense, although increases in fair value less costs to sell to an amount in excess of the foreclosed asset’s initial fair value less cost to sell are not recognized until the asset is subsequently sold. OREO losses were higher for failed institutions and grew throughout the industry over time as institutions had to foreclose on assets that were declining in value.

**Overall Impact of Fair Value and Impairment-Related Losses**

Figure 11 presents an analysis of the impact on NII of the balance sheet accounts most affected by fair value and impairment-related accounting. As shown, charge-offs on loans recorded at amortized cost were the largest category of losses as a percentage of NII, especially for institutions that failed. Failed institutions also experienced unrealized losses related to fair value changes in AFS debt securities during 2008 and 2009, but such losses did not impact net income or regulatory capital. Open institutions experienced unrealized gains on AFS securities starting in 2009. Finally, beginning in 2008, failed institutions reported moderate losses from repossessed OREO following foreclosures.

---

\(^2\) NII is the difference between the interest income produced by an institution’s earning assets (loans and investments) and the interest expense paid on liabilities (deposits and borrowings).
Figure 11: Balance Sheet Impact of Fair Value and Impairment Accounting

*Source: OIG and KPMG analysis of Call Report Information.*

**Gain/Loss Categories as a Percentage of NII**
(FDIC-Insured Banks Lower than $1 Billion in Assets)

- **Loan Charge-Offs**
- **Losses From Sale of ORE**
- **Gain/Loss from Sale of AFS Sec**
- **Net Unrealized Gains/Losses on AFS Sec**

- Previously unrealized gains/losses are recorded on the income statement and impact earnings upon sale of AFS securities.

- Unrealized losses are recorded on the balance sheet in OCI and do not impact earnings and are not included in regulatory capital calculations.

Source: OIG and KPMG analysis of Call Report Information.
INSTITUTIONS FAILING AS A RESULT OF FAIR VALUE OR IMPAIRMENT ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

We determined that failures related to fair value accounting issues were uncommon. As discussed earlier in this report, our analysis of failed financial institutions with low levels of non-performing loans identified 13 institutions that failed related to fair value accounting issues. Eleven of the 13 were part of two banking organizations. Four of the 13 institutions failed primarily as a result of collateralized debt obligations or securities losses. Nine institutions failed largely due to the U.S. Government placing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in conservatorship. In addition, we identified another 12 institutions where MLRs noted issues related to fair value accounting as a contributing cause of failure.

As discussed throughout this report, many institutions failed as a result of impairment-related losses. Also as discussed later in this report, the regulators have issued numerous enforcement actions with provisions related to improving institutions’ ALLL methodology and allowance levels.

Our study corroborates the conclusion of prior studies from the SEC and the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston that fair value accounting did not appear to have a significant impact on the financial statements of financial institutions, especially institutions with total assets of less than $1 billion. In addition, our analysis of Call Report data from 2007 through 2011 found that assets recorded at fair value had limited negative impact on institutions’ regulatory capital levels that could lead to regulatory action against institutions, including consent orders and closure of the institution.

P.L. 112-88 (2)(D)

Whether field examiners are using appropriate appraisal procedures with respect to losses arising from loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans, and whether the application of appraisals leads to immediate write-downs on the value of the underlying asset.

We found that examiners used appropriate appraisal procedures in classifying loans for which all payments of principal, interest, and fees were current, according to the contractual terms of the loans. Under existing guidance, borrower repayment capacity is the primary consideration for examiner classification decisions. However, in the case of a CRE loan, an appraisal of the loan’s collateral, along with a comprehensive analysis of the loan, could lead to an immediate write-down. Under regulatory guidance for classifying residential loans, appraisals typically would not result in an immediate write-down in the value of the loan unless the loan was 180 days or more past due.

According to the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, dated October 27, 1994 (subsequently revised on December 2, 2010), a borrower’s ability to repay a real estate loan according to reasonable terms remains the primary consideration in the lending decision.
However, as institutions make lending decisions and examiners analyze individual transactions, they must consider the value of the underlying real estate collateral in accordance with the agencies’ appraisal regulations. When analyzing individual transactions, examiners should review the appraisal or evaluation to determine whether the methods, assumptions, and value conclusions are reasonable; whether the appraisal or evaluation complies with the agencies’ appraisal regulations; and whether the appraisal is consistent with supervisory guidance and the institution’s policies. Also, the FDIC’s RD Memorandum titled, *Re-appraising/Re-evaluating Real Property*, dated March 18, 2009, notes that the lack of a reliable or accurate appraisal will not preclude examiners from adversely classifying an asset or relieve the institution from the responsibility of maintaining an appropriate ALLL.

**APPLICATION OF APPRAISAL PROCEDURES ON EXAMINER LOAN CLASSIFICATIONS**

Our review of MLR reports found that the supervisory agencies frequently identified deficiencies or weaknesses in failed institutions’ appraisal programs. In cases where MLRs criticized the regulatory supervision of an institution’s appraisals and appraisal program, the reports mentioned the need for a stronger and earlier supervisory response to the identified operational weaknesses. Reports did not identify as a concern examiners’ failure to comply with regulatory guidance on appraisals.

Our review of examination documentation from a sample of 19 failed institutions found that examiners reviewed a loan’s collateral and its appraised value in addition to a loan’s terms, purpose, repayment sources, and payment history and status (delinquent or current). We found that examiners reviewed the most recent appraisal for the value of the loan’s collateral and compared it with the loan’s book balance when determining a Loss classification or when computing a loan write-down. Examiners also subtracted the collateral’s appraised value less cost to sell from the loan’s outstanding book balance to determine the amount classified as Loss.

We concluded that examiners used the appropriate appraisal procedures in recognizing losses on loans that institutions reported to be current. As discussed earlier, examiners cited collateral along with other reasons for adversely classifying loans. Of the $26 million of loans examiners classified as Loss that the institution reported as current, 56.4 percent (22 of 39 loans) were either in non-accrual status or were related to other loans that were delinquent, non-accrual, or a TDR. Examiners classified only 2.6 percent (1 of 39) of the current loans based solely on collateral deficiencies. This specific loan was related to another loan that was severely delinquent.

Examiners noted various other credit quality reasons in addition to collateral deficiencies for 69.2 percent (27 of 39) of the current loans. In those cases, examiners typically noted the loans exhibited one or more of the following credit quality concerns:

- Borrowers did not have sufficient financial support or cash flow to repay the debt.
- Unknown ability of borrower to service debt.
• Lack of actual performance.

• Guarantors provided little financial support.

• Projects lacked adequate performance to generate proceeds to repay the debt, in some cases due to the downturn in the economy.

Examiners also classified 15.4 percent (6 of 39) of the current loans as Loss to reflect an institution’s earlier charge-off or settlement with the borrower. Examiners did not provide clearly documented explanations for another 12.8 percent (5 of 39 loans) of the current loans classified as Loss.

**Appraisals that Could Result in Loan Write-Downs**

Under the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines, the application and use of appraisals in conjunction with a comprehensive analysis of a CRE loan could result in an immediate write-down of the loan depending on the circumstances of the individual loan. Appraisals or evaluations frequently help to establish the level of support that collateral provides to a loan. New appraisals, evaluations, or adjusted values of collateral securing loans help examiners determine whether classification is necessary. If the collateral’s value has declined below the outstanding loan amount, an examiner may adversely classify the credit. However, a loan that has demonstrated continuing and committed performance with the original terms of the loan generally would not be subjected to a Loss classification. Any portion classified as Loss would need to meet the regulatory standard of being an amount that is “considered uncollectible and of such little value that their continuance as bankable assets is not warranted.”53 Institutions are expected to promptly eliminate from their books all amounts classified as Loss.

When it is probable that a creditor will be unable to collect all principal and interest due according to a loan’s contractual terms, the loan is considered impaired.54 The level of impairment is measured based on one of three available measurement methods: (1) present value of expected future cash flows, (2) fair value of collateral if the loan is collateral-dependent, or (3) observable market price of the loan. For regulatory reporting purposes, institutions are required to measure impairment on impaired collateral-dependent loans using the fair value of collateral method. An institution should consider the appraised value of the collateral as the starting point for determining its fair value, though it should also consider other factors and events in its environment that may affect the current fair value of the collateral since the appraisal was performed. Ultimately, an institution’s or an examiner’s review and analysis of an appraisal could lead to the immediate write-down of a CRE loan beyond the initial market value assigned within the appraisal, especially if the appraisal is outdated and the economic environment has deteriorated. Assuming that no required charge-off was identified on an

---

53 Losses on troubled CRE loans that are collateral-dependent are recognized when advances in excess of calculated current fair value are considered uncollectible and do not warrant continuance as bankable assets, and there is little or no prospect for near-term improvement and no realistic strengthening action of significance pending.

54 A loan is impaired when, based on current information and events, it is probable that the creditor will be unable to collect all amounts due (principal and interest) according to the loan’s contractual terms.
impaired collateral-dependent loan, the outstanding amounts owed by the borrower less the fair value of the loan’s collateral value would then be the required allowance.

**Appraisals Under the Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy**

For classifying retail credits, which includes open- and closed-end 1-4 family residential loans, the Interagency *Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy* indicates that appraisals would not typically result in an immediate write-down in the value of the institution’s recorded loan balance unless the credit was delinquent 180 days or more. Further, if an institution can clearly document that a past-due loan is well secured and in the process of collection, then the loan does not need to be adversely classified regardless of the loan’s delinquency status. However, actual credit losses on individual retail credits should be recorded when the institution becomes aware of the loss.
Matter 3:

Appraisals
Matter 3—Appraisals

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study appraisals, including:

(A) the number of insured depository institutions placed into receivership or conservatorship due to asset write-downs and the policies and procedures for evaluating the adequacy of an insured depository institution’s ALLL;

(B) the policies and procedures examiners use for evaluating the appraised values of property securing real estate loans and the extent to which those policies and procedures are followed; and

(C) FDIC field examiner implementation of guidance issued December 2, 2010, titled “Agencies Issue Final Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines.”

While borrowers’ ability to repay real estate loans according to reasonable terms remains the primary consideration in lending decisions, institutions and examiners also must consider the value of the underlying real estate collateral in accordance with the agencies’ appraisal regulations and real estate lending standards. Appraisals are professional judgments of the market value of real property, and professional appraisers use three basic valuation approaches in estimating the market value of real property: cost, market data or direct sales comparison, and income. Examiners consider the size and the nature of an institution’s real estate-related activities when assessing the appropriateness of its appraisal program and assess whether the appraisal methods, assumptions, and value conclusions associated with collateral are reasonable when reviewing individual transactions.

As discussed previously in Matter 2—Losses, institutions are required to maintain an ALLL at a level that is appropriate to absorb estimated credit losses associated with the HFI loan and lease portfolio. The regulators have longstanding policies that require examiners to assess an institution’s ALLL. If examiners determine an ALLL is inadequate, the institution must increase its provision for loan and lease losses (PLL) sufficiently to restore the ALLL to an appropriate level consistent with GAAP. The provision is an expense that reduces net income and available capital.

55 The legislation refers to a Joint Press Release of the regulators on December 2, 2010 that announced their issuance of Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines.
Multiple contributing factors, such as aggressive growth, asset concentrations, poor underwriting, and deficient credit administration practices, coupled with declining real estate values, caused most institutions to fail. As a result of these factors, institutions experienced elevated non-performing loan levels and ultimately increased asset write-downs and related loan charge-offs. These write-downs and charge-offs depleted institutions’ capital and caused them to become insolvent and fail. In that regard, virtually all of the MLRs reported that asset write-downs contributed significantly to the failure of the institution and loss to the DIF. The regulators were often critical of an institution’s handling of its credit quality review process, noting that the institution’s ALLL provision was not sufficient and its ALLL methodology was inadequate prior to an institution’s failure. With respect to ALLL policies and procedures, we found that examiners followed examination policies and procedures for evaluating an institution’s ALLL and routinely reviewed and concluded on an institution’s ALLL methodology and sufficiency.

As discussed throughout our report, several factors contributed to most institution failures. These factors included management practices such as aggressive growth, high CRE and ADC asset concentrations, and poor underwriting and credit administration practices. Failing institutions experienced elevated non-performing loan levels that led to increased asset write-downs and loan charge-offs. In fact, in the 2½ years from mid-2008 through 2010, institutions reported net charge-offs on ADC loans that were more than three times greater than those reported over the prior 17 years. These write-downs and charge-offs ultimately depleted institutions’ capital and caused hundreds of institutions to become insolvent and fail.

As discussed in Matter (2)(A), MLR reports have outlined a number of factors that led to institutions’ failures. CRE and ADC concentrations and rapid asset growth were listed as contributing causes of failure more than 93 and 77 percent of the time, respectively, and we found that more than 80 percent of the failures involved elevated rates of non-performing loans that led to asset write-downs and loan charge-offs. Virtually all of the MLRs reported that asset write-downs contributed significantly to the failure of the institution and loss to the DIF. Further, the MLR reports indicated that the regulators often cited supervisory concerns related to the sufficiency of an institution’s ALLL provision and its ALLL methodology.
ALLL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

An institution’s board of directors and management are responsible for maintaining the ALLL at an appropriate level consistent with GAAP, and for developing, maintaining, and documenting a comprehensive, systematic, and consistently applied process for determining the ALLL and provision expense. The relevant supervisory guidance for doing so includes the following:

- *Interagency Policy Statement on the Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses*, dated December 13, 2006 (December 2006 Interagency ALLL Policy), and

In carrying out its responsibilities, an institution’s management is expected to:

- Establish and maintain a loan review system that identifies, monitors, and addresses asset quality problems in a timely manner.
- Ensure the prompt charge-off of loans, or portions of loans, deemed uncollectible.
- Ensure that the process for determining an adequate allowance level is based on comprehensive, adequately documented, and consistently applied analysis.

With respect to the examiner’s role, the December 2006 Interagency ALLL Policy provides that examiners should assess the credit quality of an institution’s loan portfolio, the appropriateness of its ALLL methodology and documentation, and the appropriateness of the reported ALLL in the institution’s regulatory reports. In their review and classification or grading of the loan portfolio, examiners should consider all significant factors that affect the collectability of the portfolio, including the value of any collateral. Following a quality assessment of the loan and lease portfolio, loan review system, and lending policies, examiners determine whether the ALLL adequately addresses the interagency ALLL standards and policies and is consistent with GAAP.

If the examiner does not consider the institution’s ALLL level as appropriate on the date of the evaluation, or finds the institution’s ALLL evaluation process is deficient, examiners will recommend in the ROE that the institution correct these problems. Additionally, when examiners determine that an institution’s ALLL level is inadequate, institution management is required to increase the PLLL expense sufficiently to restore the ALLL to an adequate level consistent with GAAP. Appendix 7 provides a series of process maps for evaluating the ALLL and implementing corresponding accounting guidance.

Examiner Practices and Findings Related to the ALLL

Because the ALLL analysis is critical in determining the appropriate allowance level, write-downs, and charge-offs, we reviewed examiners’ evaluation of institutions’ ALLL. For the
19 closed institutions sampled, examiners found that 78.9 percent (15 of 19) did not have sufficient ALLL reserve balances and had inadequate ALLL methodologies. With only one exception, the examination reports specifically documented the level of the institution's ALLL deficiency. In 73.3 percent (11 of 15) of those examinations, examiners also cited the institution for an apparent contravention of the December 2006 Interagency ALLL Policy or noted additional work was needed to bring the ALLL methodology into full compliance with that policy. For institutions with an inadequate ALLL methodology, examiners found in the majority of cases that the institutions did not follow GAAP: ASC 450-20 (formerly FAS 5) and ASC 310-10-35 (formerly FAS 114).

We also reviewed the most recent full-scope examination available for 136 open financial institutions and found that examiners routinely reviewed and concluded on an institution’s ALLL methodology and allowance sufficiency. However, we found a few instances where examiners did not fully document an assessment of the institution’s ALLL methodology or did not determine the appropriate level for the ALLL balance. We also noted that all of the examinations included a review of the institution’s loan portfolio; however, in a few instances, we did not find evidence of the examiner’s assessment of the institution’s internal loan review function and credit grading system.

Overall, in the case of the 136 open institutions, 26.5 percent of the examination reports that we reviewed stated that they did not have sufficient ALLL balances. Although some examination reports specifically documented the level of the institution’s ALLL deficiency, the reports generally noted that the ALLL was deficient and, in some instances, instructed the institution to make certain corrections and to determine the needed reserve. In addition, examiners noted in 64 reports (or 47.0 percent) that the institutions had an inadequate ALLL methodology. Of those 64 examinations, 23.4 percent cited the institution for an apparent contravention of the December 2006 Interagency ALLL Policy. In some cases, examiners also reported weaknesses in the institution’s credit grading system resulting in inaccurate internal loan risk ratings and identified loan administration weaknesses related to the institution’s failure to obtain updated financial statements, both of which would delay the timely recognition of loss or loan portfolio weaknesses.

Table 8 details some of the areas examiners documented in their review of 136 open financial institutions’ ALLL methodology, adequacy, and policies and procedures, as required by the December 2006 Interagency ALLL Policy.
Table 8: Examination Coverage of the ALLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of examinations documenting the following:</th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examinations Reviewed</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology:</strong> We saw evidence that examiners assessed the institution's ALLL methodology, including management’s assumptions, analysis of qualitative and environmental factors, and process for making credit loss estimates.</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adequacy:</strong> We saw evidence that examiners reviewed the appropriateness and reasonableness of the overall level of the ALLL.</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policies and Procedures:</strong> We saw evidence that examiners evaluated whether ALLL policies and procedures provided for a comprehensive, well-documented, and consistently applied analysis of the institution’s loan portfolio, an effective loan classification or credit grading system, and prompt charge-off of loans, or portions of loans, that available information confirmed to be uncollectible.</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of a non-statistical sample of examinations and corresponding working papers.

We concluded that examiners generally followed examination policies and procedures for evaluating an institution’s ALLL, and routinely reviewed and concluded on an institution’s ALLL methodology and allowance sufficiency.
The policies and procedures examiners use for evaluating the appraised values of property securing real estate loans and the extent to which those policies and procedures are followed.

The FDIC, OCC, and FRB each established regulations addressing appraisal requirements and standards. In addition, the Appraisal Guidelines address supervisory matters relating to real estate-related financial transactions and provide guidance to institutions and examiners. Because the regulators use an exception-based process, examination reports and working papers typically do not document institutions’ compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines or internal appraisal program requirements. Thus, we could not always determine to what extent examiners actually assessed institutions' compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines because examiners generally only documented identified exceptions. We saw evidence that examiners considered appraisal information in evaluating individual loans for classification purposes in almost all of the loans that we reviewed. However, examiners rarely documented their analysis of individual appraisals’ reliability, adherence to appraisal standards, or compliance with appraisal rules and regulations. Moreover, we could not determine to what extent examiners assessed institutions’ appraisal programs, which include policies and controls for selecting competent appraisers and monitoring their performance. Still, we found instances in examination reports and working papers where examiners documented non-compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines or exceptions to institutions’ appraisal program requirements and policies, consistent with the regulators’ exception-based process. Finally, we found examiners did not document their assessment of the adequacy of appraisals within the institution’s loan files even when those appraisals were several years old.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES USED FOR EVALUATING APPRAISED VALUES OF PROPERTY SECURING REAL ESTATE LOANS

The FDIC, OCC, and FRB have issued regulations\(^56\) pursuant to Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, P.L. 101-73, as amended, that identify which real estate-related transactions require an appraisal by a certified or licensed appraiser, establish minimum standards for performing appraisals, discuss appraiser independence and competency requirements, and highlight potential supervisory enforcement actions as a result of non-compliance. Among other things, these regulations require appraisals to conform to the generally accepted appraisal standards as evidenced by the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal Foundation.\(^57\)


\(^57\) In 1986, nine leading professional appraisal organizations in the United States and Canada formed an Ad Hoc Committee on the USPAP. Agreeing upon a generally accepted set of standards, the eight United States committee members adopted those standards and thereafter established The Appraisal Foundation in 1987 to implement the USPAP.
The Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines (Appraisal Guidelines), dated December 2, 2010, updated and rescinded an earlier October 27, 1994, version and reflect developments concerning appraisals and evaluations, as well as changes in appraisal standards and advancements in regulated institutions’ collateral valuation methods. The Appraisal Guidelines also clarify the regulators’ longstanding expectations for an institution’s appraisal and evaluation program to conduct real estate lending in a safe and sound manner, and the guidelines promote consistency in the application and enforcement of the regulators’ appraisal regulations and safe and sound banking practices. In particular, an institution is required to incorporate an effective appraisal and evaluation program into its policies and procedures.

Examiner responsibilities under the Appraisal Guidelines are two-fold. First, during an examination, examiners consider appraisals when reviewing individual transactions. Second, they are required to review the institution’s appraisal program.

When analyzing individual transactions, examiners should:

- review the appraisal or evaluation\(^{58}\) to determine whether methods, assumptions, and value conclusions are reasonable;
- determine whether the appraisal or evaluation complies with the agencies’ appraisal regulations and is consistent with supervisory guidance as well as the institution’s policies; and
- review the steps taken by an institution to ensure that the persons who perform the institution’s appraisals and evaluations are qualified, competent, and are not subject to conflicts of interest.

When reviewing the institution’s appraisal program, among other things examiners should:

- verify that the bank’s policies and procedures establish an effective real estate appraisal and evaluation program;
- review steps taken by the institution to ensure that appraisers are qualified, competent, and free of conflicts of interest;
- assess the institution’s established criteria for selecting, evaluating, and monitoring the performance of appraisers; and
- ensure that policies sufficiently address appraisal and evaluation reviews, including reviewer qualifications.

The regulators have issued their own examination policies to implement the appraisal regulations and 2010 Appraisal Guidelines. In addition, the FDIC and FRB developed an interagency Real

---

\(^{58}\) An evaluation is a valuation permitted by the agencies’ appraisal regulations for transactions that qualify for the appraisal threshold exemption, business loan exemption, or subsequent transaction exemption.
Estate Appraisal Program Examination Documentation (ED) Module that incorporates the tenets of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines as a tool for examiners to use in documenting their work.

Examiner Compliance with Appraisal-Related Examination Policies

Because the agencies use an exception-based process to document examination findings, examination reports and working papers typically do not document institutions’ compliance with the Appraisal Guidelines or internal appraisal program requirements. Therefore, we could not fully determine to what extent examiners assessed institutions’ compliance with the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines. Our review noted that examiners cited weaknesses or instances of non-compliance; however, the ROE or examination working papers generally contained no information about the extent of examination procedures performed to assess the reliability of individual appraisals or the sufficiency of the institution’s appraisal program.

We reviewed 136 full-scope examinations of open institutions, including 753 loans totaling $2.3 billion that examiners reviewed at those examinations. In most cases, examiner implementation of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines was only apparent when they cited a violation of a law or regulation or a contravention of a statement of policy. When discussed within the examination report, examiners’ concerns centered around the institution’s failure to obtain a required appraisal or evaluation or the validity of appraisals and evaluations.

Examiner review of individual transactions. We confirmed that examiners routinely considered appraisal information in evaluating individual loans for classification purposes. Specifically, examiners routinely identified and documented within the examination working papers the appraised value, the date of the appraisal or evaluation, and resulting LTV ratio supporting almost all individual loans that we reviewed. In addition, we noted that examiners identified instances when an institution did not obtain an appraisal or evaluation and cited apparent violations. Table 9 details the number of instances in which examiners cited an apparent violation with an appraisal regulation, and the cited area of concern.

Table 9: Appraisal Violations Cited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examinations Reviewed</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examinations Impacted by Violations</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans or Loan Relationships Reviewed</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Violations Cited</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Violations Cited:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to Obtain Required Appraisal/Evaluation</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to Achieve Minimum Appraisal Standards</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to Obtain Appraiser with Required Independence or Competency</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of a sample of safety and soundness examinations and corresponding working papers.

We could not confirm that examiners followed other parts of the guidelines because we found limited documentation in examiner working papers concerning the reliability of individual
appraisals and evaluations, including documentation of examiners’ review of the cost, income, and market approach to value or the highest and best use of the property; the appraisals’ adherence to minimum appraisal standards; potential deficiencies in appraisals and evaluations; and compliance with the agencies’ rules and regulations on appraisals.

**Examiner review of the institution’s appraisal program.** We noted that examiners did not always provide an overall conclusion on the adequacy of institution’s appraisal program. When an examiner provided an overall conclusion, it generally was supported by the examiner’s observation of an ineffective appraisal and evaluation program or program noncompliance. We discuss this issue further in the following section regarding FDIC field examiner implementation of the guidance.

The regulators have differing guidance with respect to documenting examination findings and examination procedures performed. The FDIC and FRB developed the ED Modules to define common objectives for reviewing important activities within institutions and to assist in documenting examination work. However, use of the ED modules is not always mandatory, and examiners generally have the discretion to document their work through other means.

The FDIC provides that use of the ED Modules is discretionary and should be tailored to the characteristics of each institution based on its size, complexity, and risk profile. FDIC guidance states that when an ED Module is not used, examiners should provide documentation of their findings through a combination of brief summaries, source documents, report comments, and other working papers that clearly describe financial conditions, management practices, and examination conclusions. Documentation should generally describe key audit/risk scoping decisions, core source documents reviewed, and general examination procedures performed.

The FRB requires that primary ED modules be used at full-scope examinations and that any use of supplemental ED modules, such as the *Real Estate Appraisal Program* module, be discussed in the examination scoping memorandum.

The OCC does not use ED modules and instead typically uses standard electronic examination work programs to document examination procedures performed. OCC examination policies require examiners to prepare working papers to document which examination procedures were performed and whether they were performed fully or partially.

**Recommendation**

The adequacy of an institution’s appraisal program, and the extent to which appraisals supporting loans are current and reliable, are key factors in assessing the risk that exists in an institution’s loan portfolio. More robust documentation of examination procedures and conclusions in this area may help assure agency management that examiners are consistently assessing institutions’ compliance with relevant guidance and may facilitate subsequent examination planning efforts.
We recommend that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB:

3. Strengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess an institution’s appraisal program.

Examiner Reassessment of Appraised Values

Agency guidance instructs examiners to use their judgment to determine if appraisals or evaluations are providing reliable collateral values based on current market conditions. Within that determination, an examiner should conclude if the assumptions reflected in the appraisal accurately identify and monitor changing market conditions. Appendix 8 provides examples of supervisory expectations for updated valuations of real property collateral.

We found only four instances among the 416 adversely classified loans ($1.2 million of $1.2 billion) that we reviewed where examiners either adjusted the market value approach by reducing the appraised value considering current market deterioration or by using an on-line retail database. In all other cases, examiners appeared to have accepted the collateral value within the appraisal or evaluation contained in the institution’s loan files.

We noted at least 51 appraisals that were 3 or more years old. Out-of-date appraisals might not reflect current market values, which could limit the effectiveness of examiners’ analyses of loan credit quality and collateral protection. We decided to review examiners’ documentation for seven loans that had appraisals dated prior to the 2007 financial crisis. We confirmed the appraisals related to those loans had one or more of the following characteristics that could warrant a current assessment of collateral value: account delinquency, bankruptcy of primary repayment source, deterioration of the property’s available cash flow to service debt, reliance on collateral sale for repayment, or modified loan terms. We found that examiners noted that a few of the appraisals were stale, but in six of the seven instances appeared to accept the dated appraised values without documenting additional analysis of current value. In the seventh instance, the institution estimated an updated value of the property and detailed some of the estimate’s key assumptions, but the examiners did not document an assessment of the adequacy of the institution’s assumptions.

As discussed in Matter (3)(C), we interviewed and surveyed 51 FDIC examiners-in-charge about several matters pertaining to appraisals. We discussed with examiners instances in which they might be influenced to reassess the collateral value supporting loans under review or request that an institution obtain a new appraisal. The examiners told us that each situation is handled based on the unique circumstances involved. However, the performance of the loan is generally a key consideration, such as when an existing real estate loan is not paying as agreed, has been internally downgraded by the institution, or has gone through a modification or workout. Some examiners indicated that they refrain from reassessing values because they are not appraisers. Instead, they explain to institution management why a new appraisal or assessment of value may be necessary. Two examiners stated that they may be more likely to cite an appraisal violation and classify the loan, but they will not necessarily request the institution to obtain a new appraisal or evaluation. A few other examiners reported that appraisal specialists have been made available to examination teams in the past and used to assist in the review of an institution’s policies, loans, and appraisals.
Matter 3—Appraisals

P.L. 112-88 (3)(C)

FDIC field examiner implementation of guidance issued December 2, 2010, titled “Agencies Issue Final Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines.”

The 2010 Appraisal Guidelines clarified for financial institutions and examiners the supervisory expectations for prudent appraisal and evaluation policies, procedures, and practices. Our review of FDIC examination working papers found limited documentation of FDIC examiners implementing the Appraisal Guidelines. Most of the FDIC examiners that we surveyed indicated the criteria and content of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines had already been incorporated and implemented in the examination process by the time the 2010 guidelines were issued and that the guidelines clarified supervisory expectations and provided criteria for assessing certain areas. We identified differences in how examiners approach assessing institutions’ appraisal programs and how they document their assessment. While FDIC procedures call for explicit documentation of an institution’s compliance with certain appraisal guidance, FDIC examiners do not consistently follow that guidance.

We contracted with KPMG LLP to advise and assist OIG staff in planning the work associated with this area of study and presenting the results of testing.

THE 2010 APPRAISAL AND EVALUATION GUIDELINES

The FDIC adopted appraisal standards in Part 323—Appraisals of the FDIC Rules and Regulations (Part 323), effective September 19, 1990. Part 323, as amended, identifies which real estate-related financial transactions require the services of an appraiser, prescribes which categories of federally related transactions must be appraised by a state certified appraiser and which by a state licensed appraiser, and prescribes minimum standards for the performance of real estate appraisals in connection with federally related transactions under FDIC supervision.

The December 2010 Appraisal Guidelines superseded the 1994 guidelines and addressed changes in appraisal practices and advancements in institutions’ collateral valuation methods. The 2010 Appraisal Guidelines continued to incorporate the USPAP to set minimum standards that apply in all appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignments.

In conjunction with the issuance of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines, the RMS Director issued RD Memorandum 2010-036, Procedures for the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines. This memorandum provides guidance and updates examination and regional office procedures relative to the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines. The RD Memorandum states that when reviewing an institution’s real estate lending activities, examiners should determine whether the institution’s policies and procedures establish an effective appraisal and evaluation program and consider the size and nature of an institution’s real estate-related activities when assessing the appropriateness of its program. Notably, the RD Memorandum requires that examiners briefly document their
assessment regarding the reliability of appraisals and evaluations supporting the real estate loans that were reviewed, including the minimum appraisal standards. If examiners find no deficiencies relative to the institution’s compliance with Part 323 or appraisal-related guidance, and the ED module is not used to document the examination’s findings, then examiners should include the following statement (or something similar), in the examination working papers:

Based on the review conducted during the examination, the institution has implemented adequate procedures to assure that appraisals and evaluations for real estate loans conform to the minimum standards outlined in Part 323.

FDIC Field Examiner Implementation of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines

As discussed in the previous section, we found limited documentation of examiners’ review and analysis of institutions’ appraisal programs and compliance with the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines in our review of 136 full-scope examinations of open institutions. Among the 56 full-scope FDIC examinations in our sample, documentation showed that FDIC examiners were reviewing for, and noting deficiencies with, an institution’s individual appraisals, the institution’s appraisal program, or both. However, we found few instances where FDIC examiners provided a statement of positive assurance that an institution was in compliance with Part 323. Specifically, examiners:

- cited 18 institutions for an apparent violation of Part 323 or an apparent contravention of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines;
- reported 17 institutions for various deficiencies in their appraisal practices that were not formally cited as an apparent regulatory violation or policy contravention; and
- used in 4 examinations either the Loan Portfolio or the Appraisal ED modules, or both, in lieu of providing the statement of positive assurance.

The remaining 15 examinations did not include in the examination working papers the required statement of positive assurance concerning the institution’s conformance to the minimum appraisal standards.

Survey of Examiners Related to Their Implementation of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines

Due to the limited documentation within examination working papers, we expanded our review to interview and survey 51 FDIC examiners-in-charge to determine how they implemented the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines. We focused our survey questions on the following topics.

Impact of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines. The examiners we surveyed generally noted that the issuance of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines did not have a major impact on the review and assessment of an institution’s appraisal and evaluation program because the overall tenets of the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines had already been incorporated in the examination process. For example, 35 percent of examiners said the guidelines had “little” or “no” impact, and 47 percent
of examiners considered there to be “some” impact on examination procedures. Examiners said that the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines clarified the supervisory expectations for prudent appraisal and evaluation policies, procedures, and practices, which benefited examiners when applying examination procedures. The 2010 Appraisal Guidelines also provided additional supervisory criteria and clarification for certain areas, including the use of discounts and deductions in appraisals and when a new appraisal should be obtained by an institution, specifically in cases of loan modifications and workouts.

**Examiner approach to assessing an institution’s appraisal program.** Surveyed examiners stated that the examination process typically incorporates assessing an institution’s appraisal and evaluation program through the review of the institution’s policies and procedures, as well as through an asset quality review of loan files. Among other things, examiners stated that an appraiser list approved by the board of directors and effective internal controls for reviewing valuations are key aspects of the policy review. That said, we found there was inconsistency in how examiners addressed reviewing an institution’s appraisal and evaluation policy, as follows:

- Sixty-two percent of our survey respondents noted that the institution’s policy is reviewed separately and thoroughly, and the institution’s adherence to the policy is fully assessed.

- Half as many—31 percent of respondents—noted that an institution’s policy is only reviewed when a specific loan appraisal weakness is noted during the credit review process. Examiners would expand their procedures to address the weakness that corresponds to the policy statement, such as failure to obtain appraisals as required by guidance, nonconformance with USPAP, or outdated appraisals in instances of obvious market changes.

- The remaining seven percent of respondents only routinely review and assess adherence to certain segments of an institution’s policy. In those cases, some examples of specific policy items reviewed include appraiser selection, approval, and ordering; re-appraisal guidelines; and the use of automated valuation models.

According to examiners, the depth of the review performed is determined using a risk-focused approach that depends on, among other things, the financial condition and rating of the institution, and might be addressed from either a top-down or bottom-up approach. For example, if the examiner responsible for reviewing the appraisal and evaluation program identifies certain weaknesses or gaps in the policy, that examiner would notify the examiners who were reviewing loans files and instruct them to review the loan file appraisals for such weaknesses or gaps (top-down approach). Alternatively, if examiners identify recurring appraisal issues in the loan file review, they may conduct a broader analysis of potential global and systemic weaknesses in the overall appraisal and evaluation program (bottom-up approach).

**Documenting examination procedures related to appraisals.** Among surveyed examiners, 37 percent noted that their examination working papers include a summary paragraph that specifically references and discusses the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines, and 33 percent noted that their examination working papers include certain institution documents that examiners would
annotate in their review of the appraisal program, which typically include the loan policy and any documents with identified weaknesses or issues. However, 26 percent noted that the examination report and working papers would not specifically reference the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines.

Many examiners interviewed stated that they rely upon their experience and knowledge of prudent appraisal and evaluation standards in performing their review during examinations rather than the Real Estate Appraisal Program ED Module. Twenty-nine percent of the examiners interviewed stated that they use the ED Module or a similar field office or regional checklist to document their review of an institution’s real estate appraisal program.

We found that examiners do not regularly and consistently follow the RD Memorandum 2010-036 requirement to document when no deficiencies are noted relative to the institution’s compliance with Part 323 or appraisal-related guidance. Sixty-five percent of examiners surveyed noted that such a statement is not always included in the examination working papers in instances where no deficiencies are noted. A few examiners added, though, that an examination report may include language noting the sufficiency and adequacy of an institution’s credit administration practices, which they said would be inclusive of the appraisal and evaluation review.

**Recommendations**

To ensure consistency among the examination procedures that examiners perform to assess an institution’s appraisal and evaluation program, we recommend that the Director, RMS:

4. Clarify supervisory expectations related to examiners’ review of the institution’s appraisal program and whether that review should include all program elements in the 2010 Appraisal Guidelines or be limited to appraisal program areas of concern resulting from the examiner loan file review.

To ensure that supervisory examiners comply with established policies and procedures, we recommend that the Director, RMS:

5. Reiterate that examiners should be including a positive assurance statement in the ROE or examination working papers in situations where examiners conclude that the institution has implemented adequate procedures over appraisals and evaluations, and develop an RMS internal review control to periodically verify examiner compliance.
Matter 4:

Capital
Matter 4—Capital

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study capital adequacy and private capital investments in failing institutions, including:

(A) the factors that examiners use to assess the adequacy of capital at insured depository institutions, including the extent to which the quality and risk profile of the insured institution's loan portfolio is considered in the examiners' assessment;

(B) the number of applications received by the FDIC from PCIs to acquire insured depository institutions in receivership, the factors used by the FDIC in evaluating the applications, and the number of applications that have been approved or not approved, including the reasons pertaining thereto; and

(C) the policies and procedures associated with the evaluation of potential private investments in insured depository institutions and the extent to which those policies and procedures are followed.

A financial institution’s capital performs several important functions, including, but not limited to, the absorption of losses, promotion of public confidence, restriction of excessive asset growth, and protection to depositors and the DIF. According to interagency guidelines, as presented within the UFIRS, a financial institution is expected to maintain capital commensurate with the nature and extent of risks to the institution and the ability of management to identify, measure, monitor, and control these risks. The types and quantity of risk inherent in an institution’s activities will determine the extent to which it may be necessary to maintain capital at levels above required regulatory minimums to properly reflect the potentially adverse consequences that these risks may have on the institution’s capital.

As it relates to capital investment in failed financial institutions, in August 2009, the FDIC Board of Directors issued the FDIC’s PCI SOP, which provided guidance to PCIs interested in acquiring or investing in failed institutions. Proposed capital investments in open insured depository financial institutions that require FDIC approval are governed by the FDI Act and are submitted for FDIC review using various types of applications, such as those for a change-in-control or a merger, among others. The FDIC reviews these applications for the applicable statutory factors, including risk that the proposed transaction presents to the DIF.
The factors that examiners use to assess the adequacy of capital at insured depository institutions, including the extent to which the quality and risk profile of the insured institution’s loan portfolio is considered in the examiners’ assessment.

Examiners assess an institution’s capital adequacy by considering a number of factors, including the institution’s financial condition; the nature, trend, and volume of problem assets, and the adequacy of ALLL; earnings and dividends; management’s access to additional capital; prospects and plans for growth, as well as past experience in managing growth; access to capital markets and other sources of capital; balance sheet composition and risks associated with nontraditional activities; and risk exposure represented by off-balance-sheet activities. Based on our review of a sample of examinations, we found that, among other relevant factors, examiners considered the quality and risk profile of the insured institution’s loan portfolio in nearly all cases included in our sample. Prior MLRs similarly referenced examiner assessment of these factors and often noted that examiners had identified risk in the loan portfolio but could have been more aggressive in ensuring that capital was commensurate with that risk.

FACTORS EXAMINERS USE TO ASSESS CAPITAL ADEQUACY

Capital adequacy is one of the elements that must be evaluated to arrive at a composite rating. When assigning ratings, examiners are instructed to consider an institution’s size and sophistication, the nature and complexity of its activities, and its general risk profile. As stated in the UFIRS, among other things, an institution’s capital is rated based upon assessing the following factors:

- The level and quality of capital and the overall financial condition of the institution.
- The nature, trend, and volume of problem assets, and the adequacy of ALLL and other valuation reserves.
- The quality and strength of earnings, and the reasonableness of dividends.
- The ability of management to address emerging needs for additional capital.
- Prospects and plans for growth, as well as past experience in managing growth.
- Access to capital markets and other sources of capital, including support provided by a parent holding company.
- Balance sheet composition, including the nature and amount of intangible assets, market risk, concentration risk, and risks associated with nontraditional activities.
• Risk exposure represented by off-balance-sheet activities.

Examiners are also expected to consider internal controls such as policies, risk limits, and practices; audit functions and independent reviews; information and communication systems surrounding capital preservation; and accuracy of capital accounts.

EXAMINER ASSESSMENT OF CAPITAL ADEQUACY

Based on our review of 136 full-scope examinations of open institutions, we found evidence that, with the exception of assessing an institution’s balance sheet composition and risk exposure of off-balance-sheet activities, examiners considered and assessed the factors outlined in the UFIRS. With respect to the exceptions, these factors may have been immaterial to the institution’s overall risk profile in some cases.

Examiners are not required to quantify an institution’s level of capital deficiency during the examination process and generally did not do so. Also, in those cases where an institution had a capital plan or was actively engaged in capital raising efforts, examiners often did not discuss the sufficiency of the capital plan and/or capital raising efforts unless the institution was subject to an enforcement action.

We generally found less documented coverage of internal controls such as policies, risk limits, and information systems. We attributed that finding to the regulators’ general practice of documenting examination results on an exception basis, as described earlier in our report.

Our review of prior MLR reports further evidenced that examiners evaluated the adequacy of banks’ capital consistent with the factors outlined in the UFIRS. These MLRs noted that examiners often reported significant deterioration in asset quality due to the volume of problem assets, significant decline or a lack of earnings, an inability to raise sufficient capital, and insufficient capital given the institution’s risk profile. The MLR reports often concluded that examiners could have been more aggressive in requiring the institution to increase capital commensurate with risk, even if doing so required capital levels to be above the minimum PCA thresholds for a Well Capitalized institution.
The number of applications received by the FDIC from private capital investors to acquire insured depository institutions in receivership, factors used by the FDIC in evaluating the applications, and the number of applications that have been approved or not approved, including the reasons pertaining thereto.

Based on the documentation available to us as of December 31, 2011, we determined that the FDIC received approximately 60 requests from PCIs to bid on insured depository institutions in receivership. The FDIC evaluated those requests based on specific factors spelled out in the PCI SOP, which generally address the capital commitments of the investors and their proposed investment structure. Further, in connection with its deposit insurance and supervisory responsibilities, the FDIC applies statutory and regulatory criteria as well as policy considerations to proposals by PCIs to use either a newly chartered institution or an existing institution to acquire a failed bank. The statutory and regulatory criteria focus on the institution’s capital, management, and risk to the DIF as well as whether the acquisition would produce an unacceptable impact on competition within the bank’s community. Of the 60 PCI requests received, the FDIC approved 31 (52 percent). Of the remaining 29 requests, investors withdrew, superseded, or abandoned 23; the FDIC returned 2 incomplete applications; and 4 were under review by the FDIC as of December 31, 2011. FDIC-identified concerns with non-approved requests generally related to capital, management, and business plans.

The term “private capital investor” (PCI) is used but not defined in the PCI SOP, as the FDIC found “it exceedingly difficult to use precisely defined terms to deal with the relatively new phenomenon of private capital funds joining together to purchase the assets and liabilities of failed banks and thrifts where the investors all are less than 24.9 percent owners but supply almost all of the capital to capitalize the new depository institution.” For purposes of our study, we defined PCI to refer to an entity or group of entities that raises capital from private rather than public sources in order to acquire a failed institution. In order to make those acquisitions, PCIs first invest in an existing or new institution (we refer to those as a PCI institution) and use that PCI institution as a vehicle to submit a bid for failed institution assets and deposits.

REQUESTS RECEIVED BY THE FDIC TO ACQUIRE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN RECEIVERSHIP

FDIC personnel informed us that the FDIC received and processed 60 PCI requests for clearance-to-bid on financial institutions in receivership from August 26, 2009 (i.e., the effective date of the PCI SOP) through December 31, 2011. There is no specific form to be completed by private investors to commence the PCI SOP process, but requests for clearance-to-bid on failed banks typically included applications for deposit insurance, change-in-control, merger, or

59 Preamble to Final Statement of Policy on Qualifications for Failed Bank Acquisitions, 74 Federal Register 45440 at page 45446 (September 2, 2009).
business plan changes. Those requests and related applications were evaluated by the FDIC using the factors described below.

**FACTORS USED BY THE FDIC IN EVALUATING REQUESTS**

The PCI SOP provides guidance to PCIs interested in acquiring or investing in failed insured depository institutions, including the terms and conditions that PCIs are expected to satisfy to obtain bidding eligibility for a proposed acquisition structure. With certain exceptions, the SOP applies to:

- Private investors in a company, including any company acquired to facilitate bidding on failed banks or thrifts that is proposing to, directly or indirectly, assume deposit liabilities, or such liabilities and assets, from the resolution of a failed insured depository institution; and

- Applicants for insurance in the case of *de novo* charters issued in connection with the resolution of failed insured depository institutions.

Among other things, the PCI SOP generally provides that (1) for 3 years following the acquisition, the PCI institution hold a greater minimum level of capital than the level required of non-PCI institutions, (2) the PCI may not sell its shares in the bank without prior FDIC approval for 3 years following the acquisition, and (3) the PCI must provide the FDIC with any information considered necessary to assure compliance with the PCI SOP.

PCIs may make a written request for clearance to bid on future resolutions. The FDIC’s RMS, in coordination with the Legal Division (Legal), processes clearance-to-bid requests. Those requests may be processed by the FDIC as either a shelf charter or an inflatable charter depending on the circumstances of the proposed acquisition.

- **Shelf Charter.** In the shelf charter process, the PCIs propose to establish a new insured depository institution to be used as a vehicle to acquire failed banks or thrifts. In these cases, the clearance-to-bid request is accompanied by an Interagency Charter and Federal Deposit Insurance Application (deposit insurance application) to the FDIC and to the designated chartering authority for the proposed new depository institution. RMS and Legal process the deposit insurance application in conjunction with the clearance-to-bid request, in consultation with the designated chartering authority.

- **Inflatable Charter.** In the inflatable charter process, the PCIs may file an Interagency Bank Merger Act Application (merger application) or an Interagency Notice of Acquisition of Control (change-in-control application) with the primary federal regulator for an existing institution in conjunction with a request for clearance to bid from the

60 *De novo* is a term used to refer to a recently chartered insured institution.

61 A PCI may also file a merger or change-in-control application with the FRB if the investment is made at the holding company level.
FDIC. If the existing institution is still in its *de novo* period, \(^{62}\) the clearance-to-bid request may be accompanied by a change in business plan application. For state nonmember institutions, RMS and Legal process the merger, change-in-control, or change in business plan application in conjunction with the clearance-to-bid request. For other than state nonmember institutions, RMS and Legal process the clearance-to-bid request in consultation with the primary federal regulator.

If the PCI investors are deemed qualified based on the Legal and RMS reviews, the PCIs and related PCI institution receive a clearance-to-bid letter from the FDIC advising that RMS has qualified them to bid on one or more failing insured depository institutions. The clearance-to-bid letter includes any limits on the PCI’s asset and deposit acquisition amounts, as well as any restrictions on the geographic areas for PCI bids. In some instances, the letter requires that additional information be provided to the FDIC before a bid can be submitted on a specific institution, and notes that any material changes in the information, representations, or commitments provided to the FDIC could alter the FDIC’s decision to qualify the PCI institution to bid. Further, the letter includes a notification to the PCIs that the submission of a bid will be deemed to constitute agreement to abide by the PCI SOP. PCIs submit a signed copy of the clearance-to-bid letter before the PCI institution will be permitted to bid on a failing institution.

RMS and Legal jointly review PCI clearance-to-bid requests. Concurrently with Legal, RMS assesses any applications for deposit insurance (for shelf charters) or for change-in-control, merger, or material changes in business plans, as applicable (for inflatable charters).

**Clearance-to-Bid Requests.** When Legal reviews a clearance-to-bid request, it makes a threshold determination as to whether the PCI SOP is applicable. The attorney will typically conclude, subject to certain exceptions, \(^{63}\) that the PCI SOP applies if the proposed transaction includes the acquisition of a failed bank or thrift by an institution that has, either directly or through its holding company, raised capital from private investors in contemplation of such an acquisition. If the PCI SOP is applicable, the attorney is required to review whether the PCI and the proposed transaction address the following requirements outlined in the PCI SOP:

1. **Capital Commitments.** The resulting depository institution must maintain a ratio of Tier 1 common equity to total assets of at least 10 percent for the first 3 years of operation and remain *Well Capitalized* for purposes of the PCA provisions.

---

\(^{62}\) The deposit insurance order for a *de novo* institution generally requires that for 3 years following the commencement of banking operations, the institution shall obtain approval from the appropriate FDIC Regional Director prior to any major deviation or material change to the business plan before consummation of the change. In 2009, the FDIC extended this requirement to 7 years for state nonmember banks. A decision to pursue the acquisition of failed financial institutions could be an example of a material change in business plan.

\(^{63}\) These exceptions include: (1) the strong majority interest exception applicable to private investors in a partnership or similar venture with or in a holding company where the investors hold one-third or less of each of the total equity and the voting equity of the partnership post acquisition and the holding company has an established record of successful operation of insured institutions; or (2) the recapitalization exception meaning that within the 18-month period following the recapitalization, the total assets of all of the anticipated failed-bank acquisitions will not exceed 100 percent of the acquiring bank’s total assets as of the day before the capital raise.
(2) **Cross Support.** If two or more insured depository institutions are at least 80-percent owned by the same investor(s), those investor(s) must pledge their stock in the commonly owned institutions to the FDIC against loss.

(3) **Transactions with Affiliates.** Insured depository institutions acquired by investors may not extend credit to investors, their investment funds, and any affiliates.

(4) **Secrecy Law Jurisdictions.** Investors using organizational structures domiciled in bank secrecy jurisdictions are not eligible to bid on insured depository institutions unless the investors are subsidiaries of companies subject to comprehensive consolidated supervision as recognized by the FRB and they agree to certain additional requirements.

(5) **Continuity of Ownership.** Certain investors are prohibited from selling or transferring their securities for 3 years following the acquisition, absent prior FDIC approval.

(6) **Prohibited Structures.** Complex and functionally opaque ownership structures in which beneficial ownership cannot be ascertained, responsible decision-making parties are not clearly defined, and/or ownership and controls are separated are not appropriate for approval as bidders of insured depository institutions.

(7) **Required Disclosure.** Investors subject to the PCI SOP are expected to submit to the FDIC information about the investors and all entities in the ownership structure.

The FDIC reviews other applications submitted with the clearance-to-bid request for compliance with regulatory requirements, as described below.

**Shelf Charters.** For all shelf charters, the FDIC evaluates the deposit insurance application, using the following seven factors from Section 6 of the FDI Act:

1. The financial history and condition of the proposed depository institution.
2. The adequacy of the proposed depository institution’s capital structure.
3. The proposed depository institution’s future earnings prospects.
4. The general character and fitness of the depository institution’s management.
5. The convenience and needs of the community to be served by the depository institution.
6. The risk presented by such depository institution to the DIF.
7. Whether the proposed institution’s corporate powers are consistent with the purposes of the FDI Act.

**Inflatable Charters.** For inflatable charters, the FDIC evaluates the change-in-control application using the following six factors from Section 7(j)(7) of the FDI Act:

---

64 Bank secrecy is a legal principle under which banks are not allowed to provide to authorities personal and account information about their customers unless certain conditions apply. A bank secrecy jurisdiction is a locale that permits bank secrecy.


1. If the proposed acquisition of control would result in a monopoly.
2. If the effect of the proposed acquisition of control in any section of the country may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly, or would in any other manner be in restraint of trade.
3. If the financial condition of the acquiring person is such that it might jeopardize the financial stability of the bank or prejudice the interests of the depositors of the bank.
4. If the competence, experience, or integrity of any acquiring person or of any of the proposed management indicates that it would not be in the interest of the depositors of the bank or in the interest of the public to permit such person to control the bank.
5. If any acquiring party neglects, fails, or refuses to furnish all the information required by the FDIC.
6. If the transaction would have an adverse effect on the DIF.

In the event of a merger, the FDIC evaluates the merger application using the following eight factors from Section 18(c) of the FDI Act:

1. Whether the proposed merger would result in a monopoly.
2. Whether the effect of the proposed merger in any section of the country may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly, or would in any other manner be in restraint of trade.
3. The financial and managerial resources of the existing and proposed institutions.
4. The future prospects of the existing and proposed institutions.
5. The convenience and needs of the community to be served.
6. The effectiveness of any insured depository institution involved in the proposed merger in combating money laundering activities, including in overseas branches.
7. The risk presented to the stability of the United States banking or financial system.
8. For interstate mergers that do not involve one or more insured depository institutions in default or in danger of default, whether the resulting institution will control more than 10 percent of the total amount of deposits of insured depository institutions in the U.S.

For inflatable charters that require FDIC review of a change in business plan application, the FDIC evaluates the application using the same seven factors used to evaluate a deposit insurance application.

REQUESTS APPROVED AND NOT APPROVED BY THE FDIC

The FDIC approved 31 (52 percent) of the 60 PCI requests received and the remaining 29 requests were not approved as of December 31, 2011. Table 10 below provides an overall summary of the 60 requests received.

---

68 RMS determined that five of the approved requests were not subject to the PCI SOP because of exceptions related to a “strong majority interest” or “recapitalization.”
Table 10: Status of PCI Requests for Clearance to Bid as of December 31, 2011 (for requests received August 26, 2009 through December 31, 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approved</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Approved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Review</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superseded</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returned</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total PCI Requests</strong></td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of RMS files.

The reasons for the 29 requests that were not approved as of December 31, 2011 follow.

- **Under Review:** The FDIC was still in the process of evaluating four requests. In general, these requests had been in process for less than 9 months, but we noted that one request had been in process for 2 years. FDIC records indicate that critical information missing for the request included, among other things, a stock purchase agreement that conforms to the PCI SOP and a business plan for proposed acquisition transactions.  

- **Superseded:** In two cases, the PCIs elected to pursue a new request in lieu of the initial request. In both cases, the subsequent request was approved and is reflected in the 31 approved requests.

- **Returned:** The FDIC returned the materials to two PCIs and closed their files because the requests submitted were substantially incomplete and the PCIs did not respond to requests for additional information. In particular, for both requests, the FDIC determined that information about the proposed capital, management, and business plan was inadequate.

- **Abandoned:** In two cases, correspondence from the PCIs indicated that the request was no longer being pursued by the PCIs, but a formal withdrawal letter was never sent by the PCIs to the FDIC. For both requests, the FDIC identified concerns related to whether sufficient capital would be available to implement the proposed business plan, and for one of the requests, there was an additional concern about the acceptability of proposed management and compensation plans.

- **Withdrawn:** Nineteen PCIs submitted letters to the FDIC withdrawing their applications before FDIC processing was complete. In most cases, the withdrawal letters did not indicate a reason for withdrawal.

---

69 As of September 30, 2012, two of the four requests were withdrawn, one was abandoned, and one was still under review.
Based on our review, for a majority of the withdrawn requests, the FDIC had identified concerns with the request prior to the receipt of the withdrawal letter, and those concerns may have had an impact on applicants’ decisions to withdraw. FDIC concerns with investor requests fell into the following general categories: capital, management, and business plans. Examples of capital concerns included investors raising less capital than anticipated, or capital-related agreements or permits terminating before the PCIs were able to complete the request for clearance process. Concerns with management included, among others, unacceptable background investigation results and inadequate relevant banking experience. Finally, the FDIC also noted concerns with the feasibility of certain investors’ business plans.

P.L. 112-88 (4)(C)

The policies and procedures associated with the evaluation of potential private investments in insured depository institutions and the extent to which those policies and procedures are followed.

The PCI SOP applies to proposals by private capital investors to acquire failed institutions. Private capital investors who invest in open banks without intending to use the open bank to acquire failed bank assets do not go through the PCI SOP process, but rather follow standard statutory and regulatory requirements. The FDIC tracks investors who go through the PCI SOP, but the FDIC does not formally track other private investment. The FDIC uses the factors listed in the PCI SOP in determining whether to grant investors clearance to bid on failed institutions. This clearance-to-bid process includes a pre-filing meeting, a review of the PCI’s documentation supporting its clearance-to-bid request, and a post clearance-to-bid review. While strongly encouraged, pre-filing meetings are not required by statute or as part of the PCI SOP process; therefore, there are no formal policies and procedures for conducting those meetings and the FDIC does not track such meetings in a centralized manner. We could not verify the number of meetings that occurred or how many private investors declined to invest as a result of those meetings. The FDIC does have procedures for reviewing clearance-to-bid requests. We tested a sample of those requests and concluded that the FDIC followed its policies and procedures.

As for post clearance-to-bid reviews, once a private investor targets a specific failing institution for acquisition, the FDIC generally requires that investors update the information originally submitted with respect to their request for clearance to bid. If the FDIC has concerns with the updated information, it may suspend the investor from bidding on the target institution. The FDIC generally documented the authorization for those suspensions via email. Guidance for the review process evolved over time and was formalized in March 2012.
FDIC’S EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL PRIVATE INVESTMENTS

As discussed in connection with Matter (4)(B) above, any PCI interested in bidding on failed banks must receive clearance to bid on such banks consistent with the process and factors discussed in the prior topic. This clearance-to-bid process includes a pre-filing meeting, a review of the PCI’s clearance-to-bid documentation, and a post clearance-to-bid review as discussed below.

Pre-Filing Meeting. These meetings are generally attended by the investors, FDIC regional or headquarters RMS and Legal staff, and the chartering authority, if applicable. The FDIC strongly encourages a pre-filing meeting prior to potential investors filing a request in order to ensure that all parties understand filing requirements and expectations, and so that issues or problems with a proposal can be identified early. While strongly encouraged, pre-filing meetings are not required by statute or as part of the PCI process; therefore, the FDIC does not have formal policies and procedures for conducting the pre-filing meetings and does not track the number of meetings held. We could not verify the number of meetings that occurred or the results of those meetings. FDIC management told us that they generally apply the relevant statutory and PCI SOP criteria to the facts and circumstances presented at the pre-filing meetings in order to give the investors an idea of the strength and weakness of their proposals. Further, FDIC officials indicated that some investors who attended these meetings decided not to pursue investment in failed institutions.

We confirmed with RMS that headquarters RMS officials generally attend pre-filing meetings—in person or by phone—to ensure consistency and that the FDIC does not make approval decisions pertaining to PCI proposals at those pre-filing meetings.

Clearance-to-Bid Documentation Review. As discussed in greater detail in response to Matter (4)(B), when the FDIC receives a request for clearance to bid, RMS and Legal jointly review it to determine whether the investors are subject to the PCI SOP, as that policy requires that private investors agree to various conditions before the FDIC will provide a clearance-to-bid letter. RMS reviews any deposit insurance, change-in-control, merger, or change in business plan applications/requests that may have been submitted concurrently with the request for clearance to bid. RMS documents the results of the RMS and Legal review in a Summary Memorandum or requests additional information from the PCI if needed. If the PCI investors are deemed qualified based on the Legal and RMS reviews, the PCI and the PCI institution receives a clearance-to-bid letter from the FDIC indicating that the PCI institution may bid on one or more failed institutions.

In addition to the evaluation factors described in response to Matter (4)(B), the FDIC’s Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies and Case Manager Procedures Manual describe how applications for deposit insurance, merger, change-in-control, and change in business plan should be processed by the FDIC. Further, Legal has internal procedures for analyzing investor transactions under the requirements of the PCI SOP that were formally documented on March 27, 2012.

70 The FDIC may require pre-filing meetings for applications to acquire control of state savings associations per 12 C.F.R. §390.103.
As noted in Matter (4)(B), the FDIC approved 31 (52 percent) of the 60 PCI requests it received. As part of a 2011 audit that we performed of the PCI process (2011 Audit), we selected a non-statistical sample of 10 requests submitted by PCIs that were cleared to bid on failing institutions to verify whether the requests received appropriate internal approvals. We found evidence demonstrating FDIC review for all 10 requests, but the manner in which approvals were evidenced and the extent and organization of documentation supporting approvals varied.

The 2011 Audit also included a detailed review of five requests and found that the FDIC staff members who reviewed the requests were knowledgeable of the circumstances regarding each request, considered the requirements of the PCI SOP and the FDI Act, and were generally able to locate documentation to support their decisions. In some instances, however, we found that the FDIC had not fully documented the analysis performed to support decisions made on requests reviewed. For example, the summary memoranda for two of the five requests did not include a clear recommendation regarding whether the investor was in compliance with the PCI SOP. At the time of our 2011 Audit, the FDIC’s implementation of procedures for processing clearance-to-bid requests in effect from 2009 through April 2011 did not result in consistent documentation of the FDIC’s rationale for issuing or not issuing clearance-to-bid letters. Subsequent to our 2011 Audit, and consistent with our audit recommendations, the FDIC enhanced and expanded its written procedures for processing and documenting review of clearance-to-bid requests. FDIC management told us that since the PCI SOP was a newly adopted policy, FDIC staff monitored its implementation and looked for ways to improve it. As a result, the process evolved over time.

**Post Clearance-to-Bid Review.** If a PCI receives a clearance-to-bid letter, the PCI institution must go through a post clearance-to-bid review process before it is permitted to submit a bid to acquire a target institution. At that time, the FDIC generally requires that the PCI provide, among other things, a description of the proposed transaction; updated information with respect to its initial submission, including any changes to the proposed organizational structure, capitalization, management, or material aspects in light of size, scope, complexity, or other attributes of the target institution; and a comprehensive customized business plan covering the first 3 years of operation.

If the FDIC has concerns with the submission during this post clearance-to-bid process, the PCI would be suspended from bidding on the target institution. Guidance for this aspect of the review process is in the form of a question-and-answer document, and FDIC management told us the process has evolved over time and decisions are generally documented via email. Generally, a request for suspension is communicated from RMS to DRR. We noted that the question-and-answer document includes specific criteria that reviewers should use in making a determination to suspend a previously cleared PCI institution from bidding. The FDIC formally tracks the dates that the institution is suspended from the lists of eligible bidders. DRR and RMS personnel identified 14 of the 26 PCI institutions that had been cleared to bid and were subject to the PCI SOP, that had been suspended from the lists of eligible bidders one or more times during the

---

years 2010 through 2011.\textsuperscript{72} Those suspensions generally occurred because the FDIC determined that the PCI institution needed a waiting period to effectively integrate prior bank acquisitions before placing new bids to initiate additional failed bank acquisitions. The 14 PCI institutions were suspended from bidding for the following reasons:

- Seven PCI institutions were suspended as a result of the FDIC implementing a waiting period due to prior bank acquisitions.

- One PCI institution was suspended at one point to implement a waiting period and at another point for failure to submit an integration plan for a targeted failed bank acquisition.

- One PCI institution was suspended at one point to implement a waiting period and at another point because the PCI institution’s compliance examination rating was less than satisfactory, indicating a need to improve the PCI institution’s compliance program.

- One PCI institution was suspended when its capital commitments expired.

- Four related PCI institutions were suspended pending review of a change in the proposed board and management.

\textsuperscript{72} Two additional PCI institutions were suspended from bidding for the first time in 2012.
Matter 5:
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Matter 5—Workouts

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study the success of FDIC field examiners in implementing FDIC guidelines titled, *Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts*, dated October 31, 2009, regarding workouts of CRE, including:

(A) whether field examiners are using the correct appraisals; and

(B) whether there is any difference in implementation between residential workouts and commercial (including land development and 1-4 family residential and commercial construction loans) workouts.

CRE lending has traditionally been risky for financial institutions. Real estate markets are cyclical, so that even the most well-conceived and soundly underwritten projects can become troubled during periodic overbuilding cycles. During such periods, financial institutions may face challenges when working with troubled CRE borrowers. While CRE borrowers may experience deteriorating financial condition, many continue to be creditworthy customers who have the willingness and capacity to repay. Institutions may find that loan workouts are mutually beneficial for such borrowers. Loan workouts can take many forms, including a renewal or extension of loan terms, extension of additional credit, or a reduction in the loan interest rate. Recognizing increased CRE concentrations and risks at institutions, the regulators issued CRE-related guidance from 2006 to 2010, including the *Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts* (guidance) in October 2009.

---

73 CRE is defined in the glossary at Appendix 10.
The success of FDIC field examiners in implementing FDIC guidelines titled “Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts” (October 31, 2009) regarding workouts of commercial real estate.

We determined that examiners successfully implemented three of the four areas outlined in interagency guidance titled, Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts. With the exception of a few instances, we confirmed that examiners implemented the workout guidance related to loan-specific workout arrangements, classification of loans, and regulatory reporting and accounting considerations. Since examiners use an exception-based process, we were unable to determine from examination documentation whether examiners implemented the fourth area of the Policy Statement, that is, an institution’s risk management elements for loan workout programs. While examiners reviewed broader institution loan policies and procedures, examiners did not document their review of risk management elements specifically associated with institutions’ workout programs, such as infrastructure, staffing, and information systems for managing troubled assets.

We contracted with KPMG to advise and assist OIG staff in planning the work, conducting necessary testing, and analyzing and presenting testing results. For purposes of our review, we defined “successful” implementation of the guidance as examiners complying with its provisions. Our scope was limited to FDIC-supervised insured depository institutions.

FDIC SUPERVISORY EXPECTATIONS, DISSEMINATION, AND TRAINING RELATED TO THE WORKOUT GUIDANCE

The interagency workout guidance took effect upon issuance and provides direction to examiners on evaluating an institution’s efforts to renew and restructure loans to creditworthy borrowers who are experiencing diminished operating cash flows, depreciated collateral values, or prolonged delays in selling or renting commercial properties. Essentially, it updated and replaced existing supervisory guidance to promote supervisory consistency, enhance the transparency of CRE workout transactions, and ensure that supervisory policies and actions do not inadvertently curtail the availability of credit to sound borrowers. Key features of the guidance include the following:

- The regulators recognize that reasonable and prudent workouts are often in the best interest of institutions and creditworthy CRE borrowers.

- Examiners are expected to take a balanced and consistent approach in their review of institutions’ workout activity.

74 This statement replaced the Interagency Policy Statements on the Review and Classification of Commercial Real Estate Loans (November 1991) and Review and Classification of Commercial Real Estate Loans (June 1993).
• The primary focus of an examiner’s review of a commercial loan is an assessment of the borrower’s ability to repay the loan.

• Prudent workouts will not be subject to examiner criticism even if the restructured loan is adversely classified.

• A restructured loan will not be adversely classified solely because the value of the underlying collateral has declined to an amount that is less than the loan balance.

• Workout programs should be well conceived and maximize the institution’s collection of principal and interest and not simply be restructured to mask underlying weaknesses.

The guidance promotes prudent CRE loan workouts at institutions, the goal of which is to maximize recovery potential versus maintaining a credit relationship. It reiterates existing guidelines and incorporates the components of effective workout programs. It also includes references and materials related to regulatory reporting, but it does not change existing regulatory reporting guidance provided in relevant interagency statements issued by the regulators or accounting requirements under GAAP.

The FDIC disseminated the guidance to examiners and the industry; developed a related ED Module, Troubled Debt Restructuring, in September 2011; and discussed the guidance at industry conferences.

FDIC EXAMINER IMPLEMENTATION OF GUIDANCE

The October 2009 guidance is divided into four distinct areas: (1) an institution’s risk management elements for loan workout programs, (2) loan-specific workout arrangements, (3) loan classifications, and (4) regulatory reporting and accounting considerations, each of which highlights elements for the institutions and examiners to consider. To determine whether examiners successfully implemented the guidance, we reviewed ROEs and examination documentation for the elements within each of the four areas.

Risk Management Elements for Loan Workout Programs

According to the guidance, an institution’s risk management practices for renewing and restructuring CRE loans should be appropriate for the complexity and nature of its lending activity and should be consistent with safe and sound lending practices and relevant regulatory reporting requirements. Institutions should have the following controls in place:

• Management infrastructure to identify, control, and manage the volume and complexity of the workout activity.

---

75 A restructuring involves a formal modification in the loan’s terms with written and legally enforceable documentation.
• Documentation standards to verify the borrower’s financial condition and collateral values.

• Adequate management information systems and internal controls to identify and track loan performance and risk, including concentration risk.

• Capability to produce regulatory reports that are consistent with regulatory reporting requirements (including GAAP) and supervisory guidance.

• Effective loan collection procedures.

• Adherence to statutory, regulatory and internal lending limits.

• Collateral administration to ensure proper lien perfection of the institution’s collateral interests for both real and personal property.

• An ongoing credit review function.

We reviewed ROEs and examiner working papers for evidence that examiners performed procedures to assess whether institutions implemented the guidance for risk management elements for loan workout programs. We found evidence indicating that, for all 48 of the sampled institutions, examiners reviewed institutions’ implementation of risk management elements associated with overall loan policy and guidelines. However, we were unable to locate evidence for any of the institutions that examiners had reviewed the institution’s implementation of the risk management elements listed in the guidance specific to loan workout programs. As discussed in the workout guidance, in order to work out troubled assets effectively, institutions should ensure they have adequate infrastructure and staffing, such as a special assets or workout department, information, and documentation standards. For their part, examiners should assess/review these workout program elements. An RMS official expressed confidence based on experience working with examination staff and participating in regional examinations that examiners were doing what was required under the guidance.

Loan-Specific Workout Arrangements

According to the guidance, loan workouts can take many forms, and institutions should consider loan workouts after analyzing a borrower’s repayment capacity, evaluating the support provided by guarantors, and assessing the value of the collateral pledged on the debt. Workouts need to be designed to help ensure that the institution maximizes its recovery potential. While institutions may enter into restructurings with borrowers that result in an adverse classification, an institution will not be criticized for engaging in loan workout arrangements so long as management has the following:

• A prudent workout policy that establishes appropriate loan terms and amortization schedules and that permits the institution to modify the workout plan if sustained repayment performance is not demonstrated or if collateral values do not stabilize.
• An analysis of the borrower’s global debt service that reflects a realistic projection of the borrower’s and guarantor’s expenses.\textsuperscript{26}

• The ability to monitor the ongoing performance of the borrower and guarantor under the terms of the workout.

• An internal loan grading system that accurately and consistently reflects the risk in the workout arrangement.

• An ALLL methodology that covers estimated credit losses in the restructured loan, measured in accordance with GAAP, and recognizes credit losses in a timely manner through provisions and charge-offs, as appropriate.\textsuperscript{77}

The guidance further provides that an examiner’s review of a commercial loan should focus on the following factors.

• Repayment capacity of the borrower(s): the character, overall financial condition, resources, and payment record of the borrower; global cash flow analysis to consider the borrower’s total debt obligations; and market conditions that influence repayment capacity.

• Evaluation of support provided by guarantors: a willingness to fulfill all current and previous obligations, economic incentive to fulfill investment obligations, and investment in the project to serve as an incentive to fulfill obligations.

• Evaluation of collateral values: analysis of appraisals and internal evaluation, confirmation of use of market values, review of the appropriateness of the major facts, identification of weaknesses, and the institution ability/inability to address the deficiencies in a timely manner.

With few exceptions, examination documentation showed that examiners appropriately applied guidance related to loan workout arrangements and reviewed the factors listed above. The most frequent exceptions were 16 instances among the 390 CRE line sheets tested that related to evaluating collateral values. For example, we found a loan where the appraisal value on the line sheet was different from the appraisal value found in the institution’s credit file, and we could not determine the source of the field examiner’s appraisal value. In another case, an examiner used an appraisal from 2001, while the examination report date was January 25, 2010. In addition, we found several examples of line sheets that did not adequately document the appropriateness of the major facts, assumptions, and valuation approaches in the collateral valuation. We found an additional five exceptions related to aspects of examiners’ analyses of borrowers’ repayment capacity and evaluation of guarantors.

\textsuperscript{26} Global debt represents the aggregate of a borrower’s or guarantor’s financial obligations, including contingent obligations.

\textsuperscript{77} Additionally, if applicable, institutions should recognize in other liabilities an allowance for estimated credit losses on off-balance-sheet credit exposures related to restructured loans (e.g., loan commitments) and should reverse interest accruals on loans that are deemed uncollectible.
Loan Classifications

According to the guidance, loans that are adequately protected by the current sound worth and debt service capacity of the borrower, guarantor, or the underlying collateral generally are not adversely classified. Similarly, loans to sound borrowers that are renewed or restructured in accordance with prudent underwriting standards should not be adversely classified or criticized unless well-defined weaknesses exist that jeopardize repayment. Further, loans should not be adversely classified solely because the borrower is associated with a particular industry that is experiencing financial difficulties. When an institution’s restructurings are not supported by adequate analysis and documentation, examiners are expected to exercise reasonable judgment in reviewing and determining loan classifications until the institution is able to provide information to support management’s conclusions and internal loan grades.

To assess the success of the examiner’s implementation of the guidance related to loan classifications, we reviewed the loan sample for evidence that examiners had appropriately classified loans based on performance, renewals/restructurings, sale of collateral for repayment, and partial charge-off. Specifically, we reviewed examiner documentation and ROEs related to the following.

- **Loan performance assessment for classification purposes.** The impact on classification from declining collateral values and repayment capacity, and classification of loans that are being kept current with an interest reserve or some other below-market means.

- **Classification of renewals or restructurings of maturing loans.** The reasonableness of restructure and classification based on repayment of the loan.

- **Classification of troubled CRE loans dependent on the sale of collateral for repayment.** If loan repayment is dependent on sale of collateral, classification of the loan balance should be based on the appraised value of the collateral.

- **Classification and accrual treatment of restructured loans with a partial charge-off.** When well-defined weaknesses exist and a partial charge-off has been taken, the remaining recorded balance for the restructured loan generally should be classified no more severely than substandard unless the loss exposure cannot be reasonably determined.

With few exceptions, we concluded that examiners appropriately applied the above guidance related to loan classifications. The most frequent exceptions were 16 instances among the 390 CRE line sheets tested where examiners did not appropriately review troubled CRE loans. For example, we found loans that examiners classified that lacked adequate documentation, or where the examiner specifically did not document whether repayment of the loan was dependent on the sale of collateral. We also found loans where the examiner did not determine the portion of the loan balance exceeding the market value of the collateral less cost to sell. We also found exceptions related to examiners’ assessment of loan performance for classification purposes, and examiners’ classification of renewals and restructurings of maturing loans or partial charge-offs.
Regulatory Reporting and Accounting Considerations

According to the guidance, institution management is responsible for preparing regulatory reports in accordance with GAAP and regulatory reporting requirements and supervisory guidance. Management also is responsible for establishing and maintaining an appropriate governance and internal control structure over the preparation of regulatory reports. Management should ensure that loan workout staff appropriately communicates with the accounting and regulatory reporting staff concerning the institution’s loan restructurings and that the reporting consequences of restructurings are presented accurately in regulatory reports.

For their part, in addition to evaluating credit risk management processes and validating the accuracy of internal credit grades, examiners are responsible for reviewing management’s processes related to accounting and regulatory reporting. The guidance states that examiners need to have a clear understanding of the differences between the credit risk management and accounting and regulatory reporting concepts (such as accrual status, restructurings, and the ALLL) when assessing the adequacy of the institution’s reporting practices.78

To assess the success of examiners’ application of the guidance related to regulatory reporting and accounting considerations, we reviewed examiner documentation in the loan sample for evidence that field examiners applied regulatory and accounting considerations in their review of interest accruals, TDR status,79 and ALLL calculations. With few exceptions, we found that examiners appropriately applied guidance related to regulatory reporting and accounting considerations. The most frequent exceptions were 18 instances among the 390 CRE line sheets tested related to examiners’ assessment of TDRs for ALLL purposes. For example, we found loans where it appeared that the examiner did not assess or did not document an assessment of TDRs for ALLL purposes or properly determine the need for a valuation allowance, or where there was no evidence of ALLL calculations. We found another nine exceptions related to correctly recording TDRs or determining interest accrual status.

Recommendation

The Policy Statement was intended, in part, to promote supervisory consistency and ensure that institutions have an effective program for managing loan workout activity. Greater documentation of examination procedures performed would provide the FDIC with assurance that those objectives are being met. Accordingly, we recommend that the Director, RMS:

6. Reiterate or strengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess the risk management elements of an institution’s workout program.

---

78 These factors also apply when considering loss estimates for off-balance-sheet credit exposures (e.g., loan commitments).

79 The October 2009 guidance states that a restructured loan is considered a TDR when the institution, for economic or legal reasons related to a borrower’s financial difficulties, grants a concession to the borrower in modifying or renewing a loan that the institution would not otherwise consider. To make this determination, the lender assesses whether (a) the borrower is experiencing financial difficulties and (b) the lender has granted a concession.
Whether field examiners are using the correct appraisals.

With few exceptions, examiners followed the guidelines for use of appraisals in the October 2009 guidance.

For purposes of our review, we defined “correct appraisals” to be those that examiners confirmed were appropriate for their intended use with a particular asset. Such a confirmation would include determining whether appraisals reflected appropriate market values, facts, assumptions, and weaknesses, and verifying that institutions addressed appraisal deficiencies timely. To address this requirement, we assessed whether examiners were applying the loan workout appraisal guidance as part of their review of loan workouts. For CRE loans involved in a workout situation, the guidance notes that examiners should ensure that a new or updated appraisal or evaluation, as appropriate, addresses current project plans and market conditions that were considered in the development of the workout plan.

USE OF CORRECT APPRAISALS

We reviewed examiner documentation in our sample and concluded that examiners generally followed the guidance when assessing collateral values. Table 11 presents relevant aspects of the guidance and the results of our testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11: Examiner Use of Appraisals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of 48 institutions tested, did FDIC Examiners:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Analyze collateral values based on the institution’s original appraisal or internal evaluation, any subsequent updates, additional information, and relevant market conditions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Confirm that the institution used the market value conclusion (and not the fair value) that corresponds to the workout plan and the loan commitment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Review the appropriateness of the major facts, assumptions, and valuation approaches in the collateral valuation and in the institution’s internal credit review and impairment analysis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify any weaknesses in the institution’s supporting documentation or appraisal evaluation review process? If so, did the examiner direct the institution to address the weaknesses?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If the institution was unable or unwilling to address the deficiencies in a timely manner, did the examiner assess the degree of protection that the collateral affords?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG/KPMG analysis.
To provide perspective on the exceptions, in one instance, there was no indication on the loan line sheet that an appraisal was performed for the examiner to analyze collateral values. In another instance, there was an outdated appraisal in the institution’s supporting documentation and no indication in the working papers that the examiner directed the institution to address the need for an updated appraisal.

**P.L. 112-88 (5)(B)**

**Whether there is any difference in implementation between residential workouts and commercial (including land development and 1-4 family residential and commercial construction loans) workouts.**

The examination guidance for reviewing loans resulting from residential and commercial workouts is similar and primarily focuses on the repayment capacity of the borrower, though there are risk factors that differentiate residential from CRE loans. We found that examiners applied the relevant guidance with few exceptions. Accordingly, we concluded there are no significant differences in implementation between residential workouts and commercial workouts.

We reviewed examiner documentation in our sample (described previously in this section of the report) to determine whether examiners applied workout guidance for the two types of workouts differently. Specifically, we reviewed the use of the debt service coverage ratios\(^80\) for CRE loans and debt-to-income ratios\(^81\) for residential loans and residential loan resets to fixed terms at renewal. Those ratios are indicators of the borrower’s ability to service the debt.

**COMMERCIAL VERSUS RESIDENTIAL WORKOUTS**

As described in previous sections, when reviewing CRE loans that resulted from workouts, examiners should consider the repayment capacity of the borrower, guarantors, and collateral value. With respect to reviewing residential workout loans, under interagency *Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy* guidelines, examiners are primarily concerned about the borrower’s repayment performance. However, if the loan is past due, then examiners would consider additional risk factors, similar to those for CRE loan workouts, such as whether the loan was dependent on the sale of collateral for repayment.

There are some differences with respect to the factors that examiners consider in deciding whether to classify commercial or residential workout loans. In the case of commercial workouts, the cash flow from CRE could negatively impact commercial borrowers’ repayment capacity. In the case of residential loan workouts, a particular risk to borrowers’ repayment capacity is adjustable rates on mortgages, especially when the borrowers were qualified based on

---

\(^{80}\) The debt service coverage ratio is the measurement of a property's ability to generate revenue as a percentage of the cost of loan payments.

\(^{81}\) The debt-to-income ratio is the borrower’s total monthly housing-related payments (principal, interest, taxes, and insurance), as a percentage of the borrower’s gross monthly income.
a low introductory payment. Under both circumstances, there is increased probability of adverse loan classifications.

We reviewed documentation related to 20 sampled residential loans in the FDIC’s New York, Atlanta, and San Francisco Regional Offices for evidence of how examiners evaluated loan specific workout arrangements, classified loans, and considered institutions’ regulatory and accounting procedures and controls. We found examiners applied relevant guidance with limited exceptions, just as they had for commercial workouts as summarized above; thus, we concluded there were no significant differences in implementation between the two types of workouts.
Matter 6:
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Matter 6—Orders

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to assess the application and impact of consent orders and cease and desist orders, including:

(A) whether such orders have been applied uniformly and fairly across all insured depository institutions;

(B) the reasons for failing to apply such orders uniformly and fairly when such failure occurs;

(C) the impact of such orders on the ability of insured depository institutions to raise capital;

(D) the impact of such orders on the ability of insured depository institutions to extend or modify credit to existing and new borrowers; and

(E) whether individual insured depository institutions have improved enough to have orders removed.

When the FDIC, the OCC, and the FRB identify deficiencies or determine that a financial institution’s condition is less than satisfactory, they may take a variety of supervisory actions, including informal and formal enforcement actions, to address identified deficiencies and generally have discretion in deciding which type of action to take. Informal actions generally are used to address less severe deficiencies and when the regulator has confidence that the institution is willing and able to implement changes. The most commonly used informal actions are memorandums of understanding (MOU), bank board resolutions used by the FDIC, board resolutions used by the FRB, commitment letters used by the OCC and FRB, individual minimum capital requirements used by the OCC, and safety and soundness plans used by the OCC and the FDIC.

Formal enforcement actions are publicly disclosed by regulators and are used to address more severe deficiencies or when the regulator has limited confidence in an institution’s ability to implement changes. Formal enforcement actions against a financial institution include cease and desist orders, consent orders, and formal written agreements. Such enforcement actions are intended to accomplish several things, including bringing about alterations in the practices that caused the problems, and in some cases stabilizing the institutions, and averting potential losses to the DIF.

Orders. Section 8 of the FDI Act (12 U.S.C. § 1818) authorizes the agencies to issue formal orders, which include consent orders, cease and desist orders, and temporary cease and desist orders. Orders may be issued to stop violations of law, rule, or regulation or unsafe or unsound

82 Formal enforcement actions also include PCA directives, capital directives, and safety and soundness orders.
practices, as well as to require affirmative action to correct any conditions resulting from such violations or practices. Orders are public and enforceable by law. Orders may be issued after notice and hearing (cease and desist orders) or after stipulation by the institution or institution-affiliated party (consent orders).

A temporary cease and desist order is an interim order issued to impose measures that are needed immediately pending resolution of a final cease and desist order. Such orders are typically used only when immediately necessary to protect the financial institution against ongoing or expected harm. A temporary cease and desist order may be challenged in U.S. district court within 10 days of issuance but is effective upon issuance and remains effective unless overturned by the court or until a final order is in place.

**Formal Written Agreements.** The OCC and the FRB also use formal written agreements, which are bilateral documents signed by the board of directors on behalf of the financial institution and an authorized agency official. Like a consent order, the provisions in formal written agreements are set out in article-by-article form and prescribe those restrictions and corrective and remedial measures necessary to correct deficiencies or violations in the financial institution and return it to a safe and sound condition. Formal written agreements are legally recognized documents issued pursuant to the OCC and FRB’s enforcement authority under 12 U.S.C. § 1818(b). Violations of a formal written agreement can provide the legal basis for assessing civil money penalties against the financial institution and its directors, officers, and other institution-affiliated parties. An important difference between a formal written agreement issued by the OCC and a consent order is that willful violation of a consent order may be used by the OCC as grounds for appointment of the FDIC as receiver while a violation of a formal written agreement may not.83

Collectively, the FDIC, the OCC, and the FRB issued 1,515 formal enforcement actions during our review period, 2008-2011. Each of the regulators has developed its own process and approach for issuing formal enforcement actions. Table 12 below shows the number and types of formal enforcement actions issued by the FDIC, the OCC, and the FRB during 2008-2011. These statistics are for informational purposes only, and we did not evaluate the effectiveness of the extent or types of enforcement actions used by one regulator versus another.

---

83 Unlike the OCC and the FDIC, the FRB does not have authority to appoint the FDIC as receiver based on willful violation of a cease and desist order.
Table 12: FDIC, OCC, and FRB Safety and Soundness Formal Enforcement Actions Issued—2008 through 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Order</th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consent Order/Cease and Desist Order</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Cease and Desist Order</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Written Agreement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>1,515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Percentage of Problem Banks (CAMELS Composite 4- and 5-Rated Institutions) with Formal Enforcement Actions | 97% | 92% | 89% | 95% |

Source: OIG analysis of FDIC, OCC, and FRB data.

P.L. 112-88 (6)(A)

Whether such orders have been applied uniformly and fairly across all insured depository institutions.

Each of the regulators has a different philosophy and approach to the application of enforcement actions. The regulators generally apply formal enforcement actions uniformly to problem banks, defined as 4- and 5-rated institutions. The OCC also frequently places formal enforcement actions on 3-rated institutions with management concerns, while the FDIC and the FRB usually rely on informal actions for such institutions. We determined that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB have policies, procedures, and other controls in place to help ensure uniformity and consistency with their respective formal enforcement actions. Further, those actions are supported by safety and soundness examination findings. For the actions we reviewed, the provisions were consistent with templates and/or guidance maintained by the regulators, the provisions were generally uniform within each regulatory agency, and safety and soundness concerns identified in examination reports formed the basis of the actions. We also determined there was a correlation between examination ratings, key financial ratios, and enforcement actions, which, in our view, illustrates that regulators applied actions fairly across the institutions they regulated.

Policies, Procedures, and Other Controls for Enforcement Actions

The FDIC, OCC, and FRB each have policies and procedures governing the use of formal enforcement actions. Each regulator has a differing philosophy and approach with respect to the type of actions they use and at what point they issue an action. The FDIC has adopted a policy that presumes a formal or informal action will be taken on financial institutions with composite ratings of 3, 4, or 5, and the FDIC’s position is that financial institutions with composite ratings of 4 or 5 by definition have problems of sufficient severity to warrant formal action. The OCC’s formal enforcement actions for 3-, 4-, and 5-rated financial institutions include cease and desist orders or formal written agreements. Most of the OCC’s informal actions are imposed on 2- and
3-rated institutions. The FRB generally issues formal enforcement actions, typically formal written agreements, for 4- or 5-rated financial institutions and informal enforcement actions on CAMELS 3-rated and higher, to address safety and soundness concerns relating to the financial condition of the bank.

Despite these noted differences, we determined that each regulator has policies, procedures, and controls in place to help ensure (1) uniformity and consistency of its respective formal enforcement actions and (2) that actions are supported by safety and soundness examination findings. For example, regulators’ legal officials review the recommended provisions, draft the actions, and approve the provisions included in the actions. The FDIC and the OCC maintain electronic enforcement action templates in varying degrees of detail that help to ensure enforcement action consistency and uniformity. Enforcement actions are drafted in Washington, D.C. (FRB) or in a regional or district office (FDIC and OCC) to help ensure consistency. Regulator management and legal officials meet with the financial institution’s board of directors and management to discuss the provisions and the actions. Regulators monitor financial institution compliance with provisions in the actions through bank-submitted progress reports and on-site visitations and examinations of the institutions. Finally, each of the regulators terminates actions based on the financial institutions’ improvement and compliance with provisions of the actions. Appendix 9 contains a detailed description of the formal enforcement action processes for each of the regulators.

Uniformity of Enforcement Actions

To assess whether the regulators applied enforcement actions uniformly to the institutions within their jurisdictions, we reviewed a sample of 119 formal enforcement actions—60 FDIC, 37 OCC, and 22 FRB—and confirmed that the enforcement action provisions were:

- generally uniform within each regulatory agency,
- generally supported by examination findings in the safety and soundness examination that was the basis for the enforcement action, and
- still appropriately in place based on findings from the most recent safety and soundness examination.

For each of the 119 sampled actions, we:

- Reviewed all provisions in each action for a total of 2,379 provisions.
- Ensured there was a safety and soundness concern (finding) identified in the ROE that was the basis for the action to document support for the provisions.
- Determined the reasons for terminating the action or reviewed the most recent ROE to understand the basis for keeping the action open.

Table 13 below shows the number and types of provisions, linked to the CAMELS rating components, included in our 119 sampled actions – 60 FDIC, 37 OCC, and 22 FRB actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision Type</th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Adequacy-Related</td>
<td>242 (18%)</td>
<td>136 (23%)</td>
<td>60 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Quality-Related</td>
<td>415 (30%)</td>
<td>260 (43%)</td>
<td>162 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management-Related</td>
<td>415 (30%)</td>
<td>86 (14%)</td>
<td>95 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings-Related</td>
<td>169 (12%)</td>
<td>38 (6%)</td>
<td>55 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity-Related</td>
<td>112 (8%)</td>
<td>80 (13%)</td>
<td>34 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity to Market Risk-Related</td>
<td>18 (1%)</td>
<td>1 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>1 (&lt;1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL PROVISIONS</strong></td>
<td>1,371</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: FDIC OIG analysis.

Note: Percentages may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

For the 119 actions we reviewed, we determined that the provisions were consistent with the enforcement action provisions outlined in the templates and/or guidance maintained by the regulators, and the provisions were generally uniform within each regulatory agency. We determined that the basis for all 2,379 provisions was safety and soundness concerns that each regulator had identified in ROEs. In addition, for the 68 actions still active as of June 30, 2012, we concluded that, based on the findings in the most recent ROEs, it was appropriate for the actions to still be in place.

For 12 of the 60 FDIC actions, we also tested the following controls:

- Reviewed the written recommendations for initiating the actions that were prepared by the examiner-in-charge (EIC) of the respective safety and soundness examination to prompt the enforcement action.
- Ensured the recommendations for the actions were submitted to FDIC management for approval.
- Determined that the actions were discussed with FDIC legal officials.
- Identified the extent to which the FDIC coordinated the issuance of the action with respective State regulatory agencies, when applicable.
- Ascertained that FDIC supervision and legal officials met with financial institution management and its board of directors to discuss the actions and the provisions in the actions.

With the exception of maintaining documentation of the written recommendations for actions prepared by the safety and soundness EIC and/or the case manager, we determined that all of the controls were consistently implemented. We noted that for 7 of the 12 actions we reviewed,

---

84 The primary goal of the FDIC’s Case Manager program is to enhance risk assessment and supervision activities by assigning responsibility and accountability for a caseload of institutions or companies to one individual, regardless of charter and location, and by encouraging a more proactive, but non-intrusive, coordinated supervisory approach. Case Managers, in conjunction with senior management, coordinate and direct RMS’ supervisory program using a top-down approach to develop strategies and examination activities for all insured depository institutions in their caseloads.
FDIC regional correspondence files did not contain the written recommendations for initiating the actions and identifying the provisions to be included in the actions. FDIC officials explained that there were occasions where the communications between the case manager and the EIC would not always be documented in the files, but they added that recommendation memoranda and other forms of communication, such as records of telephone calls, would be documented in examination working papers.

**Fairness of Enforcement Actions**

To assess whether regulators applied enforcement actions fairly, we analyzed the extent to which there was a correlation between examination ratings and enforcement actions, and in turn, key financial ratios used by regulators to assess the safety and soundness of financial institutions. As described below, the results of our view showed that the regulators applied enforcement actions fairly across insured depository institutions that they regulate.

We first analyzed examination rating and enforcement action data and determined that the FDIC and FRB generally issued formal enforcement actions when a financial institution reached problem status (i.e., assigned a 4 or 5 CAMELS composite rating). In a small number of cases, the FDIC and FRB issued formal actions on 3-rated financial institutions—usually when management was deficient. OCC frequently issued formal actions on 3-rated institutions with management issues, as well as 4- and 5-rated institutions. Table 14 shows the percentage of CAMELS 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-rated FDIC, OCC, and FRB financial institutions with formal enforcement actions.
Table 14: Percentage of Examinations Resulting in Formal Enforcement Actions—2008 through 2011a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAMELS Rating</th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRBb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Institutions with Cease and Desist or Consent Orders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Institutions with Formal Written Agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Percentage of Institutions with Formal Enforcement Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of FDIC, OCC, and FRB data.

a The percentages in Table 14 represent individual examinations resulting in an enforcement action or an examination while a financial institution was under an enforcement action. Most institutions had multiple examinations during the analysis period (2008 through 2011). If an enforcement action was initiated but not executed, due to bank failure, merger, or other reason, it was not counted.

b FRB enforcement actions were included in Table 14 if the examination leading to the enforcement action had a "start date" in 2008-2011, and if the enforcement action was "initiated" (recommended) and "effective" (signed by the parties) in 2008-2011.

Table 14 shows that OCC issued formal enforcement actions (usually in the form of formal written agreements) 57 percent of time that institutions were 3-rated compared to FRB (4 percent) and the FDIC (3 percent). However, a large percentage of the time, FRB and FDIC 3-rated financial institutions were subject to an MOU or some other form of an informal enforcement action. Specifically, during 2008-2011, the FDIC, FRB, and OCC had imposed informal enforcement actions on 92, 73, and 64 percent of their 3-rated institutions, respectively.

We next performed an analysis of key financial ratios, namely, return on assets (ROA), Tier 1 Leverage Capital, and adversely classified assets that impact CAMELS ratings and, in turn, enforcement actions.

- The ROA ratio represents annualized net income expressed as a percentage of average total assets. The ROA ratio is a basic measure of a financial institution’s profitability and an indication of how efficiently the assets are being used. We found that non-problem banks (i.e., those assigned a composite rating of 1, 2, or 3) had statistically significant higher ROA ratios than problem banks (i.e., those assigned a composite rating of 4 or 5) and that the ratios were largely consistent among the regulators.
• The Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratio represents Tier 1 Capital (the core measure of a bank’s financial strength from a regulator’s point of view) divided by total assets. We found that non-problem banks had statistically significant higher Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratios than problem banks and that the ratios were largely consistent among the regulators.

• Finally, adversely classified assets are assets that are subject to criticism and/or comment in a safety and soundness examination report and allocated on the basis of risk (lowest to highest) in three categories—Substandard, Doubtful, and Loss. A high level of adversely classified assets places a financial institution’s capital at risk, and when adverse classifications are significant, an institution has increased risk of loss, thus requiring the financial institution to maintain a higher level of capital to offset risk. We found that non-problem banks had statistically significant lower total adversely classified assets ratios than problem banks and that the ratios were largely consistent between the regulators.

We also performed analyses of the same key financial ratios for financial institutions with and without enforcement actions. Again, we found that institutions without enforcement actions had statistically significant higher ROA and Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratios and statistically significant lower total adversely classified assets ratios than institutions with enforcement actions. Specifically,

• ROA ratios were 2 to 2.5 percentage points higher, on average, for financial institutions without enforcement actions.

• Tier 1 Leverage Capital ratios were 3.1 to 4.2 percentage points higher, on average, for institutions without enforcement actions.

• Total adversely classified assets ratios were 6 to 9.2 percentage points lower, on average, for financial institutions without enforcement actions.

Based on our analysis, we determined there was a correlation between examination ratings, key financial ratios, and enforcement actions, which, in our view, illustrates that regulators applied actions fairly across the institutions they regulated.

85 These results are mean differences in ratios between the two groups and are statistically significant at the 1 percent significance level.
The reasons for failing to apply such orders uniformly and fairly when such failure occurs.

We identified some instances of non-problem banks with enforcement actions, and conversely, problem banks without formal enforcement actions. We found that, generally, there were circumstances surrounding the condition and management of the financial institutions that justified the regulators’ decisions regarding the imposition (or lack thereof) of such actions.

Non-Problem Banks with Enforcement Actions

We identified 28 non-problem banks that were subject to formal enforcement actions. For the purpose of this analysis, we identified non-problem banks as composite 1-, 2-, and 3-rated banks for the FDIC and FRB and composite 1- and 2-rated banks for the OCC. In 10 cases, the basis for the enforcement action was that the institution had safety and soundness weaknesses coupled with Bank Secrecy Act or consumer compliance concerns. In other cases, institutions had failed to comply with previously issued informal enforcement actions. Several actions were related to servicing and foreclosure deficiencies.

Problem Banks Without Enforcement Actions

We reviewed problem banks (defined as 4- or 5-rated) for the period 2008-2011 and identified 95 cases where the banks were not subject to formal enforcement actions (of these 71 were 4-rated and 24 were 5-rated). In approximately 70 percent of these cases, the banks were already operating under an informal action.

We found 41 instances where the FDIC was in the process of pursuing a formal enforcement action on an institution, but the actions were withdrawn for various reasons, including: the institution failed before the action could be completed, the financial institution received a capital injection, or the institution was in the process of merging with a healthy institution precluding the need for an enforcement action. With respect to all of the 5-rated institutions without a formal action, we found that those banks generally experienced a precipitous decline to a point where they were no longer viable. In those cases, regulators typically did not pursue consent orders because institution failure was imminent or the institution was in the process of merging with another institution. We noted that five FDIC-regulated institutions without a consent order were subject to other formal actions such as a PCA directive.

---

86 We focused our analysis on safety and soundness-related enforcement actions. We did not include actions that were exclusively related to consumer compliance or Bank Secrecy Act violations.
The impact of such orders on the ability of insured depository institutions to raise capital.

Over 50 percent of the FDIC-supervised financial institutions with informal or formal actions received material capital injections within the period 2008-2011. In addition, 829 of the 1,515 insured financial institutions (55 percent) with enforcement actions raised capital in the year the enforcement actions were issued and/or in subsequent years. This rate of capital injection compares favorably to all active institutions over the same period. Further, according to investors we interviewed, a depository institution’s ability to obtain additional capital depends more on the institution’s financial condition, including factors such as earnings performance, asset quality, and growth prospects.

Results of Analyses on Material Capital Injections

We reviewed an April 2012 internal FDIC study titled, *Material Capital Injections, Banks with Assets under $1 Billion (2008-2011)*. We found that over 50 percent of the FDIC-supervised financial institutions with informal or formal actions received material aggregate capital injections within the period 2008-2011. The average aggregate capital injection per institution was $6.6 million and represented roughly 38 percent of average Tier 1 Capital. The extent of capital injections for these institutions compares favorably to all active financial institutions over that same period. Specifically, according to the FDIC study, nearly 30 percent of all active financial institutions received capital injections during the period 2008-2011. The average injection was about $7 million and represented approximately 40 percent of Tier 1 Capital.

We also obtained material capital raise information from RMS for all financial institutions for the period 2008 through 2011 and determined that 829 of the 1,515 insured institutions (55 percent) with enforcement actions raised capital in the year the enforcement actions were issued and/or in subsequent years. Of the 1,515 insured institutions, 889 are FDIC-supervised, 471 are OCC-supervised, and 155 are FRB-supervised. The percentage of institutions that were able to raise capital while being subject to enforcement actions are: FDIC – 51 percent, OCC – 58 percent, and FRB – 61 percent.

Results of Interviews with Investment Professionals and Regulators

Based on our interviews with representatives from three investment companies, we learned that investors tend to focus on the financial condition and franchise value versus the presence of an enforcement action when deciding whether to invest in a troubled bank. Representatives from these companies noted that it was common for financial institutions to have enforcement actions during 2009 through 2011, and investors were not dissuaded from making investments in financial institutions simply because they were subject to actions. A representative from one

---

87 A material capital raise is defined by RMS as the sum of the net stock transactions and net contributions from holding companies. To qualify as a capital raise, the total capital raised for the year must have been at least $100,000 and 0.50 percent of total assets at the end of the year.
company said that one of the company’s clients wanted and obtained reassurances from the bank’s regulator that the enforcement action would remain in place after the investment was made.

FDIC, OCC, and FRB officials told us that they do not believe that enforcement actions limit banks’ efforts to raise capital. Rather, these officials think that generally a bank’s financial condition and investment opportunities in general are the main reasons why investors choose to invest in a financial institution.

P.L. 112-88 (6)(D)

The impact of formal orders on the ability of insured depository institutions to extend or modify credit to existing and new borrowers.

We did not identify any enforcement actions that directly limited credit to existing borrowers that were current on their loans, or to new borrowers when the financial institution applied prudent underwriting and credit administration practices. We did identify some enforcement action provisions that may have limited lending indirectly. However, in all cases, these provisions responded to an underlying safety and soundness concern. Further, while some bankers and the GAO have indicated that regulatory scrutiny has a negative impact on lending, the prevailing view was that the economy, competition, and lack of loan demand from creditworthy borrowers were bigger factors.

Analysis of Provisions that Could Restrict Lending

We identified all provisions in enforcement actions that could restrict lending included in a sample of 60 FDIC actions, 37 OCC actions, and 22 FRB actions issued from January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2011.

Each lending provision type is discussed in greater detail below, and we provide examples of the provisions to illustrate how they impact lending and are supported by safety and soundness concerns.

Classified Assets. For most of the enforcement actions we reviewed, the action limited the financial institution from extending, renewing, or granting new credit to borrowers with criticized loans.\(^88\) The provision restricted the institution’s ability to extend or modify credit to borrowers with criticized assets until the debt was paid, or until interest owed was paid—unless the bank’s board of directors documented that extending or modifying the credit was in the best interest of the institution. OCC’s actions tended to limit this restriction by a threshold based on the credit’s value. If the criticized credit exceeded a certain dollar amount, the restriction would apply. The dollar amounts ranged from $50,000 to $1,000,000, with the majority at $500,000.

---

\(^88\) Criticized Loans are classified as Loss, Doubtful, and Substandard.
One FDIC action required the financial institution to obtain approval from the regulator prior to extending or modifying credit to a borrower whose credit was classified as Loss.

**Concentrations.** Another provision we identified that indirectly impacted credit to existing and new borrowers was the requirement to reduce concentrations. Some of the actions required financial institutions to reduce concentrations, which could impact credits in a particular loan type. The reduction in concentrations has the potential of limiting an institution from making new loans in the concentrated type of loans (e.g., CRE or ADC loans). However, the financial institution would still have the ability to originate other types of loans. In about half of the FRB actions reviewed, FRB required the institutions to reduce concentrations, and a majority of those actions specifically cited CRE concentrations. As the CRE loans were reduced by payments or charge-offs or the capital in the institution increased, the financial institution would have the ability to make new loans up to the concentration limits established by the bank. We verified that the regulators cited high concentrations in the ROEs to support the provisions imposed.

**Loan Growth.** Similar to reductions in concentrations, some actions contained growth limitations that could restrict lending until the bank’s assets, including loans, were reduced or capital was increased. Approximately 20 percent of the FDIC actions contained limitations on asset growth. Approximately half were restricted to 5 percent, and the other half were restricted to 10 percent per year. In one FDIC action, the financial institution was restricted from establishing any new branches without the approval of the regulators. One FRB action required the financial institution to obtain the regulator’s written approval for any aggregate increase in the institution’s loan portfolio until the institution submitted to the federal and state regulators and implemented (1) acceptable plans to reduce concentrations, manage credit risk, improve assets, and manage liquidity; (2) a revised ALLL program; and (3) policies and procedures for these areas.

**Underwriting.** Several of the enforcement actions required the financial institutions to implement prudent underwriting standards, which could potentially impact the institution with respect to extending or modifying credit to existing and new borrowers. The OCC used this provision most frequently among the regulators (60 percent of the 37 OCC actions that we reviewed). As underwriting tightens, the pool of creditworthy borrowers decreases. Tightening underwriting standards suggests that borrowers who previously were considered creditworthy might not meet the higher underwriting standards. However, this provision does not impact the bank’s ability to make prudent loans to creditworthy borrowers. Four of the 37 OCC actions stated that the bank may not grant, extend, renew, alter, or restructure any loan or other extension of credit without first documenting in writing the purpose, identifying the source of repayment, assessing the borrower’s global debt, and making other determinations to ensure the repayment of the loan. In all cases, the regulators had rated each financial institution as seriously deficient (Asset Quality Component rating of “4” or “5”) and reported high levels of problem loans and serious credit administration weaknesses. One FRB action required the financial institution to obtain the regulator’s approval prior to originating or underwriting any residential mortgage until the financial institution developed and implemented appropriate internal controls over its residential mortgage lending program.
**Capital Requirement.** Finally, although many factors influence a bank’s lending decisions, the amount of capital a financial institution holds is a key factor. Capital provides a cushion against losses, but if a financial institution needs to increase it, the cost of raising capital can raise the cost of providing loans. For example, if a financial institution needs to increase its capital ratio without a capital injection, then the financial institution may have to reduce its loans to increase the capital ratio. The majority of actions we reviewed contained a capital provision. All of the 60 FDIC actions that we reviewed contained a specific minimum capital ratio requirement. Sixty percent of the OCC actions and 5 percent of the FRB actions contained a capital requirement. Most of the FRB and OCC enforcement actions required the institution to develop a capital plan.

**Industry and Regulator Views on Credit Availability**

In 2011, the FDIC conducted a survey at each examination about credit availability. The survey asked the Chief Executive Officer or Chief Lending Officer about obstacles in the bank’s lending markets, regulatory process interference in originating or restructuring loans, and suggestions for regulators to promote credit availability. The bankers stated that the biggest obstacles to extending or modifying credit to existing or new borrowers were economic factors, competition, and lack of loan demand from creditworthy borrowers. Fifty-one percent of the bankers interviewed stated that the regulatory process has not interfered with their ability to prudently originate and restructure loans. The other 49 percent who stated that the regulatory process had interfered specifically cited consumer compliance regulations and related disclosures. Also, 29 percent of surveyed bankers said that regulators were not responsible for promoting credit availability.

Additionally, in a 2011 credit underwriting survey conducted by the OCC, only about 13 percent of the bankers cited regulatory practices as the reason for tightening underwriting standards.

According to the regulators, enforcement actions do not impact the bank’s ability to make prudent loans to creditworthy borrowers. The bank’s financial condition, capital level, and strategic plans impact the bank’s lending activity. The regulators told us that the economy played a major role in the financial crisis, including the credit crunch. Typically, when a financial institution reaches problem bank status, the bank’s focus tends to be on improving the bank’s condition and working out problem loans, rather than on creating new loans.

In a GAO report on CRE lending, some bankers stated that examiners were impeding the bank’s ability to make new loans, especially if the financial institution already had high CRE concentrations. However, according to the report, other bankers noted that CRE loan demand from creditworthy borrowers was down significantly and, therefore, was inhibiting loan growth.

GAO noted that although the economic research is limited, increased regulatory scrutiny during credit downturns can have a small impact on overall lending. Increases in capital requirements can raise the cost of providing loans, which, in turn, could lead to higher interest rates for borrowers, tighter credit terms, or reduced lending. When regulators increase capital

---

requirements at the same time that losses from an economic downturn decrease a bank’s capital, the financial institution may be less able to lend while it seeks to rapidly raise additional capital. Importantly, GAO notes that loan demand from borrowers also has an impact on the amount of credit that financial institutions may extend, and loan demand often declines during an economic downturn.

P.L. 112-88 (6)(E)

**Whether individual insured depository institutions have improved enough to have such orders removed.**

We determined that, in general, the FDIC, OCC, and FRB terminated their respective actions uniformly and appropriately across the insured depository institutions and in accordance with their respective policies and procedures. The policies and procedures include the condition that, for an action to be terminated, the financial institution is in material compliance with the provisions of the action, and the financial institution has improved sufficiently so that the action is no longer needed. With few exceptions, we concluded that regulators appropriately terminated enforcement actions when an institution’s condition improved and retained actions when institutions continued to present safety and soundness risk.

**Policies and Procedures for Terminating Enforcement Actions**

Procedures for termination are similar to those for initiating a formal enforcement action. Generally, the decision to terminate an enforcement action is based on the regulator’s assessment of a financial institution’s compliance with the action’s provisions determined through a safety and soundness examination or visitation. The examiners will recommend that an action be removed in circumstances where: the financial institution has adopted, implemented, and adhered to the provisions set forth in the action; the corrective actions are effective in addressing the institution’s problems; and examiners have verified corrective actions through the examination process. Section 8(b) actions may be terminated under the following conditions:

- The financial institution is in material compliance with the provisions of the action.
- Deterioration or lack of compliance leads to issuance of a new or revised formal action.
- The financial institution merges or is closed.
- The financial institution’s condition has improved sufficiently, and the action is no longer needed.
- The provisions of the action have been partially met, and a new formal or informal action has been issued to address the outstanding provisions.
- Other changes render the action unnecessary.

If a revised action is being recommended, the original action generally remains in effect until the new action is issued and effective. The regulators are required by law to publicly disclose all
final actions and terminations of actions. The FDIC, OCC, and FRB disclose their actions and terminations of actions on their respective Websites.

**Analysis of Terminated Actions**

We determined that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB reported that they terminated a total of 673 actions during the period 2008 through 2011. Table 15 captures the reasons provided by the regulators for terminating the respective actions.

**Table 15: Terminations of Actions—2008 through 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Termination</th>
<th>FDIC</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>FRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank Failed</td>
<td>223 (60%)</td>
<td>63 (25%)</td>
<td>37 (77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Merged or Was Acquired Prior to Failure</td>
<td>41 (11%)</td>
<td>30 (12%)</td>
<td>11 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Was Replaced with Another Enforcement Action or Financial Institution Condition Relapsed</td>
<td>27 (7%)</td>
<td>64 (25%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Institution Condition Improved</td>
<td>76 (21%)</td>
<td>90 (35%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Institution Changed Charter</td>
<td>1 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>5 (2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Institution Voluntarily Closed</td>
<td>2 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>3 (1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of the FDIC’s Virtual Supervisory Information on the Net (ViSION) system and FRB and OCC information.

In many cases, actions were terminated due to bank failure or merger. For those actions where the financial institution’s condition improved, we confirmed that in nearly every case, the financial institution’s condition had improved as reflected in better CAMELS ratings. We noted that the OCC experienced a higher rate of terminations due to the financial institution’s condition improving (35 percent). We confirmed that the OCC imposed 66 of the 90 actions we reviewed when the financial institution was 3-rated. We observed that OCC’s practice of issuing actions on 3-rated financial institutions, before the institutions deteriorated to problem bank status, may have contributed to the higher rate of terminations due to improvement. However, our analysis was limited and may not have been sufficiently broad to serve as the basis for conclusions regarding the effectiveness of one approach over the others. For example, our analysis did not review the rate of improvements on 3-rated institutions with informal actions.

**Analysis of Active Actions Where Bank Condition Had Improved**

We identified 98 institutions with improved conditions that remained under an action as of December 31, 2011. During the course of our field work, we found that many actions had been terminated during 2012 due to improved conditions and because the financial institutions were in material compliance with the actions. The regulators terminated 61 actions during our fieldwork. Thirty-seven actions remained in place even though the institutions’ composite ratings had improved since the action was issued. We reviewed these banks to determine whether there was support for not terminating the action. In two instances, we could not determine why the order remained in place. For the remaining 35 banks, examination report information sufficiently documented the reasons for not terminating the actions. In general, regulators noted that some provisions had not been sufficiently addressed, even though the bank’s condition had improved.
Based on our review, we concluded that the regulators properly retained enforcement actions in the 35 cases.

**Recommendation**

While each regulator imposed formal enforcement actions uniformly and fairly across their regulated institutions, we noted differences in the types of actions that the regulators use (i.e., consent orders and formal written agreements) and in the timing of actions (i.e., when a bank is 3-rated or once a bank becomes 4- or 5-rated). We recommend that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB:

7. Study these differences to determine whether there are certain approaches that have proven to be more effective in mitigating risk and correcting deficiencies that should be implemented by all three agencies.
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Matter 7—FDIC Policy

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study the application and impact of FDIC policies, including:

(A) the impact of FDIC policies on the investment in insured depository institutions, especially in states where more than 10 such institutions have failed since 2008;

(B) whether the FDIC fairly and consistently applies capital standards when an insured depository institution is successful in raising private capital; and

(C) whether the FDIC steers potential investors away from insured depository institutions that may be in danger of being placed in receivership or conservatorship.

The primary statutes governing how the FDIC must review potential investments in insured institutions, evaluate insured institution capital, and assess potential resolutions for failing institutions are the FDI Act and the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991 (P.L. 102-242) (FDICIA). In general, those statutes provide criteria to be used by the FDIC and other regulators to assess investments in, and the capital of, insured institutions in order to promote the safety and soundness of insured institutions and the protection of the DIF. The FDIC has issued regulations based on those statutory requirements and has developed policies and internal procedures to govern their implementation.
The impact of FDIC policies on the investment in insured depository institutions, especially in states where more than 10 such institutions have failed since 2008.

The FDIC has policies in place to protect the DIF and to ensure the character and fitness of potential investors. By their nature, such policies are going to have an impact on investments in institutions. The FDIC approved the majority of applications that it received for mergers and changes-in-control of insured institutions—those being common forms of investments in existing institutions. Approval rates for change-in-control and merger applications for states such as California, Florida, Illinois, Nevada, and Washington, which experienced 10 or more failures, were lower than the nationwide average from 2008 through 2011. Other states with 10 or more failures had the same or a greater average approval rate for such applications. The underlying reasons for the non-approval of applications generally related to FDIC concerns with potential investors’ proposed business plans, capital and/or financial resources, or management background and experience.

Investors take into consideration a number of factors beyond FDIC policies, including the asset quality of the investment target and the potential for return on investment. We also learned that some investors believed that they could secure a better price and return on assets after a bank failed, particularly if it was likely there would be an SLA loss guarantee. In addition, as required by law, the FDIC must determine that an investment in a troubled bank represents the least possible long-term loss to the DIF. Finally, investment professionals also told us that the implementation of the FDIC’s PCI SOP negatively impacted financial institution efforts to raise capital because a number of investors chose not to pursue that means of investment as they were concerned about the associated regulatory requirements. In that regard, the PCI SOP sought to balance the regulatory obligations imposed on investors with the FDIC’s duty to protect the safety and soundness of insured institutions and the DIF.

FDIC POLICIES ON INVESTMENT

There are multiple ways in which an entity may invest in an insured depository institution, some of which would be within the power of another federal regulator or a state authority to approve or deny. We identified five types of applications that are filed with the FDIC and that could have an impact on a proposed investment in an insured institution. The two most common are a
change-in-control application\textsuperscript{90} and a merger application. Applications for mutual-to-stock conversions may also involve additional investment in an institution but are not as common. Other applications that may have an impact on an insured institution’s attempts to raise capital include applications for a change in business plan for \textit{de novo} institutions and applications for approval of a material transaction by a bank that is \textit{Critically Undercapitalized} according to the PCA regulations implementing Section 38 of the FDI Act.\textsuperscript{91}

The FDIC has policies in place to protect the DIF and to ensure the character and fitness of potential investors. By their nature, such policies will have an impact on investments in institutions. The primary FDIC Statements of Policy relevant to such investments include:


FDIC procedures for implementing these policies are reflected in the FDIC \textit{Case Manager Procedures Manual}, the FDIC \textit{Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies}, various FDIC circulars, and other procedural guidance. Our study did not test whether the FDIC properly implemented these policies and procedures, or assess the adequacy of actions taken or not taken by the FDIC in reviewing potential investments in insured depository institutions. Our study was limited to identifying the outcome of proposed investment-related transactions and inferring the impact of FDIC policies from those outcomes.

\section*{Review of Applications}

Based upon our testing, we found that the FDIC approved the majority of change-in-control and merger applications during 2008 through 2011. The overall reasons for the non-approval of investment-related applications during that time related to FDIC concerns with potential investors’ proposed business plans, capital and/or financial resources, or management background and experience. FDIC concerns with business plans ranged from the overall feasibility of the plan to the lack of significant information in the plan. FDIC concerns with capital and/or financial resources included the financial condition of the applicant(s) and whether investors had the ability to raise sufficient funds. FDIC concerns with management focused on

\textsuperscript{90} The FDIC generally requires a change-in-control application if there is a proposal to acquire voting shares of an insured state non-member bank, if, immediately following the transaction, the acquiring person will own, control or hold the power to vote 25 percent or more of any class of voting shares. The FDIC \textit{Case Manager Procedures Manual} further states if an AI does not hold 25 percent or more, post-transaction, then a voting share of 10 percent or more will constitute an application for acquisition of control. If two or more persons, not acting in concert, each propose to acquire simultaneously equal percentages of 10 percent or more of a class of voting shares of an insured state non-member bank or parent company, each person shall file prior notice with the FDIC. The FDIC will afford any person seeking to rebut a presumption an opportunity to present views in writing or, if appropriate, orally before its designated representatives at an informal conference.

\textsuperscript{91} 12 C.F.R. § 325.103.
the background and experience of proposed management, the proposed management structure, and management’s ability to address risk management or compliance issues. In some instances, the investment target institution failed during the application process. In other instances, the application was on track for approval, but the applicant withdrew the application due to a change in business strategy.

Change-in-Control Applications. Table 16 below provides the statistics on actions taken by the FDIC on change-in-control applications during the period from January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2011. The table shows a nationwide approval rate of 60 percent for change-in-control applications during that period. Looking at the states with 10 or more failures, the approval rates for California, Florida, Illinois, Nevada, and Washington were all lower than the nationwide rate, with Florida being the most significant. Other states, however, had higher approval rates. The FDIC did not deny any applications, but applications were returned to or withdrawn by investors. In many cases, however, investors were aware of FDIC concerns at the time they withdrew their applications.

Table 16: FDIC Change-in-Control Application Approval Rates—2008 through 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Withdrawn</th>
<th>Returned</th>
<th>Approval Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationwide</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of application information in ViSION.

We judgmentally sampled 27 withdrawn or returned change-in-control applications for California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Missouri, Nevada, and Washington to understand why they were withdrawn or returned. For Florida, a majority (7) of the 12 applications that were withdrawn or returned were filed in 2009. We reviewed five of the seven applications and determined the FDIC had concerns with proposed management’s experience in the banking industry, business plan comprehensiveness, and the investor’s ability to obtain capital. For example, applicants were not able to provide support for their ability to contribute capital, background checks showed problems related to an investor’s character and pending civil actions, and investor wealth could not be substantiated with appropriate financial statements. One Florida institution in our sample whose change-in-control application was not approved, subsequently failed.

The statistics for California were heavily impacted by seven change-in-control applications that were filed for one institution within a 1-year period from October 16, 2009 through
October 13, 2010. The FDIC returned all seven applications because proposed management lacked adequate experience and the business plan was missing significant information. The seventh application requested immediate approval because investors had $6 million in escrow to invest, but capital commitments were set to expire. The bank failed during the last application review process. Excluding these seven applications from state totals increases California’s approval rate to 48 percent.

**Merger Applications.** Table 17 below provides the statistics on actions taken by the FDIC on merger applications during the period January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2011. As shown, the FDIC had a nationwide 87-percent approval rate for merger requests during this time period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Withdrawn</th>
<th>Returned</th>
<th>Approval Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationwide</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OIG analysis of application information in ViSION.

While half of the states had approval rates near or greater than the nationwide average, the approval rates for California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Minnesota, Nevada, and Washington were all lower than the nationwide rate. We judgmentally sampled 15 withdrawn or returned merger applications from those states and found that FDIC concerns centered on the adequacy or feasibility of proposed business plans and the financial condition of the applicant or target institution and the ability to raise needed capital. We noted that merger applications for three target institutions in our sample (one each in the states of California, Florida, and Minnesota) were either withdrawn or returned, and that those institutions subsequently failed.

**Other Investment-Related Applications.** We also tested 12 other applications that had been withdrawn by the applicant or returned or denied by the FDIC and involved a potential increase in capital. These applications included four proposed mutual-to-stock conversions, four requests for change in business plan, and four proposed material transactions, primarily related to banks in the 10 states with 10 or more failures. FDIC concerns related to these applications again included the inadequacy or feasibility of the proposed business plan, the ability to raise needed capital, and the potential impact of the transaction on the financial condition of the applicant. The latter concern led the FDIC to deny one material transaction application that included a proposed sale of assets and transfer of deposits. The applicant institution subsequently failed.
Two applicants withdrew their change in business plan applications to submit updated applications, which were later approved by the FDIC.

Case Study Review

We also tried to measure the impact of FDIC policies on investment in insured institutions in states with 10 or more failures by conducting a case study of 20 troubled banks located in those states. Specifically, we looked at the reasons that 10 of those banks did not receive capital and failed, while the other 10 received capital and survived. Our goal was to understand whether FDIC policies or other factors impacted potential investment in a bank.

Based on the documentation for our sampled institutions, we concluded that SLAs and the PCA provisions could impact potential investments in troubled institutions. First, SLAs offered by the FDIC appear to have influenced some investors to wait to invest in institutions until after failure in the hopes that the FDIC would agree to share some of the losses. Second, the PCA provisions of the FDI Act require the FDIC to resolve the problems of the insured depository institutions at the least possible long-term loss to the DIF, which could impact the FDIC’s consideration of potential capital investments in troubled institutions.\(^\text{92}\) Specifically, the FDIC sometimes determined that closing a troubled bank would result in lower losses to the DIF than allowing it to remain open through an investment of capital when the investment of capital was not sufficient in amount to return the bank to viability but only to delay failure.

We concluded from our case studies that, notwithstanding FDIC policies, institutions that received capital had management that took quick action to obtain capital while the bank was \textit{Well Capitalized}. Those institutions that did not receive capital had management that either waited to obtain capital until the bank was no longer \textit{Well Capitalized} or waited to look for capital from sources outside of existing bank directors and shareholders. For 7 of the 10 banks in our sample that received capital, management actively looked for capital while the bank was \textit{Well Capitalized}, and 4 of those 7 banks never fell below the \textit{Well Capitalized} threshold.

Investment Professional Interviews

Finally, our third way to measure the impact of FDIC policies on investments in states with 10 or more failures was to ask investment professionals who facilitated investment in banks whether FDIC policies influenced investor decisions. We requested interviews with eight investment professionals and held discussions with three. These investment professionals confirmed the notion that it was difficult for banks that were not \textit{Well Capitalized} to obtain capital investment. Investment professionals explained that a decision to invest or not invest in a bank is based on bottom line numbers and key questions—how big are the losses at the bank, how much capital is on hand to cover those losses, and how much capital will an investor need to supply to fill that gap and receive a future return on the investment?

Investment professionals also told us that they were aware of potential investors performing due diligence on open banks but then waiting until they were in receivership to receive a better deal on the assets, including an SLA. Reduction in asset values at failure as well as the SLA loss

\[ \text{92}\] 12 USC § 1831(o)(a).
guarantee influence the amount of capital an investor needs to contribute in order to provide a
return on investment. Finally, investment professionals also mentioned that some investors
chose not to invest in failed banks after the FDIC initiated the PCI SOP, as they were concerned
about what they referred to as “the bureaucratic process” and other regulatory requirements for
such investments. In implementing the PCI SOP, the FDIC sought to balance regulatory
obligations imposed on investors with the FDIC’s duty to protect the safety and soundness of
insured institutions and the DIF.

P.L. 112-88 (7)(B)

Whether the FDIC fairly and consistently applies capital standards when an
insured depository institution is successful in raising private capital.

We found that examiners fairly and consistently applied capital adequacy and PCA capital
standards when an institution was successful in raising capital. Examiners routinely
identified recent capital increases and incorporated those financial results into the
examination’s analysis of the institution’s capital adequacy and capital component ratings.
While an institution might be successful in raising capital and examiners might view that
capital favorably, the capital increase was not always sufficient to mitigate the level of risk
and financial deterioration within the institution. We found a close correlation between the
CAMELS composite rating and an institution’s capital level, which indicates that
examiners were assessing capital adequacy consistently. The PCA capital designations are
set by law and are tied to the institution’s regulatory capital ratios. We found that
examiners appropriately considered the need for continued mandatory PCA restrictions
when an institution’s PCA capital designation increased to Well Capitalized.

FDIC Guidance

A financial institution is expected to maintain capital commensurate with the nature and extent of
risks to the institution and the ability of management to identify, measure, monitor, and control
those risks. The FDIC Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies notes that what is
adequate capital for safety and soundness purposes may differ significantly from minimum
leverage and risk-based capital standards and the Well Capitalized and Adequately Capitalized
definitions that are used in the PCA regulations and other capital-based rules. The minimum
levels set forth in the leverage and risk-based capital standards apply to sound, well-run
institutions. Most institutions maintain capital levels above the minimums, based on the
institution’s particular risk profile.

Capital adequacy is influenced by several factors. One factor that examiners consider to evaluate
capital adequacy is the institution’s access to capital markets, including holding company
support. If management has ample access to capital on reasonable terms, the institution may be
able to operate safely with less capital than an institution without such access. Also, the strength
of a holding company will factor into capital requirements. For example, if a holding company
previously borrowed funds to purchase newly issued stock of a subsidiary financial institution (a
process referred to as “double leverage”), the holding company may be unable to provide additional capital in the future. The examiner would need to consider more than ratio analysis of the institution to assess management’s continuing access to capital sources in such cases.

**Examiner Consideration of Capital Increases in Assessing Capital Adequacy and Minimum PCA Capital Standards**

Based on our review of 56 full-scope FDIC ROEs and corresponding working papers, we identified 29 institutions (52 percent) that raised capital. Examiners routinely identified and discussed within the ROE the nature and source of the institution’s recent capital increases.

We also found that 66 percent of the ROEs concluded on whether the capital increase was sufficient to meet the financial needs of the institution. Examiners determined in 24 percent of the ROEs that the capital increase was insufficient to mitigate the level of risk and financial deterioration within the institution.

Of those institutions that increased capital, 69 percent maintained and 21 percent improved their CAMELS capital component rating. Despite the capital increase, the FDIC rated 86 percent of those institutions less than satisfactory (capital component rating of 3, 4, or 5). Examiners cited the following capital adequacy weaknesses:

- elevated risk within the loan portfolio,
- high CRE/ADC concentrations,
- continued asset quality deterioration, and
- deficient net income and/or depleted earnings.

As discussed in Matter (6)(A), we determined there was a statistically significant correlation between the composite CAMELS ratings and institutions’ Tier 1 Leverage ratios, which indicates that examiners were assessing capital adequacy consistently.

For PCA capital purposes, the PCA capital designation remained unchanged for 21 of the institutions raising capital (72 percent).

- Sixteen of the 21 institutions maintained the highest PCA capital category designation of *Well Capitalized*.
- Five institutions remained less than *Well Capitalized* following the capital increase.

Five institutions improved their PCA capital category designation from *Adequately Capitalized* to *Well Capitalized*. We researched the five institutions to assess how the FDIC considered and

---

93 These ROEs represented the last full-scope examination completed prior to September 30, 2011 for our sampled institutions.
treated PCA capital restrictions on brokered and high-rate deposits. We found that the FDIC continued to fairly and consistently apply, as needed, PCA capital restrictions when an institution’s PCA capital category improved. In particular, we noted that four of the institutions were still technically considered *Adequately Capitalized* for PCA capital designation purposes due to outstanding enforcement actions with minimum capital requirements. Three of those actions contained a provision that restricted non-core funding, and the two remaining institutions did not appear to have brokered or high-rate deposits—which appears to have mitigated any potential regulatory concern or action. We concluded that the examiners fairly applied the capital standards to these five institutions.

**P.L. 112-88 (7)(C)**

*Whether the FDIC steers potential investors away from insured depository institutions that may be in danger of being placed in receivership or conservatorship.*

We did not identify any instances where the FDIC steered potential investors away from troubled institutions. As discussed in Matter (7)(A), the FDIC approved the majority of change-in-control and merger applications from 2008 through 2011. The FDIC indicated that it has also incorporated provisions in its enforcement actions that require institutions to seek merger partners as part of their capital plans, which has been successful in averting failures. Historically, 16 percent of problem banks merged without failing while 22 percent of problem banks ultimately failed.\(^94\) In making decisions on proposed investments in troubled banks, the FDIC considers whether the investment or merger will result in a safe and sound institution and whether the proposed investment presents the least loss option to the DIF. We identified five examples where the FDIC did not accept proposed open bank investments and instead closed the institution. However, in each case we found that, in keeping with its policies, the FDIC identified concerns with the proposed investment related to safety and soundness issues, proposed management, or proposed business plans or determined that the proposed transaction would not present the least loss option to the DIF.

P.L. 112-88 does not define the term “steer” as it is used in this question. We interpreted the term to mean that an investor was ready to invest in an insured institution that was in danger of being placed in receivership or conservatorship, but some action on the part of the FDIC, inconsistent with its policies, caused the investor not to invest in the bank. The FDIC does not specifically identify or track actions that could be interpreted as steering away investors from insured institutions in danger of being placed in receivership, so we took a number of steps to try to identify examples. Specifically, we: (1) used our case study analysis and review of investment-related applications performed for Matter (7)(A) to identify examples where FDIC did not approve proposed open bank transactions; (2) noted examples of the FDIC not approving

---

\(^{94}\) According to the FDIC’s Division of Insurance and Research, from 1985 through 2011, 22 percent of problem banks ultimately failed.
proposed investments in troubled institutions from our MLRs; and (3) interviewed investment professionals for examples of the FDIC not approving proposed capital investments.

EXAMPLES WHERE THE FDIC DID NOT APPROVE PROPOSED CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN TROUBLED INSTITUTIONS

We identified several examples of FDIC actions, and actions of other regulators, that impacted proposed investments in insured depository institutions that were in danger of being placed in receivership or conservatorship. In all cases, we found that the FDIC had identified one or more concerns about the business plan, capital, or management for the proposed investment-related transaction or that the FDIC determined that the proposed transaction would not present the least loss option to the DIF. In most cases, the applicant withdrew from the investment after receiving feedback information from the FDIC or other regulators.

We identified the following examples as a result of our work. They do not represent a comprehensive list of situations where the FDIC did not approve proposed capital investments in troubled institutions, but they illustrate the types of factors the FDIC considers during the approval process.

- **Example One**: The first example involved both the FRB and the FDIC. An affiliate of a troubled Midwest bank applied to the FRB to form a holding company to acquire the shares of the Midwest bank. A change-in-control application was also filed with the FDIC, as the Midwest bank was supervised by the FDIC. The FDIC and the FRB performed a joint visitation of the affiliate and found significant underwriting and administration concerns with consumer regulations as well as poor management supervision. The change-in-control application was subsequently amended to have the two principals of the affiliate acquire control of the bank. The potential investors proposed to invest $6 million into the bank initially, with additional investments to be provided as needed. The FDIC communicated various concerns about the application to the investors, including inconsistency in the amount of capital to be provided and how that capital would be provided, the need for additional financial and background information on the proposed investors, and detail in the business plan. The investors subsequently withdrew the change-in-control application. The bank was closed by the FDIC 3 months later at an estimated cost to the DIF of $18.1 million.

- **Example Two**: The second example involved a troubled bank that requested approval of a **PCA-related material transaction** to sell 16 branches and related loans and fixed assets, as well as to transfer certain deposits in those branches to another insured institution. The bank’s primary federal regulator was the FRB. Continuous losses from deteriorating asset quality severely depleted capital, and the bank fell to **Critically Undercapitalized**.

The bank filed applications for approval of the transaction with the state banking department, the FRB, and the FDIC. The intended purchaser also filed an application for approval of the transaction with the OCC. **Section 38(i)(2)(A) of the FDI Act requires** that the FDIC must approve any material transactions of **Critically Undercapitalized** institutions. Material transactions are those other than in the usual course of business,
and include any investment, expansion, acquisition, sale of assets, or other similar action with respect to which the depository institution is required to provide notice to the appropriate federal banking agency. Documentation indicates that the state banking department and the OCC approved the sales transaction, but the FDIC did not approve the transaction.

The FDIC’s analysis indicated that even after the sale of the assets and transfer of the deposits, the bank would have had a high-risk profile, inadequate capital, a large concentration of problem assets, and deficient earnings. Further, the FDIC found that the transaction would significantly diminish the value of the resulting institution and increase the risk to the DIF. The FDIC concluded that the bank would fail even if the transaction was approved and that the estimated loss to the DIF after the branch sale would significantly exceed the loss associated with liquidating the bank without the branch sale. Thus, the FDIC notified the bank that its application was denied. The FRB subsequently appointed the FDIC as receiver of the bank, and the bank failed at an estimated cost to the DIF of $225 million.

• Example Three: The third example involved a troubled bank for which, as a result of the bank’s deteriorating condition, bank management signed a merger and acquisition agreement with a private equity entity. The merger transaction contemplated the injection of approximately $440 million into the bank by the PCI through the formation of a Special Purpose Acquisition Corporation (SPAC). The SPAC was chartered to invest in one or more companies before October 10, 2009 or all capital was to be returned to the investors. In order for the SPAC to invest in the bank, it was required to submit an application to become a bank holding company to the FRB. The FRB requested comments on the application from the FDIC as is customary among bank regulators. The FDIC drafted a letter to the FRB outlining concerns with the lead private investor, given prior experience with the investor in another institution as well as how that investor would influence the bank’s future business plans and management. Internal FDIC documents indicate the FRB was also concerned with investor group control, proposed management, and the bank’s business plan. Those regulatory concerns were not resolved before the October 2009 expiration of the private investor’s capital commitments. The institution failed at an estimated cost to the DIF of about $1.27 billion.

• Example Four: The fourth example involved a troubled bank into which a potential investor proposed to invest $11 million and placed $8 million in escrow in anticipation of the transaction. However, at the time of the change-in-control application, the potential investor also served as non-executive Chairman of the Board of another troubled financial institution. The FDIC therefore returned the application and advised the potential investor to fulfill the fiduciary responsibility to improve the financial condition of the bank currently controlled before the FDIC would favorably consider a proposed acquisition of an unaffiliated institution. Shortly thereafter, the targeted bank failed at an estimated cost to the DIF of about $25.6 million.
Example Five: The fifth example involved a troubled bank into which two potential investors proposed to invest $7.5 million and placed $6 million in escrow in anticipation of the transaction. The FDIC communicated its concerns about the proposed transaction to the potential investors in 2010. Subsequently, the FDIC indicated that the potential investors did not address its concerns related to the experience of proposed management, inadequately supported financial projection assumptions, and an inadequately supported business plan, among other concerns. In addition, the FDIC concluded that the bank’s capital level would remain less than satisfactory following the proposed capital injection because of the level of adversely classified assets and the institution’s overall risk profile. The institution failed at an estimated cost to the DIF of about $9.6 million.
Matter 8:

Private Equity Companies
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Matter 8—Private Equity Companies

P.L. 112-88 requires the OIG to study the FDIC’s handling of potential investments from private equity companies in insured depository institutions, including:

(A) the number of insured depository institutions that have been approved to receive private equity investment by the FDIC;

(B) the number of insured depository institutions that have been rejected from receiving private equity investment by the FDIC; and

(C) the reasons for rejection of private equity investment when such rejection occurs.

Section (1)(b)(2) of P.L. 112-88 defines the term private equity company as having the meaning given the terms “hedge fund” and “private equity fund” in section 13(h)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1851(h)(2)) to include any issuer that is exempt from SEC registration under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. § 80a-1–80a-64) based on Section 3(c)(1) (100 or fewer beneficial owners) or Section 3(c)(7) (qualified purchasers). It also would include any “similar fund” determined by the regulators.

Private equity companies fall within the broader definition of entities covered by the PCI SOP. FDIC personnel informed us that PCIs may have one or more private equity companies as investors. The FDIC tracks information for PCI closed bank investment efforts but does not separately track information for private equity company closed bank investment efforts.

As discussed in Matter (4), PCI capital investments in open institutions requiring FDIC approval are governed by the FDI Act. The FDIC reviews applications for change-in-control or bank mergers for a number of statutory factors, including risk that the proposed transaction presents to the DIF. The FDIC does not consider it feasible or necessary to specifically identify and track all potential private capital or private equity investments in open insured depository institutions. Accordingly, we focused our evaluation efforts on potential investments in failing institutions by PCIs that are subject to the PCI SOP.
Private Equity Companies – the FDIC’s handling of potential investment from private equity companies in insured depository institutions including (A) the number of insured depository institutions that have been approved to receive private equity investment by the FDIC; (B) the number of insured depository institutions that have been rejected from receiving private equity investment by the FDIC; (C) and the reasons for rejection of private equity investment when such rejection occurs.

Between August 26, 2009 and March 31, 2012, 19 PCIs submitted bids on 60 failed institutions. Based on our research, it appears that all 19 PCIs had one or more private equity investors. Of the 19 PCIs, 13 were successful in acquiring 36 failed institutions with total assets of $19.3 billion. PCIs were unsuccessful in acquiring the other 24 failed institutions. PCI acquisitions accounted for about 10 percent of the total failed bank asset acquisitions during that timeframe. In general, the primary reason for PCIs being rejected in their attempts to acquire institutions was that their bids were not the least costly bid that the FDIC received.

FAILED DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING PRIVATE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

As noted in Table 18 below, the FDIC reported that PCIs, through their respective PCI institutions, acquired about 11 percent of the total number of failed institutions from the August 26, 2009 issuance of the PCI SOP through March 31, 2012, representing about 10 percent of the total failed bank assets acquired. Most failed institution and their associated assets were purchased by non-PCI acquirers. The FDIC was unable to find buyers for about 5 percent of the failed banks and had to pay out deposits to failed bank depositors. PCI bid activity has declined significantly since 2011.

Table 18: Comparison of PCI Acquisition Efforts to Non-PCI Acquisition Efforts—August 26, 2009 through March 31, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of Bid Efforts</th>
<th>PCI Institutions</th>
<th>Non-PCIs</th>
<th>Payouts/Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failed Banks Acquired</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Total Failed Banks Acquired</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed Bank Assets Acquired</td>
<td>$19.3B</td>
<td>$169B</td>
<td>$6.2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Total Failed Bank Assets Acquired</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: May 29, 2012 FDIC Board Case.
We found that the 19 PCIs submitted 73 bids\textsuperscript{95} to acquire 60 failed institutions. In a number of cases, multiple PCIs submitted a bid for the same failed institution. We researched the “covered investors” for the 19 PCIs to determine whether those investors were private equity investors. Covered investors are generally those investors in a PCI structure that hold more than 5 percent of the voting equity and are thus subject to the PCI SOP. Based on our research, all 19 PCIs had one or more covered investors that appear to be private equity investors.\textsuperscript{96} Those investors included, among others, private equity firms, investment management firms, and hedge fund managers.

Ultimately, 13 PCIs acquired a total of 36 failed institutions with assets of $19.3 billion, while 24 failed institutions were not acquired by PCIs.\textsuperscript{97} PCIs were unsuccessful in acquiring the 24 failed institutions for the following reasons:

- For one failed bank, the sole PCI bid was disqualified due to a less than satisfactory compliance examination rating for the PCI institution.

- For a second failed bank, the sole PCI bid was disqualified because the PCI did not address FDIC concerns about the bidder’s ability to effectively integrate the failed bank into its operations.

- For a third failed bank for which two PCI bids were received, one PCI bid was disqualified due to a less than satisfactory compliance examination rating for the PCI institution. The other PCI bid was not determined to be the least costly resolution alternative, based on the results of the FDIC’s LCT, which is described below.

- For the remaining 21 failed banks, the PCI bids were not determined to be the least costly resolution alternative.

As referenced above, the LCT addresses the statutory requirement of FDICIA to use the least costly method to the DIF when resolving failed institutions. The FDIC uses the LCT Model to determine the liquidation value of a failing institution and to evaluate bids submitted to purchase a failing institution. The LCT calculates the FDIC’s cost of liquidating a failing institution and the cost to the FDIC of each bid submitted. A comparison can then be made of all possible resolution transactions. The winning transaction is the resolution transaction that is the least costly resolution transaction to the DIF. We reviewed documentation related to a non-statistical sample of three of the 22 failed institutions that did not receive private capital investment because of the LCT. In each instance, we found that there was a bid from another bank that the FDIC determined was less costly to the DIF than the bid or bids from PCIs.

\textsuperscript{95} In some cases, a PCI submitted multiple bids for the same failed institution. For the purposes of this study, we are counting the multiple bids as one bid.

\textsuperscript{96} We did not have enough information to definitively determine whether those investors met the definition of private equity company as defined in P.L. 112-88. FDIC management indicated that many covered investors were private equity investors, but the FDIC is not required to maintain information on private equity companies.

\textsuperscript{97} Between March 31, 2012 and September 30, 2012, three PCIs submitted a total of five bids for five failed institutions. Three of the PCI bids were successful, and two PCIs acquired three failed banks. The other two bids were not successful. The successful bids increased the number of PCIs that acquired one or more failed institutions to 14.
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REGULATOR COMMENTS AND OIG EVALUATION

We provided a draft of this report to the FDIC, OCC, and FRB for review and comment. The regulators provided technical comments, which we incorporated into the final report, where appropriate. The regulators also provided written comments that we have included in their entirety in Appendix 12. Collectively, the regulators’ responses and planned actions adequately address the intent of our recommendations.

FDIC Response

The FDIC concurred with the seven recommendations in this report. With respect to SLAs (Recommendation 1), the FDIC indicated that it will review its existing strategies for mitigating the impact of portfolio sales; the loan sale review committee process for considering portfolio sale requests; the SLA monitoring program to ensure resources are appropriate to enforce the agreement through the 3-year recovery period; and the early termination program, to include a review of the results of the program to date, to ensure that the program mitigates the impact on the DIF. The FDIC indicated that it will formally assess the sufficiency of its procedures, processes, and resources for the anticipated volume of portfolio sales and SLA terminations and will deliver its conclusions to the OIG by September 30, 2013.

In order to ensure that AIs are making the best efforts to maximize recoveries and achieve modifications when prudent (Recommendation 2), the FDIC agreed to:

- reinforce previous communications to AIs regarding the FDIC’s expectation that AIs should use best efforts to maximize recoveries when making loan modification decisions;
- require the CMCs to review a sample of AI loan modification decisions for maturing loans during CMC on-site visits; and
- analyze the costs and benefits of collecting and monitoring trend information on commercial loan modifications across AIs to identify AIs with lower rates of modifications for further analysis. If deemed cost beneficial, the FDIC will begin collecting such information from AIs when operationally feasible.

The FDIC indicated that it will implement the three action items above and complete an assessment of the benefits and risks presented by commercial loan modifications for loans covered under SLAs, and will deliver its conclusions to the OIG by September 30, 2013.

With regard to the appraisal and workout-related recommendations (Recommendations 3, 4, 5, and 6), the FDIC indicated that it will clarify its expectations for examiners’ review of an institution’s appraisal program and will remind examiners that working papers should document the extent of reviews, including positive assurance statements where required by separate guidance. This reminder will include references both to the Appraisal Guidelines and to the four elements required by the interagency Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts. The FDIC noted that the reminder will reinforce to examiners the importance of complete working paper documentation, particularly given the exception-based nature of
comments in ROEs. The FDIC also indicated that it would coordinate with the FRB and the OCC to review the Appraisal Guidelines and determine the most appropriate way to strengthen examination documentation requirements.

Finally, with respect to enforcement actions (Recommendation 7), the FDIC indicated that it plans to conduct an internal study in 2013 on the approach utilized for informal and formal enforcement actions to determine whether an alternative approach to mitigate risk and correct deficiencies may be more effective. The FDIC will coordinate with the FRB and OCC to consider and discuss the various approaches taken with respect to enforcement matters.

**OCC Response**

The OCC concurred with the two recommendations that were directed to all three regulators. With respect to strengthening appraisal program examiner documentation requirements (Recommendation 3), the OCC indicated that while it believes that its existing supervisory examination strategy and core assessment processes satisfy the recommendation, the OCC has plans to improve its guidance by including a section specific to appraisals in the CRE and mortgage handbooks that are currently undergoing revision.

With respect to enforcement actions (Recommendation 7), the OCC indicated that it welcomed the opportunity to enter into dialogue with the FDIC and FRB to compare the relative effectiveness of the regulators’ respective enforcement policies and practices.

**FRB Response**

The FRB concurred with the two recommendations that were directed to all three regulators. With respect to strengthening appraisal program examiner documentation requirements (Recommendation 3), the FRB noted that it requires that the use of supplemental modules such as the *Real Estate Appraisal Module* be discussed in the examination scoping memorandum. The FRB noted that it is continually looking for ways to improve its examination processes, including ways to improve documentation procedures, as suggested in this recommendation.

With respect to enforcement actions (Recommendation 7), the FRB agreed to work with the FDIC and OCC to discuss the various approaches taken with respect to enforcement matters.
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Objective

The overall objective of this evaluation was to conduct a comprehensive study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions.

Scope and Methodology

The scope and methodology pertaining to all of the P.L. 112-88 Matters generally included reviewing applicable FDIC, OCC, and FRB policies, procedures, and other documentation, and interviewing staff from these agencies. We performed field work at:

- FDIC, OCC, and FRB offices in Washington, DC; and Arlington, Virginia.
- FDIC Regional Offices in Atlanta, Georgia; San Francisco, California; New York, New York; and Dallas, Texas.
- FRB Reserve Banks in Richmond, Virginia; Atlanta, Georgia; San Francisco, California; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Minneapolis, Minnesota; New York, New York; Kansas City, Missouri; and Chicago, Illinois.
- Selected state banking agencies, as needed.

We relied on data from a number of interagency and individual regulator information systems, such as the Central Data Repository, which houses Call Report and UBPR information, and internal systems such as the FDIC’s ViSION system. In assessing the reliability of data, we relied on our knowledge of these systems based on past OIG reviews and also corroborated select data obtained from systems through our analysis of information from various sources, including ROEs, examiner working papers, and testimonial evidence. We concluded that the information was sufficiently reliable for this review. We also relied on certain DRR management reports and attempted to independently validate their reliability.

We conducted our evaluation from January 2012 through October 2012 in accordance with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency’s Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation. Specific work steps pertaining to each Matter are described below.

Matter 1—SLAs

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Relied on our February 2012 evaluation, titled: *FDIC’s Monitoring of Shared-Loss Agreements*. This report contained an overview of the FDIC’s oversight of SLAs. We also relied on the results from seven OIG audits of individual SLAs issued from May 2010 through March 2012. These reports tested seven AIs’ compliance with their respective SLAs.

---

98 OIG Report No. EVAL-12-002, February 2012.
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- Reviewed FDIC policies and procedures related to commercial loan modifications, administration of participation loans, portfolio and note sales, and examination of AIs.

- Interviewed officials from 12 AIs and 6 banks without SLAs regarding SLA impact; FDIC, OCC, and FRB examiners; and CMC representatives.

- Participated in an FDIC Advisory Committee on Community Banking meeting to obtain perspectives on the use of SLAs from AIs and banks without SLAs.

- Reviewed examiner and CMC working papers for a sample of SLAs to confirm consistent treatment of SLA and legacy assets.

- Documented FDIC policies and controls for monitoring AIs and SLA terminations.

- Gathered information and statistics regarding the impact of SLAs on loan modifications, extensions of credit by AIs, and participation loans covered by SLAs.

- Analyzed Call Report data for AIs and banks without SLAs pertaining to lending levels.

- Analyzed Call Report data for AIs with and without SLAs pertaining to loan modification activity.

- Analyzed the number of bank failures in California and Georgia from November 1, 2008 through March 31, 2012 that were acquired by in-state and out-of-state AIs using SLAs and the FDIC’s associated marketing efforts.

- Mailed surveys to 260 single-family and commercial SLA borrowers to gauge their experiences and level of satisfaction with AIs.

- Compiled information from DRR showing when SLAs will expire, estimated covered assets remaining, and portfolio and individual loan sales of SLA assets.

- Observed two training events held by DRR for CMCs and DRR staff.

Matter 2—Losses

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

99 We contacted representatives from 12 non-SLA banks, but 6 declined our interview request because they had no involvement with, or opinion, of SLAs.

100 In-state AIs were headquartered in the same states as the failed institutions and out-of-state AIs were headquartered in different states from the failed institutions.
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- Analyzed Quarterly Banking Profile reports and UBPRs for all FRB-, FDIC-, and OCC-supervised failed financial institutions from December 2005 through June 2011 to understand non-performing loan and loan charge-off trends.

- Reviewed 131 MLR reports covering 142 institutions¹⁰¹ that failed from January 2007 through September 2011.

- Identified and reviewed FRB, FDIC, and OCC policies and procedures and the extent to which examiners use them for assigning adverse loan classifications, evaluating an institution’s ALLL, and examining a financial institution’s appraisal programs.

- Selected and studied a non-statistical sample of 42 institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011, consisting of 14 institutions supervised by each of the FRB, FDIC, and OCC with the lowest levels of average non-current loans for a 9-quarter period prior to failure. We readily determined that 21 of the 42 institutions failed for reasons other than write-downs on loans that the institution considered to be paying as agreed. We analyzed the final examination and related working papers for 19 of the remaining 21 institutions¹⁰² to understand the extent to which examiners classified loans that the institution considered to be paying as agreed.

- Contracted with KPMG LLP to advise and assist OIG staff in planning the assessment in Matter (2)(C) and conducting and presenting the results of testing, which included:
  - Analyzing relevant accounting standards and interviewing the chief accountants for the FRB, FDIC, OCC, and SEC.
  - Analyzing Call Report data for the period 2007 through 2011 to measure the extent of use and impact of fair value and impairment accounting on failed and open institutions.

¹⁰¹ We excluded throughout this report, unless explicitly noted, OTS-supervised institutions because that regulatory agency’s authorities and responsibilities transferred to other regulatory agencies effective July 21, 2011, and the OTS ceased to exist effective October 19, 2011.

¹⁰² We were unable to obtain two sets of examination working papers sufficient for our review. One institution was subject to a continuous examination process, so limited loan line sheets were available for review. For the other institution, we were unable to access the examination working papers due to technological constraints.
Matter 3—Appraisals

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Identified and reviewed FRB, FDIC, and OCC policies and procedures and the extent to which examiners use them to evaluate the adequacy of an institution’s ALLL.

- Determined the extent to which asset write-downs contributed to the failure of 350 financial institutions from January 2007 to September 2011.

- Determined from 131 MLR reports covering 142 institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011 the contributing causes of failure and OIG conclusions on supervision.

- Reviewed the most recent full-scope examination and related working papers for a non-statistical sample of 136 open financial institutions with a CAMELS composite 3, 4, or 5 rating to assess examination coverage of the ALLL.

- Selected and reviewed a non-statistical sample of 753 adversely classified and non-classified loans that examiners reviewed as part of those 136 examinations from four loan types: 1-4 family ADC loans, other ADC loans, other CRE loans, and 1-4 family residential loans.

- Determined the policies and procedures that examiners use for evaluating the appraised values of property securing real estate loans and the extent to which examiners follow these policies and procedures.

- Identified and reviewed FDIC policies and procedures for examining a financial institution’s appraisal program and procedures and the extent to which examiners follow these procedures.

- Contracted with KPMG LLP to advise and assist OIG staff in planning the assessment in Matter (3)(C) and conducting and presenting the results of testing which consisted of interviewing a non-statistical sample of 51 FDIC examiners (in charge of the examinations of the FDIC-supervised institutions selected for the sample of open financial institutions mentioned above), to obtain their views, understanding, and practices related to the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines and corresponding implementing guidance.
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Matter 4—Capital

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Identified and reviewed relevant statutes, regulations, policy statements, and examination procedures related to determining capital adequacy.

- Selected and reviewed the most recent full-scope examination and related working papers for a non-statistical sample of 136 open financial institutions with a CAMELS composite 3, 4, or 5 rating to determine examiner compliance with components of examination policies and procedures that are applicable to assessing capital adequacy.

- Reviewed 131 MLR reports covering 142 institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011 to determine trends in findings associated with examiner assessment of capital adequacy.

- Identified FDIC policies, procedures, and guidelines related to private capital investments in insured depository institutions.

- Updated the results of the OIG’s audit report titled, *The FDIC’s Qualification Process for Private Capital Investors Interested in Acquiring or Investing in Failed Insured Depository Institutions* (AUD-12-004), and reviewed RMS and Legal responses to the recommendations in that report.

- Interviewed RMS, Legal, and DRR officials to gain an understanding of the current PCI clearance-to-bid process and the status of selected PCI requests for clearance to bid on insured depository institutions in receivership.

- Identified a population of 60 PCI requests for clearance to bid that were received by RMS from August 26, 2009 through December 31, 2011.

- Reviewed and summarized shelf and inflatable charter filing reports that indicated the status of PCI requests for clearance to bid.

- Identified statutory factors to be considered by the FDIC when reviewing PCI requests for clearance to bid on insured depository institutions in receivership.

- Reviewed PCI charter file documents and related file summaries to determine the rationale for approving or not approving each PCI request, and identified common reasons why PCI requests were not approved.
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Matter 5—Workouts

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Reviewed applicable FDIC policies, procedures, guidelines, and other communications related to CRE and residential loan workouts.

- Contracted with KPMG LLP to advise and assist OIG staff in planning the assessment of this Matter, and conducting and presenting the results of testing, which included:
  - Reviewing and summarizing the most recent full-scope ROE for a non-statistical sample of 48 open FDIC-supervised financial institutions.
  - Assessing FDIC examiners’ implementation of the Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts, dated October 31, 2009, associated with the sample of 48 open institutions and from a non-statistical sample of 410 loan line sheets for restructured CRE and residential loans.
  - Reviewing examiner documentation for the 48 institutions to determine whether examiners used correct appraisals with respect to analysis of original appraisals, use of market values, consideration of appropriate major facts, identification of appraisal weaknesses, and disposition of appraisal deficiencies.
  - Assessing differences in examiner implementation of commercial and residential workout guidelines.

Matter 6—Orders

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Gathered information and statistics regarding the use of enforcement actions at the FDIC, OCC, and FRB during the period 2008 through 2011.

- Conducted interviews with senior supervision and legal officials at the FDIC, OCC, and FRB to discuss their respective enforcement action processes.

- Reviewed applicable laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to enforcement actions.

- Reviewed examination reports, orders, problem bank memoranda, and other supervisory records for a sample of orders to determine whether each regulator handled orders consistently.
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- Reviewed and documented FDIC, OCC, and FRB policies, procedures, and controls for initiating, monitoring, and terminating enforcement actions.

- Gathered information and statistics regarding terminations of orders, along with researching reasons for terminating orders or not terminating orders when a bank’s condition had improved.

- Reviewed examiner guidance at the FDIC, OCC, and FRB issued to address enforcement actions.

- With assistance from the FDIC’s Division of Insurance and Research, calculated and analyzed key bank performance financial ratios for all banks supervised by the FDIC, FRB, and OCC to determine the correlation of the ratios with the banks’ CAMELS ratings and the correlation of ratios between banks with and without enforcement actions.

- Collected information and analyzed the extent of capital raises obtained or acquired during the period 2008 through 2011 for all insured institutions.

- Interviewed agency officials and private investment professionals to obtain their experience and views regarding the impact of formal orders on a bank’s ability to raise capital.

- Interviewed agency officials to obtain their views regarding the impact of formal orders on a bank’s ability to lend.

- Considered various regulator studies pertaining to credit availability.

- Considered the impact of orders issued by state regulators.

Matter 7—FDIC Policy

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Identified and reviewed relevant statutes, regulations, policy statements, and examination procedures related to determining capital adequacy.

- Analyzed a non-statistical sample of 56 open FDIC-supervised financial institutions with composite 3, 4, and 5 ratings to determine examiner compliance with components of examination policies and procedures that are applicable to capital adequacy.

- Reviewed 131 MLR reports covering 142 institutions that failed from January 2007 through September 2011 to determine trends in findings associated with examiner assessment of capital adequacy.
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- Identified FDIC policies and procedures related to investment in insured depository institutions.

- Studied a non-statistical sample of 10 banks that failed during the period January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2011 to determine why the banks were unable to receive sufficient capital.

- Studied a non-statistical sample of 10 banks with unsatisfactory ratings during the period January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2011 that received capital, to determine why the banks were able to obtain capital.

- Captured key information about the sampled failed and open banks’ capital-related activities, such as capital ratios over time, dates and content of capital restoration plans, dates and content of merger or reorganization applications submitted, and dates and content of FDIC responses to applications submitted.

- Interviewed RMS case managers for the 20 non-statistically sampled banks to determine the reasons why the sampled banks did or did not receive capital.

- Reviewed a non-statistical sample of 54 investment-related applications filed with the FDIC that were not approved by the FDIC, to determine why the applications were not approved.

- Captured FDIC ViSION system comments and other RMS correspondence for the sampled applications to determine the reasons why those applications had been withdrawn by the applicant or returned by the FDIC.

- Analyzed historical approval rates for change-in-control and merger applications filed with the FDIC. The analysis compared the nationwide approval rate with the approval rate for the 10 states with 10 or more failures since 2008.

- Interviewed selected investment professionals involved with companies that invested in one or more financial institutions or with companies that provided investment-related advisory, banking, or other services to financial institutions to obtain their views on the impact of FDIC policies on proposed investments in insured depository institutions.

Matter 8—Private Equity Companies

To address this Matter, we performed the following:

- Identified FDIC policies, procedures, and guidelines related to private capital investments in insured depository institutions.
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- Interviewed RMS, Legal, and DRR personnel to gain an understanding of the process for determining PCIs that are to be suspended from bidding on failed institutions, and for qualifying bids received from PCIs.

- Reviewed DRR investor activity reports to identify the number of bids from PCIs to acquire failed institutions during the period August 26, 2009 through March 30, 2012, the number of failed institutions receiving bids from PCIs during that time period, and the number of failed institutions acquired by PCIs.

- Interviewed DRR personnel to determine why certain PCI bids on failed institutions were not successful.

- Reviewed bid-related documents for a non-statistical sample of five failed institutions that received bids from one or more PCIs, but for which the PCI bids were not successful, to determine the reasons why the PCI bids were not successful.

- Reviewed the DRR list of all PCIs that had been cleared to bid but had been suspended from bidding one or more times during the period August 26, 2009 through September 30, 2012.

- Interviewed RMS personnel to determine the reasons why PCIs that were cleared to bid had been suspended from bidding.
This appendix describes how we judgmentally and randomly selected samples associated with the eight Matters that we studied.

Matter 1—SLAs

Our analysis of SLAs included the selection of four judgmental samples.

Selection of 12 AIs. We judgmentally selected 12 AIs at which to conduct interviews, each of which had experience managing SLAs. We selected the AIs from a total listing of 131 as of March 2, 2011. As of June 30, 2012, the 12 AIs selected managed $44.8 billion assets (21 percent of the assets subject to SLAs) from 73 failed banks (25 percent of the failed banks acquired with SLA loss coverage).

We used the following criteria to select each AI:

- Six AIs whose primary regulator was the FDIC, three AIs whose primary regulator was the OCC, and three AIs whose primary regulator was the FRB.
- AIs that had purchased assets from at least two failed banks with SLA loss coverage.
- The AIs and/or the failed banks the AIs acquired had their main offices in Georgia, Florida, California, Nevada, or Illinois. While we also selected AIs that were located in other states, we wanted to ensure coverage of the listed states because they have experienced a large number of bank failures.

Selection of 12 Institutions Without SLAs. We judgmentally selected 12 institutions without SLAs for the purpose of interviewing bank officials. We selected these institutions from a universe of approximately 7,500 institutions that filed Call Report data as of December 31, 2011. We selected institutions in the same geographic areas as failed banks that our sample of 12 AIs acquired.

We used the following criteria to select each non-SLA institution:

- Six institutions whose primary regulator was the FDIC, three whose primary regulator was the OCC, and three whose primary regulator was the FRB.
- Six institutions with assets above $1 billion as of December 31, 2011, to correspond with the size of some of the AIs selected for interviews.
- Six institutions with assets below $1 billion based on feedback that we received from March 2012 briefings with Congressional staff. During those briefings we confirmed that
Congressional staff were concerned about the impact of SLAs on small community banks.

**Marketing of Failed Banks in Georgia and California.** We performed analyses to determine the extent to which the FDIC marketed banks that failed in Georgia and California and were acquired by out-of-state AIs. We judgmentally selected these states due to the large number of bank failures in these states. Our selection criteria follows.

- Sixty Georgia institutions failed from November 1, 2008 through March 31, 2012 and were acquired by an AI with SLA coverage, according to DRR’s records. Forty-three were acquired by other institutions in Georgia, and 17 were acquired by out-of-state institutions. We judgmentally selected 8 of the 17 out-of-state AIs that had acquired failed Georgia banks.

- Twenty-six California institutions failed from November 1, 2008 through March 31, 2012 and were acquired by an AI with SLA coverage, according to DRR’s records. Nineteen were acquired by other institutions in California and seven were acquired by out-of-state institutions. We selected all seven out-of-state AIs that had acquired failed California banks.

**Borrower Survey.** On September 19, 2012, we mailed surveys to 260 SLA borrowers from failed banks to assess their experiences with AIs. Our selection of 260 loans represented 6.34 percent of the universe of 4,098 loans that met our sampling criteria (260/4,098). Our sample was non-statistical and cannot be projected to the universe of borrowers. We mailed surveys to 130 single-family borrowers and 130 commercial borrowers. The surveys consisted of questions asking borrowers to rate their level of satisfaction with their AI in several areas. We received 47 surveys back as of November 13, 2012. Our selection methodology and criteria were as follows:

- Our starting point was the 12 AIs that we selected for interviews plus one additional AI because a borrower from that AI contacted our office to discuss concerns regarding SLAs.

- From the 13 AIs, we selected one or two failed banks that were purchased by each AI, for a total of 14 failed banks.

- Using FDIC data that contained lists of borrowers, their loan amounts, the types of loans they acquired, and the associated failed banks and AIs, we identified loans that met our sampling criteria, which consisted of single-family and commercial loans with UPBs greater than $250,000 and $500,000, respectively. We identified 1,825 single-family and 2,273 commercial loans that met this criteria, for a total universe of 4,098 loans.

- Using statistical software, we generated random numbers and selected corresponding loans, generally, 20 loans per AI. In cases where an AI had fewer than 20 loans meeting our selection criteria, we expanded our criteria to include lower dollar loans.
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- As of October 17, 2012 we had received 14 residential surveys back due to invalid addresses. These surveys pertained to nine AIs. We mailed 14 additional residential surveys to different borrowers who banked with the same nine AIs.

**Matters 2 and 3—Losses and Appraisals**

We conducted our analyses of Losses and Appraisals jointly. As such, our analyses of these Matters included the selection of two non-statistical samples. Because the samples were non-statistical, our analyses applied only to the institutions tested and could not be projected across the universe of financial institutions.

Our specific selection methodology and criteria follows:

- For closed financial institutions, we selected a sample of 42 institutions to review from all institutions supervised by the FDIC, OCC, and FRB that failed between January 2007 and September 2011 that had a low average non-current loan ratio over 2 years (9 quarterly reporting periods) prior to the institution’s failure. We selected 14 state member banks, 14 state nonmember banks, and 14 national banks.

  After determining from MLR reports, Board cases, or both, that 21 of those 42 institutions failed for reasons other than asset quality issues, we attempted to obtain reports of examination and related working paper documentation for further review of the remaining institutions’ final supervisory examination. We excluded from our sample and did not replace two institutions for which we were unable to obtain or access sufficient examination documentation and completed testing on the remaining 19 institutions.

- For open institutions, we judgmentally selected the FDIC’s Atlanta, San Francisco, and New York regions from which to identify financial institutions for testing. This included two geographic areas that had been significantly affected by the latest downturn in real estate values (Atlanta and San Francisco), and one that was among the least affected (New York).

- For open institutions, we selected in January 2012 a non-statistical sample of 136 FDIC-insured financial institutions supervised by the FDIC, OCC, and FRB from all open institutions that (1) received a composite CAMELS rating of 3, 4, or 5 at the institution’s most recent full-scope examination and (2) had the highest percentage of loans and at least 10 percent of their loan portfolio in four real estate loan categories: 1-4 Family ADC Loans, Other ADC Loans, 1-4 Family Residential Loans, and Non-Owner Occupied CRE Loans.

  We then selected from the examination working papers a non-statistical sample of 753 adversely classified and non-adversely classified loans that examiners reviewed from the four targeted real estate loan categories in order to assess examiners’ review and analysis of appraisals, appraisal programs, and ALLL.
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• With regards to Matter 3 – Appraisals, to supplement our analysis of documentation, we selected, interviewed, and surveyed a non-statistical sample of 51 of the FDIC examiners-in-charge of the FDIC-led examinations in the open-institutions sample above.

Matter 4—Capital

Our analysis of examiner assessment of capital adequacy included the review of examination documentation of the non-statistical sample of 136 financial institutions selected and analyzed for Matter 2—Losses and Matter 3—Appraisals. Because the sample is non-statistical, our analysis applies only to the institutions tested and cannot be projected across any population of financial institutions.

Matter 5—Workouts

Our analysis of workouts included the selection of a non-statistical sample of open FDIC-supervised financial institutions to assess FDIC examiners’ implementation of the FDIC guidelines titled, Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts. Because the sample is non-statistical, our analysis applies only to the institutions tested and cannot be projected across any population of financial institutions.

Consistent with our sample selection for Matter 2—Losses, and Matter 3—Appraisals, we selected a non-statistical sample as follows:

• We judgmentally selected the FDIC’s Atlanta, San Francisco, and New York regions from which to identify financial institutions for testing. These included two geographic areas that had been significantly affected by the latest downturn in real estate values, and one that was among the least affected.

• We analyzed ViSION data to identify financial institutions that received a composite CAMELS rating of 3, 4, or 5 at the institution’s last full-scope examination completed prior to September 30, 2011. Choosing institutions with a composite CAMELS rating of 3, 4 or 5 provided greater probability of finding more relevant workout information for testing.

• We determined, based on analysis of UBPR or Call Report data, the 20 institutions within each of the selected regions that had the highest mean ratio of current and noncurrent restructured loans to gross loans and leases based on a 2-year average (9 quarterly reporting periods) on the basis that those institutions would have the greatest probability of instances where examiners may have had to review CRE loan workouts.

• We removed from the sample (and did not replace) institutions that were closed, merged, or acquired by another institution, or were no longer doing business under the same bank certification number.
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- Finally, from the latest, finalized examination for each sampled institution, we judgmentally selected 10 loans, or as many that we could identify if we could not identify 10, from the field examiner’s sample of loans reviewed that were CRE with TDRs or appeared to have had a workout after October 2009, or that were residential loan workouts or modifications that occurred after October 2009.

Matter 6—Orders

Uniformity of Orders and Ability of Insured Institutions to Extend or Modify Credit.
We judgmentally selected 110 institutions representing 119 orders issued by the FDIC, FRB, and OCC to determine if enforcement actions were applied uniformly for each regulator and to determine the impact on extending and modifying credit. We selected these institutions from a universe of approximately 1,500 orders that were issued to institutions between 2008 and 2011. Selection criteria included (1) institutions from all regions of the country representing over 30 states; (2) obtaining a mix by year of issuance, CAMELS rating, and asset size; and (3) assessing both open and closed institutions.

Matter 7—FDIC Policy

Impact of FDIC Policies on Investment in Institutions. Our analysis of the impact of FDIC policies on financial institutions’ ability to acquire capital included the selection of samples of financial institutions and samples of investment-related applications filed with the FDIC.

First, we selected a non-statistical sample of 20 FDIC-supervised financial institutions, 10 open and 10 closed as of December 31, 2011, to determine the reasons why some problem banks received capital and survived, while others did not receive capital and failed. We used the following criteria to select the sample of 20 financial institutions.

- Based on the language in Matter 7, we limited our sampling to FDIC-supervised banks in the states with 10 or more failures since 2008. To identify those states, we organized the FDIC list of banks that failed during the period January 1, 2008 through March 15, 2012 by state and counted the number of failures for each state. We identified the following 10 states with 10 or more failures – Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, and Washington.

- We limited our sampling to banks with $1 billion or less in total assets based on feedback from Congressional representatives who were familiar with the legislation during March 2012 briefings that we held to discuss the study’s scope and methodology.

- For selecting the sample of 10 closed banks, we calculated the estimated loss ratio for all of the failed banks in our population, which included dividing the estimated loss as determined by the FDIC by the total assets at failure. Our sample targeted banks with the lower loss ratios, under the presumption that it may have been easier for these banks to raise capital than others.
Sampling Methodology

- For selecting the sample of 10 open banks, we targeted problem banks that had a significant increase in their CAMELS composite and Capital component ratings at some point during the years 2009 through 2011 and where the bank also had a corresponding increase in capital.

Second, we selected a non-statistical sample of 54 investment-related applications that were filed with, but not approved by, the FDIC to determine why the applications were not approved.

- Based on our review of FDIC application-related policies and procedures, and discussion with FDIC personnel, we identified five types of applications that might be used to seek FDIC approval of a potential capital investment in a financial institution. These application types included a change-in-control, a merger, a mutual-to-stock conversion, a request for change in business plan, and a PCA material transaction pursuant to provisions of the FDI Act.

- We generally focused our sampling on applications related to financial institutions in the 10 states with 10 or more failures since 2008. However, two sample applications were related to financial institutions in other states, one from Colorado and one from Ohio.

- For the relevant states, we identified all applications for each of the five application types in the FDIC ViSION system that had an action type of withdrawn, returned, or denied and an action date during the period January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2011.

- Because many change in business plan and PCA material transaction applications were not investment-related, we reviewed ViSION summary information for each withdrawn, returned, or denied application to identify the subset of applications that were investment-related.

- From the population of withdrawn, returned, or denied investment-related applications, for each application type, we selected a majority of the applications by action type for review, targeting at least one application (if applicable) from each of the relevant states.

The final sample of 54 applications included 27 change-in-control applications, 15 merger applications, 4 mutual-to-stock conversion applications, 4 change in business plan applications, and 4 PCA material transaction applications.

Examiner Consideration of Capital Standards. Our analysis of FDIC Policy included the review of examination documentation of the 56 FDIC-supervised institutions in the non-statistical sample of 136 FDIC-insured financial institutions selected and analyzed for Matter 2—Losses and Matter 3—Appraisals. Because the sample is non-statistical, our analysis applies only to the institutions tested and cannot be projected.
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Sampling Methodology

From among those 56 FDIC-supervised institutions, we determined that 29 institutions received a capital injection between their second-most recent and most recent supervisory examinations (which typically occurred within a 12-18 month period) and we selected their most recent examination to assess examiners’ review and analysis of capital injections. From those 29 FDIC-supervised institutions, we determined that five had improved from *Adequately Capitalized* to *Well Capitalized* and selected their most recent examination to assess how the FDIC considered and treated PCA capital restrictions on brokered and high-rate deposits.

**Case Studies of FDIC Not Approving Proposed Investments in Troubled Institutions.** We identified five instances where the FDIC did not approve proposed capital investments in troubled institutions that ultimately failed. We judgmentally selected those five institutions based on our past MLR work and analysis of sample items. Those five instances are not intended to be comprehensive or inclusive of all situations where the FDIC may have not accepted proposed investments.

**Interviews of Investment Professionals.** We obtained from RMS a list of investors who had invested in shelf or inflatable charters that had been cleared to bid by the FDIC. In addition, we identified various investment advisers, investment companies, and potential investors as a result of our case studies of open and closed financial institutions. From this population of investment professionals, we judgmentally selected eight individuals to contact with questions regarding the impact of FDIC policies on investment in insured depository institutions. Our sample was designed to obtain the perspective of investment professionals from locations across the country.

**Matter 8—Private Equity Companies**

Our analysis of proposed private equity investment in insured depository institutions included the selection of a sample of failed institutions that did not receive private equity investment. We selected a non-statistical sample of five failed financial institutions to assess the reasons why the institution did not receive a proposed investment by a PCI. We used the following criteria to select the sample of five financial institutions:

- We limited the population to financial institutions that failed between August 26, 2009, the date of the PCI SOP, and March 31, 2012.
- We further limited the population to the 24 failed financial institutions that received a bid from one or more PCIs and where the winning bidder was not a PCI.
- For selecting the sample of five banks, we chose two failed institutions where the only PCI bid submitted was disqualified. We then judgmentally selected three additional failed financial institutions, targeting two failed institutions with bids from multiple PCIs and one failed institution with a bid from a PCI that never submitted a successful bid. Our sample included coverage of both shelf and inflatable charter PCIs.
The FDIC has established a number of controls to manage the SLA program and to monitor AIs to ensure that they comply with SLA terms and conditions, which include the following:

**Loss-Sharing Percentage.** An important feature of SLAs that is intended to control AI behavior is the loss-sharing percentage—typically an 80- to 20-percent split for most agreements. The FDIC and proponents of SLAs maintain that the AI loss percentage aligns the AI’s interests with the FDIC’s requiring the AI to have “skin in the game,” which incentivizes the AI to minimize losses and manage the covered SLA assets consistent with how AIs manage their own non-covered, legacy assets. Critics of SLAs maintain that the AI loss percentage is not enough to curb behavior and that the FDIC loss guarantee incentivizes the AIs to foreclose on an asset or not work to keep an asset performing in order to collect the loss-share guarantee. FDIC officials told us they were not aware of any AIs that were aggressively foreclosing on loans and noted that the CMCs have been put on alert to flag such activity. Moreover, nothing has come to our attention during our SLA audits to suggest that AIs are aggressively pursuing foreclosure without first considering other loss mitigation efforts.

**SLA Requirement to Pursue the Least Loss Strategy.** AIs are required to administer and undertake loss mitigation efforts prior to taking any foreclosure action and pursue the least loss strategy when deciding whether to foreclose or modify troubled loans. AIs are expected to manage, administer, and collect amounts on the shared-loss loans and assets using usual, prudent business and banking practices as required under customary servicing procedures, as defined in the SLA.

**SLA Requirement to Manage Covered Assets Consistently with Legacy Assets.** The AI is required to manage and administer each SLA loan in accordance with prudent business and banking practices and the AI’s written internal credit policies and usual practices. This includes striving to maximize collections on shared-loss assets and managing and administering shared-loss assets without favorable treatment of any assets owned by the AI or its affiliates that are not shared-loss assets (known as legacy assets).

As part of our study, we reviewed the CMC and RMS examiner efforts for a sample of 12 AIs to verify that the CMCs and examiners were including procedures in their on-site compliance reviews and examinations to confirm that AIs were treating SLA and legacy assets consistently. We found that both the CMCs and examiners tested samples of SLA and legacy assets to confirm that AIs applied consistent procedures to both types of assets when servicing, evaluating, and performing charge-offs of the loans. Neither the CMCs nor the examiners identified any significant problems in this area.

**SLA Requirement to Implement a Loan Modification Program.** The FDIC requires that an AI modify qualified single-family loans using the HAMP or an FDIC-approved modification program. Both programs adjust the current loan terms to achieve an affordable payment. The objectives of loan modification programs are to minimize losses to the AI and the FDIC and maximize the opportunity for qualified homeowners to remain in their homes with affordable mortgage payments.
Compliance Monitoring Contractors. The FDIC monitors SLA compliance through monthly or quarterly reporting by the AI and by performing periodic, on-site reviews of the AI’s adherence to the SLA terms. The FDIC has engaged eight CMC firms to oversee the AIs. The CMCs review and analyze AI loss claim certificates and perform annual on-site visitations of the AIs. The FDIC requires the CMCs to develop individual monitoring and visitation plans for each AI. DRR staff monitor the CMC efforts.

The CMCs’ on-site compliance monitoring visitation activities include reviewing AI loss claim certificates and supporting documentation, reviewing and analyzing loan files to support claims for covered losses, following up with AI management on corrective actions taken to remediate prior findings, and reviewing AI policies and procedures and shared-loss loan files to ensure that SLA assets are treated in the same manner as the AI’s legacy loans. CMCs are required to submit a written visitation report, which includes findings and recommendations for appropriate corrective actions, and to oversee the AI’s progress towards making those corrective actions. The CMCs work with the AIs and DRR to resolve any issues discovered during the monitoring process. DRR and the CMCs completed 441 SLA compliance reviews in 2011. According to DRR, the compliance reviews conducted in 2011 identified 1,890 findings and questioned claims totaling $465.5 million. DRR further reported that all of the 2011 findings have been resolved and AIs paid the FDIC $363.1 million of the questioned claims and subsequently provided documentation to substantiate the remaining $102.4 million in questioned claims.

DRR established a Compliance Review Committee to provide oversight and authority to mitigate risks to its SLA oversight program when the AI fails to comply fully with SLA provisions. Some of the committee’s activities include reviewing all final compliance reports, including the AI management responses, and taking corrective action to resolve and mitigate non-compliant business processes.

RMS Examination of SLA Compliance. FDIC bank examiners evaluate AI compliance with SLAs and the impact of SLAs on institutions. Among other things, examinations determine if AIs provide equal treatment of covered and legacy commercial assets, appropriately account for SLA assets, and consider the overall risk mitigation provided by loss sharing in assigning the CAMELS rating. FDIC RD Memorandum 2010-018, Examinations of Institutions with Assets Covered by Loss-Sharing Agreements, dated May 6, 2010, notes that the examination asset review scope should include a sufficient sample of commercial assets covered by an SLA. The review scope should provide the EIC with sufficient information to assess whether the AI applies its loan administration processes, credit risk management policies (including its loan review and credit grading policies), and loss recognition and charge-off standards to covered commercial assets in a manner consistent with its treatment of commercial legacy assets not covered by SLAs.

---

103 CMCs perform visitations for AIs with total SLA asset balances greater than $200 million. DRR staff perform oversight of AIs with asset balances less than $200 million.
The FDIC also issued RD Memorandum 2011-023, Amendment to Memorandum 2010-018: Examinations of Institutions with Assets Covered by Loss-Sharing Agreements, dated October 14, 2011, to enhance RMS coordination with DRR. The FDIC and FRB developed an ED Module titled, FDIC-Assisted Transactions, that includes suggested examination procedures for reviewing an institution’s SLA-related activities.

RMS officials told us that, overall, they are finding that AIs are treating their SLA and legacy assets in a similar manner. RMS also told us that coordination with DRR, and with other regulators, has improved markedly. The FDIC has also participated in examinations of SLA operations at non-FDIC supervised institutions, at the request of the other regulators.

For a sample of 12 AIs, we reviewed examination reports; interviewed FDIC, OCC, and FRB examination staff; and reviewed examination working papers supporting examiners’ reviews of SLA activities. We confirmed that examiners performed procedures to ensure that AIs treated covered assets consistently with their legacy loans. Examiners for all 12 AIs concluded that AIs treated SLA and legacy assets consistently. However, examiners identified problems related to two AIs’ accounting treatment of their SLA assets and communicated these concerns to DRR and/or FDIC regional staff. Examiners for 6 of the 12 AIs—4 AIs regulated by the FDIC, 1 by the OCC, and 1 by the FRB—coordinated with DRR staff pertaining to examination work related to the SLAs.

Limitations on AIs’ Ability to Sell Covered Assets. The SLAs include several limits on the AIs’ ability to sell covered assets. The AI is free to sell SLA loans, but if it does so without the prior approval of the FDIC, it will lose loss coverage on the loan. The FDIC will not approve requests to sell SLA loans unless the AI can demonstrate that the sale represents the least loss alternative.

True-up Provision. Since October 2009, the SLAs have included true-up payment provisions requiring AIs to reimburse the FDIC at the end of the SLA if losses are lower than expected, based on the results of a calculation performed at the expiration of the SLA. If an AI’s original bid amount included a discount of 5 percent or more of the purchase price of the assets and the true-up calculation result is positive, the AI must pay the FDIC that amount. If an AI pays the FDIC, it indicates that the institution’s SLA bid was discounted too much and did not align with the FDIC’s intrinsic loss estimate of the assets.

OIG Audits and Evaluations of the SLA Program and Agreements

Given the magnitude of the SLA program, we performed a comprehensive evaluation of the FDIC’s program for monitoring SLAs. The primary objective of the evaluation was to evaluate DRR’s overall efforts to monitor and ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of the SLAs. We determined that the FDIC devoted high-level management attention to the quickly expanding SLA program, including establishing corporate-wide performance goals, convening a Project Management Office task group, and providing quarterly updates to the Chairman and Audit Committee on the findings of its AI compliance reviews and planned corrective actions.
The Corporation also substantially increased staff, engaged contractors, and developed procedures and systems to manage the associated workload and risks.

We also found that the SLA program was continuing to mature, as evidenced by the finalization of policies and procedures, initiation of training programs, strengthened AI compliance monitoring efforts, and implementation of data resources to manage program data. The FDIC was also taking steps to enhance the following:

- information security of its SLA data resources;
- guidance to AIs pertaining to commercial loan modifications and the tracking of such modifications;
- tracking of questioned claims and processes for ensuring corrective action in response to AI reviews; and
- oversight of AIs by implementing a proactive monitoring initiative to more promptly prevent or detect instances of non-compliance.

Notwithstanding, we reported that with any program of this size, there would be emerging issues and risks that require monitoring and attention. In that regard, we made five recommendations, including issuing guidance to better ensure consistent AI monitoring efforts among DRR staff and for evaluating whether AIs are pursuing and reporting recoveries experienced on covered assets. As of October 2012, the FDIC had addressed and closed all five recommendations.

We also conducted audits of seven AIs to evaluate each AI’s compliance with the terms of its SLA. The audits specifically focused on evaluating the AI’s SLA policies and procedures, compliance with the SLA reporting requirements, and the extent to which the AI maximized returns. The audits also addressed the FDIC’s oversight of the SLAs. The audits have resulted in substantial recoveries to the FDIC and further improvement in SLA controls. The extent and significance of findings have decreased as the FDIC program matured and AIs better understood and implemented processes to comply with SLA terms.
Accounting Standards Related to Fair Value Accounting

Matter (2)(C) of P.L. 112-88 pertains to changes in fair value accounting rules. Table 19 presents fair value-related accounting standards and original issuance dates. In June 2009, FASB codified existing GAAP accounting literature (e.g., the FAS) into the ASC.

Table 19: Fair Value Accounting Standards*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard / Date Issued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAS 107, December 1991, Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 825 Financial Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 115, May 1993, Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 320 Investments – Debt and Equity Securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 133, June 1998, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 815 Derivatives and Hedging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 140, September 2000 (Amendment of FAS 125, June 1996), Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 860 Transfers and Servicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 141R, December 2007 (Revision of FAS 141 issued June 2001), Business Combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 805 Business Combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 155, February 2006, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 815 Derivatives and Hedging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 156, March 2006, Accounting for Servicing of Financial Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 860 Transfers and Servicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 157, September 2006, Fair Value Measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 820 Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 825 Financial Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 160, December 2007, Noncontrolling Interests in Consolidated Financial Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 810 Consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 166, June 2009, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ASC Topic Reference: ASC 860 Transfers and Servicing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: KPMG LLP.

*This table is not an all-inclusive presentation of fair value accounting-related standards.
Accounting Standards Related to Impairment Accounting

Matter (2)(C) of P.L. 112-88 pertains to changes in other accounting standards. We interpreted other accounting standards to be those standards related to accounting for impairments. Table 20 presents impairment-related accounting standards and their original issuance dates.

Table 20: Impairment Accounting Standards*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard / Date Issued</th>
<th>Current ASC Topic Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAS 5, March 1975, <em>Accounting for Contingencies</em></td>
<td>ASC 450 <em>Contingencies</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 15, June 1977, <em>Accounting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings</em></td>
<td>ASC 310 <em>Receivables</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 114, May 1993, <em>Accounting by Creditors for Impairment of a Loan</em></td>
<td>ASC 310 <em>Receivables</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSP FAS 115-2, April 2009 <em>Recognition and Presentation of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments</em></td>
<td>ASC 320 <em>Investments – Debt and Equity Securities</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP 03-3, December 2003, <em>Accounting for Certain Loans or Debt Securities Acquired in a Transfer</em></td>
<td>ASC 310-30 <em>Loans and Debt Securities Acquired with Deteriorated Credit Quality</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS 142, June 2001, <em>Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets</em></td>
<td>ASC 350 <em>Intangibles – Goodwill and Other</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: KPMG LLP.

*This table is not an all-inclusive presentation of impairment accounting-related standards.
Use and Impact of Fair Value Accounting

Table 21 provides a summary of the more significant balance sheet items and how each of those items is recorded in the financial statements. The table also presents the average percentage that each balance sheet item represented in terms of total assets (TA) or total liabilities (TL) for community banks with assets less than $1 billion during the period 2008 through 2011 for open institutions and 2007 through 2011 for closed institutions.

Table 21: Accounting Classification of Balance Sheet Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balance Sheet Item</th>
<th>Average Percentage of Balance Sheet</th>
<th>Accounting Classification</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading Assets</td>
<td>Open Institutions 0.02% of TA</td>
<td>Fair Value through net income</td>
<td>Securities and other assets held for trading purposes are recorded at fair value, and unrealized gains and losses are recognized through net income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closed Institutions 0.01% of TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td>Open Institutions 0% of TA</td>
<td>Fair Value through net income unless used for cash flow hedging purposes</td>
<td>Derivatives, whether in an asset (receivable) or liability (payable) position, are usually recorded at fair value with unrealized changes in the value of the derivative instrument affecting net income. An exception is made for derivatives designated as “cash flow hedges” are recorded at fair value, with the effective portion of the change in fair value temporarily recorded through OCI, and later reclassified to net income as the hedged item affects net income, while the ineffective portion of the change in fair value is recognized in net income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closed Institutions 0% of TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS Securities</td>
<td>Open Institutions 18.30% of TA</td>
<td>Fair Value with unrealized gains/losses recorded as OCI; OTTI generally recorded through net income</td>
<td>Securities that are neither trading securities nor HTM are classified as AFS, with changes in fair value recorded in OCI until the investment is ultimately sold, or OTTI occurs. For AFS debt securities, generally only the credit portion of OTTI is recognized in net income if the entity has the intent and ability to hold the security until recovery of its carrying amount while the portion of OTTI not resulting from credit losses is recorded in OCI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closed Institutions 9.16% of TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTM Securities</td>
<td>Open Institutions 2.85% of TA</td>
<td>Amortized Cost</td>
<td>Debt securities purchased with the intent and ability to hold until maturity are recorded at amortized cost. Only when a decline in the fair value of the security below amortized cost is determined to be an OTTI or the security is sold (which is expected to be rare) does the change in fair value impact net income. As with AFS securities, generally only the credit portion of OTTI is recognized in net income while OTTI not resulting from credit losses is recorded in OCI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closed Institutions 0.72% to TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Use and Impact of Fair Value Accounting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balance Sheet Item</th>
<th>Average Percentage of Balance Sheet</th>
<th>Accounting Classification</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loans and Leases Held for Sale (HFS)</td>
<td>Open Institutions 0.33% of TA</td>
<td>Lower of Cost or Fair Value</td>
<td>Loans and leases HFS are recorded at the lower of cost or fair value, with declines in fair value recognized in net income. Institutions with an “originate-to-sell” business model typically had greater amounts of loans that were HFS than institutions that held loans for investment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans and Leases HFI</td>
<td>Open Institutions 63.21% of TA</td>
<td>Amortized Cost</td>
<td>Loans and leases HFI are recorded at amortized cost less an allowance for probable incurred credit losses. The provision to build the ALLL reduces net income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREO</td>
<td>Open Institutions 0.65% of TA</td>
<td>Lower of Cost or Fair Value less Cost to Sell</td>
<td>OREO assets repossessed through foreclosure are valued at the lower of the assets’ cost or fair value less cost to sell. Fair value less cost to sell is continuously updated to determine whether there are further declines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Liabilities

| Derivatives                        | Open Institutions 0.12% of TL       | Fair Value unless used for cash flow hedging purposes | Same as explanation for derivative assets. |


As shown, AFS securities, loans and leases HFI, and OREO represented the greatest percentage of assets for institutions with assets less than $1 billion. The following sections discuss the impact on net income from fair value and impairment accounting associated with these categories of assets.

### AFS Securities

AFS Securities represented an average of 18 and 9 percent of total assets for open and closed institutions, respectively, and is the balance sheet account most impacted by fair value accounting for community banks. The FDI Act restricts the types of equity securities that most banking entities are allowed to purchase and hold, thus institutions mostly hold debt securities. These include obligations of the U.S. Government and U.S. Government agencies, direct obligations of government-sponsored enterprises (GSE), obligations of state and local governments, corporate bonds, mortgage-backed securities (issued by GSEs or private mortgage lenders), and other asset-backed securities. Also included are direct and pooled investments in trust preferred securities (TRuPS) of institutions which, although legally structured as preferred shares, generally have economic characteristics of, and are accounted for, as debt securities.
While AFS debt securities are reported on the balance sheet at their fair value, changes in fair value do not impact regulatory capital unless OTTI occurs or if the security is sold. These changes are referred to as unrealized gains or losses. Any positive or negative changes in fair value are recorded in OCI and aggregated in AOCI, a component of stockholders equity. Currently, AOCI for AFS debt securities is removed from the Tier 1 Capital calculation when determining an institution’s regulatory capital levels.

In order to determine what financial impact fair value changes from AFS securities had for community banks, we calculated net unrealized gains and losses as a percentage of institutions’ NII. Table 22 presents the results of our analysis. If the amount was a net unrealized gain, it is reported as a positive value. If the amount is a net unrealized loss, it is reported as a negative value.

Results show that open community banks experienced net unrealized gains during each period, while closed institutions experienced significant losses in 2008 and 2009. While not shown in the table below, our study found that open and failed institutions with assets greater than $10 billion experienced larger net unrealized losses in 2008 and 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Size</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.43%</td>
<td>14.55%</td>
<td>23.19%</td>
<td>33.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>-5.12%</td>
<td>-37.98%</td>
<td>-15.57%</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
<td>3.79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Net unrealized gains and losses on AFS securities comes from Call Report Schedule RC-R.

In April 2009, the FASB changed how OTTI on debt securities is recognized in response to numerous concerns from the banking industry. Previously, any decline in the fair value of a debt security below its amortized cost that, upon evaluation, was determined to be an OTTI triggered a charge against earnings for the full amount of the fair value decline. After FASB’s change, any decline in the fair value of a debt security below its amortized cost basis still requires an impairment assessment, but there are additional criteria for determining whether the entire loss is recorded through net income. If the present value of cash flows expected to be collected on a debt security is less than its amortized cost basis, a credit loss exists. In this situation, if an institution does not intend to sell the security and it is unlikely that the institution will be required to sell the debt security before recovery of its amortized cost basis less any current-period credit loss, an OTTI has occurred. The portion of the total OTTI related to the credit loss must be recognized in earnings, but the portion of the total impairment related to other factors must be recognized in OCI. Table 23 shows total OTTI losses and the breakdown of the portion recognized in OCI and the portion recognized in earnings.

---

For a security, impairment occurs if the fair value of the security falls below its amortized cost basis. In general, the impairment would be an OTTI if recovery of the entire amortized cost basis of the security is not expected.
Use and Impact of Fair Value Accounting

Table 23: OTTI Losses on HTM and AFS Debt Securities as a Percentage of NII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>Total OTTI Losses</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>Total OTTI Losses</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.87%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>OTTI Losses Recognized in OCI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>OTTI Losses Recognized in OCI</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>OTTI Losses Recognized in Earnings</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.88%</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>OTTI Losses Recognized in Earnings</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OTTI information comes from Call Report Schedule RI.
Note: These Call Report fields were not required until 2010.

As shown, OTTI losses did not represent a significant percentage of NII during 2010 and 2011. We also reviewed a study of fair value accounting during the financial crisis which analyzed OTTI charges.\(^{105}\) The study found that although OTTI charges reached unprecedented levels during 2008, OTTI charges still represented only a small percentage of institutions’ normal earnings and had minimal impact on institutions’ Tier 1 Capital levels.

Loans and Leases HFI and Accounted for at Amortized Cost

During the period analyzed, total loans and leases HFI represented on average approximately two-thirds of total assets. If the institution has the intent and ability to hold the loan or lease for the foreseeable future or until maturity or payoff, it is typically classified as HFI. Loans and leases HFI are recorded at cost less an ALLL for the estimated amount of loans and leases it is probable the institution will be unable to collect as prescribed in FAS 114/ASC 310 and FAS 5/ASC 450.

The PLLL represents the amount needed to adjust the ALLL to a level appropriate to absorb estimated probable loan and lease losses incurred to date, based upon management’s evaluation of the institution’s current loan and lease loss exposures. Institutions generally apply loan review procedures when identifying loans to be individually evaluated for impairment. When an individually evaluated loan is deemed impaired, institutions choose one of three methods to measure impairment: (1) the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the loan’s effective interest rate (i.e., the contractual interest rate adjusted for any net deferred loan fees or costs, premium, or discount existing at the origination or acquisition of the loan), (2) the loan’s observable market price, or (3) the fair value of the collateral if the loan is collateral-dependent. However, for regulatory reporting purposes, institutions are required to measure impairment on impaired collateral-dependent loans using the fair value of collateral method. For loans not individually identified as impaired, an allowance is maintained in accordance with

\(^{105}\) A Convenient Scapegoat: Fair Value Accounting by Commercial Banks during the Financial Crises, Brad A. Badertscher, Jeffery J. Burks, and Peter D. Easton, University of Notre Dame. Published in The Accounting Review, Vol. 87, No. 1, January 2012. OTTI analysis covered the top 100 institutions ranked by beginning-of-quarter holdings of non-Treasury HTM and AFS securities.
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FAS 5/ASC 450. This component of the ALLL is based upon objective evidence, such as historical loss experience and current economic conditions, and other environmental factors, which enables the institution to estimate losses that have been incurred but cannot yet be identified to a specific loan.

Charge-offs represent the realization of credit losses that were previously provided for in the ALLL. A charge-off in itself does not affect net income, as it is recorded as a reduction to the loan balance and the ALLL. However, because it evidences the confirmation of a loss event previously recognized, it is a useful indicator of impairment.

Results indicate that quarterly loss provisions and loan charge-offs represented a significant percentage of NII as presented in Table 24. A considerable difference is noted when these percentages are segmented by open and failed institutions. For failed institutions, both the provisions and charge-offs represented a significantly larger portion of NII. When compared to other asset classes it is noted that loan impairment was a considerably larger contributor to institutions’ losses. This is a direct result of loans and leases HFI being a much larger share of total assets.

Table 24: Median Loss Provision and Charge-offs as a Percentage of NII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Loss Provision (ALLL)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>15.52%</td>
<td>23.78%</td>
<td>19.48%</td>
<td>12.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Loss Provision (ALLL)</td>
<td>23.47%</td>
<td>128.90%</td>
<td>285.33%</td>
<td>178.25%</td>
<td>115.76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Charge-offs</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.66%</td>
<td>19.42%</td>
<td>18.35%</td>
<td>15.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Charge-offs</td>
<td>10.87%</td>
<td>79.25%</td>
<td>305.88%</td>
<td>159.57%</td>
<td>127.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The PLLL and charge-offs come from Call Report Schedule RI-B part II.

OREO

OREO represented an average of 0.65 and 4.15 percent of total assets for open and closed institutions, respectively. The percentage of OREO to total assets increased during our period of analysis, especially for failed institutions, which is consistent with the real estate industry environment, where many loans backed by real estate assets defaulted and the properties that served as collateral were acquired and reported as assets in institutions’ balance sheets.

OREO usually includes assets repossessed through a foreclosure process for defaulted loans. Regulatory reporting instructions presume that OREO is HFS. When an institution receives the real estate asset, this asset is generally categorized as HFS, and the institution initially recognizes the asset at its fair value less cost to sell. This fair value less cost to sell becomes the cost of the foreclosed asset. The amount, if any, by which the recorded amount of the loan exceeds the fair
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value (less cost to sell) of the asset is a loss charged to the ALLL at the time of foreclosure or repossession. The estimate of fair value less costs to sell is continuously updated for further declines (and recoveries of previously recognized declines), which must be charged (credited) to expense, although increases are not recognized until the asset is subsequently sold.

Gain or losses on the sale of OREO include increases and decreases in the valuation allowance for foreclosed real estate, and write-downs of OREO subsequent to acquisition (or physical possession) charged to expense. Not included within losses on the sale of OREO are declines in the fair value of collateral for collateral-dependent loans previously charged to the ALLL prior to foreclosure of loans secured by real estate. OREO losses were higher for failed institutions and grew throughout the years as institutions had to foreclose on assets that were declining in value throughout the entire period, as shown in Table 25.

Table 25: Net Gains (Losses) on Sales of OREO as a Percentage of NII (institutions with assets less than $1 billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Net Gains (Losses) on OREO Sales</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
<td>-0.65%</td>
<td>-1.91%</td>
<td>-2.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Institutions</td>
<td>Quarterly Net Gains (Losses) on OREO Sales</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
<td>-8.22%</td>
<td>-26.11%</td>
<td>-39.39%</td>
<td>-22.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Net gain on sales of loans and OREO come from Call Report Schedule RI.

106 The recorded amount of the loan is the loan balance adjusted for any unamortized premium or discount and unamortized loan fees or costs, less any amount previously charged off, plus recorded accrued interest.
Figure 12: Methodology for Evaluating the ALLL

**Examination Steps to Take When Evaluating the ALLL**

**Step One**
An assessment of the institution’s ALLL policy, methodology, and controls to determine compliance with supervisory guidance and generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).

- **Step 1(a)**
  Ensure that the board of directors approved the policy and methodology at least annually and when changes were made.

- **Step 1(b)**
  Review policy for adequacy based on an understanding of bank’s lending risk profile.

- **Step 1(c)**
  Determine if ALLL policy and methodology address the standards established in supervisory guidance. If not in writing, ensure management is committed to developing a written policy that includes a description of the methodology within a specified time frame.

- **Step 1(d)**
  Determine if the ALLL methodology is consistent with GAAP. Review whether adjustments have been considered and incorporated for qualitative or environmental factors.

- **Step 1(e)**
  Determine if management has written documentation that supports its ALLL methodology, including a summary or consolidation of the ALLL balance as well as any periodic adjustments to the ALLL process or balance.

- **Step 1(f)**
  Determine the adequacy of controls around the ALLL estimation process by reviewing the appropriate documentation, board oversight, loan grading process, and the independent review and validation process of the ALLL (e.g., internal or external audit and loan review).

**Step Two**
An assessment of the appropriateness of the recorded level of the ALLL by evaluating the process used to calculate the ALLL estimate.

See summary of the process for determining the loss estimate under FAS 5, FAS 114, and the interaction of FAS 5 and FAS 114. Review for completeness, directionality consistency, red flags, consistency with industry standards, and reasonableness of the ALLL level.

Source: FRB examiner job aids.
Figure 13: Process for Implementation of FAS 5

FAS 5 provides guidance on loss estimation for groups of smaller or homogeneous loans

Segment loan portfolio by identifying risk characteristics that are common to groups of loans
(Include loans selected for review under FAS 114 and determined NOT to be impaired. Exclude loans selected for evaluation under FAS 114 determined to be impaired and measured for impairment.)

Estimate loss on groups of loans based on loss history and environmental or qualitative factors.

Loss history
Loss history should be long enough to capture sufficient loss data. (e.g., three years)

If no loss history
(e.g., new products or de novo)
Estimate based on other relevant industry standards only until sufficient loss history developed

Environmental or qualitative factors
(e.g., underwriting standards, staff experience, credit concentration, business conditions, political and regulatory conditions, local and national economic trends)

Determine the amount or appropriate point within a range of loss for each segment which should include an estimate of loss for qualitative or environmental factors.

Include the aggregate FAS 5 estimate of loss in the total ALLL level.

Source: FRB examiner job aids.
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Process Maps for Evaluating the ALLL

Figure 14: Process for Implementation of FAS 114

FAS 114
Statement 114 provides guidance on loss estimation for loans that are identified for individual evaluation

Identify and review loans to be individually evaluated for impairment
(e.g. select loans based on exposure size, risk rating, delinquency, nonaccrual status, loans on watchlist, or other criteria)

Is the loan impaired?
(i.e. is it probable that the creditor will be unable to collect all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement)

Yes

Is there an impairment amount?

Yes

Include the aggregate FAS 114 impairment amount in the total ALLL level

No

No ALLL is required

Method 1
Present value of expected future cash flows

Method 2
(mandatory if the loan is collateral dependent)
Fair value of collateral less costs to sell

Method 3
Observable market price of loan

No

Loans should be grouped with other loans that share common characteristics for impairment evaluation under FAS 5

Source: FRB examiner job aids.
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Re-Appraisal/Re-Evaluation Matrix

FDIC RD Memorandum 2009-011, *Re-appraising/Re-evaluating Real Property*, dated March 18, 2009, provides examiners with general supervisory expectations for FDIC-supervised institutions to update real estate appraisals and evaluations as part of their ongoing portfolio review and monitoring process. The RD Memorandum includes the following informational matrix as presented in Figure 15.

**Figure 15: Re-appraisal/Re-evaluation Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Problem Assets</th>
<th>Ongoing Portfolio Monitoring of Performing Loans</th>
<th>Renewals/Refinancings/Modifications</th>
<th>Address Safety &amp; Soundness Concerns</th>
<th>Reducing/Suspending HELOCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial Real Estate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can use a variety of valuation techniques such as:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Updating original appraisal/evaluation,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Adjusting original appraisal/evaluation to reflect changes in market conditions or delays in a project’s development/construction for smaller, non-complex credits, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o New appraisal/evaluation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Need to have implemented a process for obtaining updated values on an ongoing basis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use information to proactively initiate loss mitigation strategy and assess risk exposure.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential Real Estate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Updated valuations on open-end and closed-end residential credits are needed before loan is 180 days past due per the <em>Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy</em> (Credit Policy).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can use a variety of valuation techniques such as:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Automated Valuation Models (AVMs), but must use an alternative method if the AVM does not render a reliable confidence score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Broker Price Opinions (BPOs), or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Other valuation methods (appraisal/evaluation).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial Real Estate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unless there is a clear safety and soundness need for a new appraisal/evaluation or an update to an existing appraisal/evaluation, institutions can use generalized valuation methods on different portfolio segments with similar risk characteristics or individual loans such as:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Comprehensive market analyses/market trends or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Seasoned CRE loans that are paying as agreed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consider obtaining updates to original appraisal/evaluation or new appraisal/evaluation on a property-specific basis on loans that reflect:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Large credit exposure,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Collateral is a limited or specific use facility,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Some history of cash flow/past due problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o High LTV (over supervisory LTV threshold),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Out-of-territory properties, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Stressed or rapidly declining market.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Need to establish flexible criteria for obtaining updated valuations on an ongoing basis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can use evaluations for monitoring purposes even if original loan required an appraisal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential Real Estate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An updated valuation generally is not needed on loans where LTV was 60 percent or less at origination or if LTV has been reduced to no more than 60 percent through payments, which is consistent with the Credit Policy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An updated valuation based on an AVM, BPO, or other valuation technique should be obtained according to the institution’s monitoring criteria for loans with an LTV greater than 60 percent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, renewals and refinancings may be supported by evaluations rather than appraisals per the exemption under Part 323.3(a)(7)(i) and (ii). Modifications do not need an appraisal, as they are not considered new transactions, but the institution does need an updated value to make an informed business decision as to whether a loan modification is more cost-effective than foreclosure.

**Address Safety & Soundness Concerns**

After consulting with their Regional Office, examiners should require an institution to obtain a new appraisal/evaluation for credits where the existing value is unreliable, and an accurate valuation is critical to the supervisory review. The lack of a reliable or accurate appraisal will not preclude examiners from adversely classifying an asset or relieve an institution from the responsibility of maintaining the ALLL at an appropriate level.

**Reducing/Suspending HELOCs**

Although lenders are not required to obtain an appraisal, institutions should have a factual basis for calculating revised residential property values before reducing/suspending HELOC credit privileges.

The enforcement action process for the FDIC, OCC, and FRB generally begins with examiners performing a bank examination. When deficiencies are identified at the examination, examiners consider a broad range of corrective measures that range from moral suasion to the use of enforcement actions. The severity of action chosen is based on the financial institution’s current financial condition, and the type, number, and severity of identified deficiencies or violations of laws and regulations, with consideration given to the cooperation, responsiveness, and capability of the board and management. Enforcement actions fall within two broad categories: informal and formal. The latter is more severe and is generally enforceable by law. Regulators’ policies also provide that the selection of specific corrective measures should be tailored to the institution and designed to correct identified deficiencies, improve its overall condition, and return the institution to a safe and sound condition.

Unlike most informal actions, formal enforcement actions are disclosed to the public. Formal enforcement actions include cease and desist/consent orders, formal written agreements, PCA directives, capital directives, safety and soundness orders, termination of FDIC insurance, removal/suspension of institution-affiliated parties, and civil money penalties. Detailed below is a general description of the process used by each regulator for issuing cease and desist/consent orders and formal written agreements.

FDIC

According to FDIC guidance, the ROE generally serves as the FDIC’s primary support for proposing an order against an institution. When a formal action against an institution is contemplated, it is mandatory that an examiner consult with the responsible regional office before submitting an ROE containing the basis for a possible order. In preparation of an ROE where the examiner believes an order may be warranted, the following guidelines should be observed:

- Examiners should present their findings on the Examination Conclusions and Comments schedule in the ROE.
- In a separate memorandum to the Regional Director, examiners should detail each specific “Undesirable and Objectionable Practice” regarded as unsafe or unsound, and the facts upon which that conclusion is based should be listed and discussed in the order of importance under appropriately descriptive subheadings and captions.
- Where violations of law or regulations are also present, they should be discussed under a separate subheading. All relevant facts concerning these areas should be addressed, and reference should be made to specific schedules in the report where full details are presented.
- The memorandum should include any statement made by the institution’s directors and/or officers either supporting any charge made by the examiner or showing any corrective action.
- This memorandum should also outline incomplete corrective promises of management.
Regional officials (supervision and legal) work together to draft orders. The FDIC also coordinates with state banking authorities. The FDIC uses templates to help draft orders and to ensure consistency. Once an order is drafted, it is sent to the institution for review, and a meeting is scheduled to discuss the order and specific provisions with the board of directors and management. If the institution does not have any exceptions, the order is signed by the institution’s board and regulatory officials and subsequently issued. If the institution does not consent to the order, a notice of charges is provided to the institution initiating an administrative hearing process.

To assure greater uniformity of action and to help assure that supervisory efforts are directed to institutions most in need of them, the FDIC has adopted a policy that presumes a formal action will be taken on institutions with composite ratings of 4 or 5, unless specific circumstances argue strongly to the contrary. Institutions with composite ratings of 4 or 5 will, by definition, have problems of sufficient severity to warrant formal action. Exceptions to the policy may be considered when the condition of the institution clearly reflects significant improvement resulting from an effective corrective program or where individual circumstances strongly mitigate the appropriateness or feasibility of an order.

OCC

The ROE documents the OCC’s findings and conclusions with respect to its supervisory review of an institution. Generally, the EIC is responsible for initially recommending the use of an enforcement action to address problems and concerns identified during the examination. The OCC’s formal actions include formal written agreements, consent orders, and, where necessary, cease and desist orders. The actions an institution takes or agrees to take in response to the ROE are important factors in determining whether the OCC will take enforcement action and the severity of that action. In most cases, the ROE is completed and sent to the institution before an action is formalized, but it is not required.

Problems identified by examiners are discussed with Assistant Deputy Comptrollers, and ROE conclusions are provided to a Supervision Review Committee. The OCC has created a Supervision Review Committee in each of the Districts and a Washington Supervision Review Committee. The purpose of these committees is to help ensure that OCC bank supervision and enforcement policies are applied effectively and consistently. The committee makes a recommendation to the Deputy Comptrollers, who have the final decision. The OCC procedures note that enforcement actions should be drafted using as guidance any standard language provided from time to time by the Director for Enforcement and Compliance, as well as articles used in previous enforcement actions that may be tailored to the specific concerns to be addressed.

Once the order is drafted, the institution is given an opportunity to review the order and discuss the order with the OCC. According to OCC officials we interviewed, the OCC will consider making generally non-substantive changes to the draft order based on discussions with institution
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officials. Most actions are consented to by the institution. Enforcement action documents should address all substantive supervisory problems.

Under OCC guidance, the presumption for formal action is particularly strong, regardless of an institution’s composite CAMELS rating or capital levels, when it is experiencing significant problems or weaknesses in its systems and controls; serious insider abuse; substantial violations of law or serious compliance problems; material noncompliance with prior commitments to take corrective action; or failure to maintain satisfactory books and records or provide examiner access to books and records when, as a result, the OCC is unable to determine the institution’s true financial condition.

When an institution becomes composite 3-rated, a determination is made if an action is warranted. If the institution is 3-rated and management is weak, the OCC will begin with the presumption of a formal action. If OCC examiners have confidence in management, they may pursue an informal action. Confidence in management is based on many factors, including a demonstrated ability and willingness to make changes.

The OCC will issue a formal written agreement for 3-rated institutions under 1818(b) of the U.S. Code. If the bank does not comply with the agreement or its condition worsens, the OCC will issue a consent order. OCC guidance notes that formal written agreements can be issued more quickly and have the same overall objective as a cease and desist order. Regarding 4- or 5-rated institutions, OCC guidance notes that because those institutions have serious problems and are more likely to fail, there is a strong presumption in favor of using a cease and desist order or PCA directive, if legally supportable.

FRB

Recommendations for enforcement actions typically originate at the Reserve Banks and are submitted to the Board of Governors in Washington, D.C. According to FRB practices, formal enforcement action referrals should be made where examiners find that the board of directors or management of a financial institution is seriously deficient; the institution has unsatisfactory policies or procedures, or inadequate internal controls or record keeping systems in important areas of operations; and the Reserve Bank staff believes that the institution cannot be operated in a safe or sound manner or in compliance with applicable laws, rules, or regulations. Referrals for formal enforcement actions should also be made where examiners uncover instances of fraud; insider abuse or misconduct; or significant violations of laws, rules, or regulations by the institution or institution-affiliated parties.

To ensure consistency and quality control, attorneys of the Board of Governors prepare the enforcement action after reviewing the ROE, other relevant information, and the recommendations from the Reserve Bank. FRB policies note that when circumstances warrant a less severe form of formal supervisory action, a written agreement may be issued. Depending on the circumstances, the FRB may issue a cease and desist order rather than a Written Agreement. The FRB at times issues a cease and desist order as a follow-up formal
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enforcement action to a Written Agreement when an institution fails to comply with the requirements of the Written Agreement or significant new deficiencies arise. The FRB coordinates its enforcement actions with state banking authorities. As a matter of practice, the most common form of formal enforcement action issued by the FRB is a Written Agreement.

According to FRB officials, the FRB has standard provisions that are often used in preparing enforcement actions. The FRB typically does not enforce a numeric capital percentage in its enforcement actions but rather includes a capital provision in the enforcement action that requires the institution to provide an acceptable capital plan to the examiners. The FRB prefers to require an acceptable capital plan instead of a fixed numeric capital percentage because use of the capital plan provides the institution and examiners more flexibility in responding to the changing capital needs of the institution.

After an enforcement action is drafted, it is sent from the Board of Governors to the Reserve Bank, who in turn presents it to the financial institution. FRB officials told us that institutions are aware of forthcoming enforcement actions. The enforcement action is then discussed at a formal meeting between regulators and institution management and the board of directors. If the institution does not consent to the order, the FRB would issue a notice of charges, pursue a temporary cease and desist order, and conduct an administrative hearing.

The FRB’s Commercial Bank Examination Manual states that institutions rated composite 4 or 5 are clearly problem institutions that require close and constant supervisory attention. Unless specific circumstances argue strongly to the contrary, such institutions will be presumed to warrant formal supervisory action, that is, a formal written agreement or cease and desist order.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–4 Family Residential Loans</td>
<td>Loans secured by residential properties containing 1–4 dwelling units, which includes, but is not limited to, townhouses, condominiums, cooperative housing units, vacation homes, and certain mobile homes. These do not include loans for 1–4 family residential property construction and land development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned Private Capital Investor (PCI) Request</td>
<td>A PCI request for clearance to bid that is no longer being pursued by the PCI, and for which the PCI did not submit a formal withdrawal letter to the FDIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Standards Codification (ASC)</td>
<td>FASB’s trademarked collection of accounting standards issued by accounting regulators, including FASB, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and FASB’s EITF. The standards were restructured into one topically organized resource, and technically superseded all previous U.S. GAAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring Institution (AI)</td>
<td>A financial institution that purchases assets from a failed institution. An AI can purchase assets with or without SLA coverage. In this report, an AI refers to an institution with an SLA, unless otherwise noted. The FDIC shares losses and recoveries on SLA assets with the AI, at pre-arranged levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition, Development, and Construction (ADC) Loans</td>
<td>A component of CRE that provides funding for acquiring and developing land for future construction, and that provides interim financing for residential or commercial structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversely Classified Assets</td>
<td>Assets subject to criticism and/or comment in an examination report. Adversely classified assets are allocated on the basis of risk (lowest to highest) into three categories: Substandard, Doubtful, and Loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Adversely Classified Assets Ratio</td>
<td>Determines the aggregate level of all assets classified as Substandard, Doubtful, and Loss in relation to total assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses (ALLL)</td>
<td>An estimate of uncollectible amounts that is used to reduce the book value of loans and leases HFI by the amount of probable incurred losses as of the balance sheet date. It is established to recognize that it is probable that some loans in the institution’s overall loan and lease portfolio will not be repaid. Boards of directors are responsible for ensuring that their institutions have controls in place to consistently determine the allowance in accordance with the institutions’ stated policies and procedures, GAAP, and supervisory guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt-A Loan</td>
<td>Mortgage loan where the borrower’s income, assets, or employment are typically not verified. Instead, the loan approval is based primarily on the applicant’s credit score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortized Cost</td>
<td>A cost-based measurement that adjusts the historical cost for amortization or other allocations. Amortized cost is calculated as the historical cost amount of the financial asset or financial liability adjusted over time as follows: (1) minus principal repayments, (2) plus or minus the cumulative amortization or accretion of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, (3) plus or minus foreign exchange adjustments, and (4) minus direct write-offs of the principal amount.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amortized Cost Basis</td>
<td>For an investment, the amount at which the investment is acquired, adjusted for accretion, amortization, collection of cash, previous OTTIs recognized in earnings (less any cumulative-effect adjustments), foreign exchange, and fair value hedge accounting adjustments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal Foundation</td>
<td>Six appraisers who are appointed by the Board of Trustees of the Appraisal Foundation to develop, interpret, and amend the USPAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset-Backed Securities</td>
<td>Bonds or notes backed by financial assets. Typically, these assets consist of receivables other than mortgage loans, such as credit card receivables, auto loans, manufactured-housing contracts, and home-equity loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Valuation Model</td>
<td>A computer program that estimates a property’s market value based on market, economic, and demographic factors. Hedonic models generally use property characteristics (such as square footage and room count) and methodologies to process information, often based on statistical regression. Index models generally use geographic repeat sales data over time rather than property characteristic data. Blended or hybrid models use elements of both hedonic and index models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available-for-Sale (AFS) Securities</td>
<td>One of three accounting categories for securities. AFS securities are those that management has not designated for trading or as held to maturity. AFS securities are reported at fair value, with unrealized gains and losses excluded from earnings and reported in a separate capital component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Board Resolution</td>
<td>An informal enforcement action constituting a commitment adopted by a financial institution’s board of directors that directs the institution to take corrective action regarding specific noted deficiencies. The FDIC uses the term bank board resolution, while the FRB uses the term board resolution to mean the same thing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Report</td>
<td>The Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income, often referred to as the Call Report, include basic financial data for insured institutions in the form of a balance sheet, an income statement, and supporting schedules. According to the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s (FFIEC) instructions for preparing Call Reports, national banks, state member banks, and insured nonmember banks are required to submit a Call Report to the FFIEC’s Central Data Repository (an Internet-based system used for data collection) as of the close of business on the last day of each calendar quarter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Manager Procedures Manual</td>
<td>A manual that addresses the general purpose and the required review procedures and deliverables of FDIC case managers’ risk assessment and supervision activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cease and Desist Order</td>
<td>A formal enforcement action issued by a financial institution regulator to a bank or affiliated party to stop an unsafe or unsound practice or a violation of a law or regulation. A cease and desist order may be terminated under certain circumstances, including when the bank’s condition has significantly improved and the action is no longer needed or the bank has materially complied with its terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Business Plan</td>
<td>An application, submitted by <em>de novo</em> institutions, that proposes changes to business plans during the institutions’ first 3 or 7 (state nonmember) years of operations. Newly insured state nonmember institutions are required to obtain FDIC approval before implementing any proposed major change or deviation in their business plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change-in-Control</td>
<td>The acquisition of voting shares of an institution or parent company, if, immediately after the transaction, the acquiring person (or persons acting in concert) will own, control, or hold with power to vote 25 percent or more of any class of voting shares of the institution or its parent company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance-to-Bid Letter</td>
<td>A written letter, provided by RMS to PCIs, which allows PCIs to bid on failed insured depository institutions. The letter includes any limits on the total assets of the institutions on which the PCIs are cleared to bid, as well as any geographic regions. The letter also requires PCIs to abide by the PCI SOP. All covered investors must return to RMS a signed copy of clearance-to-bid letters before they are permitted to purchase a failed institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO)</td>
<td>General terminology for a broad range of structured finance products. CDOs are similar to collateralized mortgage obligations and asset-backed securities in that they are securitized investments that are subdivided into tiers or tranches, and are backed by an underlying collateral pool. Unlike collateralized mortgage obligations and asset-backed securities, the CDO collateral pool can contain a wide variety of less-than-homogeneous assets. In their basic form, CDOs reallocate the risk of the underlying collateral pool to investors based on the investors’ risk tolerance levels and investment return objectives. CDOs are most commonly issued by commercial banks, insurance companies, money managers, and investment banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Real Estate (CRE) Loans</td>
<td>Consistent with interagency guidance on <em>Concentrations in Commercial Real Estate Lending, Sound Risk Management Practices</em> (December 2006), CRE loans include loans secured by multi-family property, and nonfarm nonresidential property where the primary source of repayment is derived from rental income associated with the property (that is, loans for which 50 percent or more of the source of repayment comes from third-party, nonaffiliated, rental income) or the proceeds of the sale, refinancing, or permanent financing of the property. CRE loans also include land development and construction loans (including 1-4 family residential and commercial construction loans), other land loans, loans to real estate investment trusts, and unsecured loans to developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment Letter</td>
<td>An informal enforcement action that is used by the OCC and FRB, which reflects specific written commitments to take corrective actions in response to problems or concerns identified by examiners in the supervision of the financial institution. The document may be written by the regulator or the financial institution and is signed by the institution’s board of directors on behalf of the institution and acknowledged by the regulator. A commitment letter is not a binding legal document. However, failure to honor the commitments provides strong evidence of the need for formal action.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Concentration                             | A significantly large volume of economically related assets that an institution}
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>has advanced or committed</td>
<td>has advanced or committed to a certain industry, person, entity, or affiliated group. These assets may, in the aggregate, present a substantial risk to the safety and soundness of the institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent Order</td>
<td>A cease and desist order entered into with consent of the parties. A formal enforcement action issued by a financial institution regulator to a bank or affiliated party to stop an unsafe or unsound practice or violation. A consent order may be terminated by a regulator when it has determined that the bank’s condition has significantly improved and the action is no longer needed or the bank has materially complied with its terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticized Assets</td>
<td>Assets adversely classified under the agencies’ Uniform Loan Classification Standards risk rating classifications as Substandard, Doubtful, or Loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Service Coverage Ratio</td>
<td>A measure of the amount of cash flow available to meet annual interest and principal payments on debt. The ratio is used, in part, to determine if a property will be able to sustain its debt based on cash flow. The ratio is derived by dividing Net Operating Income by Total Debt Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Novo Institution</td>
<td>A newly insured depository institution that is subject to higher capital requirements and more frequent examination activities during its first 3 or 7 (state nonmember) years of operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt-to-Income Ratio</td>
<td>Represents the percentage of a borrower’s income that goes toward all recurring debt payments, including the mortgage payments. The higher the ratio, the greater the risk that the borrower will have cash-flow problems and will miss mortgage payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF)</td>
<td>A fund that is established by Section 11(a)(4) of the FDI Act, and that is used by the FDIC to carry out the Corporation’s insurance purposes in the manner provided by the subsection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td>Financial contracts/instruments whose value is based on one or more underlying assets, publically traded securities, interest rates, currency exchange rates, or market indexes. Derivatives are often used to protect assets against changes in value. Financial institutions commonly use derivative instruments for managing (positioning or hedging) their exposures to market risk, cash-flow risk, and/or other risks in their operations and for trading. In addition, depository institutions are increasingly employing credit derivatives, which are used to assume or lay off credit risk. The most common types of freestanding derivatives are forwards, futures, swaps, options, caps, floors, and collars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounted Payoff (DPO)</td>
<td>Occurs when a bank charges off a certain portion of an impaired loan and then works with a borrower to close out the loan by collecting as much of the remaining balance as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubtful</td>
<td>One of three adversely classified loan (asset) ratings. Loans classified Doubtful have all the weaknesses inherent in those classified Substandard, with the added characteristic that the weaknesses make collection or liquidation in full, on the basis of currently known facts, conditions, and values, highly questionable and improbable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Eligible Bidder             | A depository institution that the FDIC has qualified to submit bids to acquire a
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>failed insured depository institution.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examination Documentation (ED) Module</strong></td>
<td>An FDIC and FRB examination tool that focuses on risk management and provides guidance on establishing an appropriate examination scope. An ED module, of which there are several, incorporates questions and points of consideration into examination procedures to specifically address an institution’s risk management strategies for each of its major business activities. An ED Module also directs examiners to consider areas of potential risk and associated risk control practices, thereby facilitating an effective supervisory program and sets forth standards or “best practices” and the risks associated with not meeting the standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fair Value Accounting</strong></td>
<td>A financial reporting approach in which companies measure and report on an ongoing basis certain assets and liabilities (generally financial instruments) at estimates of the prices they would receive if they were to sell the assets or would pay if they were to transfer the liabilities in an orderly transaction between market participants, at the measurement date. Under fair value accounting, companies report losses when the fair values of their assets decrease or liabilities increase. Those losses reduce companies’ reported equity and may also reduce companies’ reported income. FDIC-insured institutions most often apply fair value measurements to record changes in the value of AFS securities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac</strong></td>
<td>Shareholder-owned corporations with government charters. These organizations play a critical role in the U.S. home mortgage market by purchasing home mortgages from original lenders, repackaging them as mortgage-backed securities, and either selling or holding them in their investment portfolios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FDIC Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA)</strong></td>
<td>This Act increased the powers and authority of the FDIC. Major provisions recapitalized the Bank Insurance Fund and allowed the FDIC to strengthen the fund by borrowing from the Treasury. The Act mandated a least-cost resolution method and prompt resolution approach to problem and failing banks and ordered the creation of a risk-based deposit insurance assessment scheme. Brokered deposits and the solicitation of deposits were restricted, as were the non-bank activities of insured state banks. FDICIA created new supervisory and regulatory examination standards and put forth new capital requirements for banks. It also expanded prohibitions against insider activities and created new Truth in Savings provisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Deposit Insurance (FDI) Act</strong></td>
<td>This Act, established in 1950, revised and consolidated earlier FDIC legislation into one Act that embodied the basic authority of the operation of the FDIC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Accounting Standards (FAS)</td>
<td>These standards define the accounting, reporting, and disclosure requirements for the FASB, which are rules to be followed by accountants in accumulating financial data and preparing financial statements. The standards are, in effect, generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)</td>
<td>Since 1973, FASB has been the private sector’s designated organization for establishing standards of financial accounting that govern the preparation of financial reports by nongovernmental entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Written Agreement</td>
<td>An agreement used by the OCC and FRB. This document is signed by a financial institution’s regulator and the institution’s board of directors on behalf of the institution. Its provisions prescribe restrictions and corrective and remedial measures necessary to correct deficiencies or violations in a financial institution and return it to a safe and sound condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)</td>
<td>Accounting rules and conventions that define acceptable practices in preparing financial statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Debt</td>
<td>The aggregate of a borrower’s or guarantor’s financial obligations, including contingent obligations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Debt Service and/or Global Cash Flow Analysis</td>
<td>A comprehensive evaluation of borrower capacity to perform on a loan. During underwriting, proper global cash flow must thoroughly analyze projected cash flow and guarantor support. Beyond the individual loan, global cash flow analysis must consider all other relevant factors, including: guarantor’s related debt at other financial institutions, future economic conditions, and must also include obtaining current and complete operating statements of all related entities. In addition, global cash flow analysis should be routinely conducted as a part of credit administration. The extent and frequency of global cash flow analysis should be commensurate with the amount of risk associated with the particular loan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government-Sponsored Enterprise (GSE)</td>
<td>A privately held corporation that was authorized or established by the U.S. Congress to fulfill public purposes in housing, higher education, farming, and the thrift industry. GSEs were created to direct funds to particular sectors of the economy that were believed to be inadequately served by the private credit markets. Presently, GSEs primarily act as financial intermediaries to assist lenders and borrowers in housing and agriculture and include, but are not limited to, the Federal Home Loan Banks, the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP)</strong></td>
<td>A loan modification program designed to reduce delinquent and at-risk borrowers’ monthly mortgage payments. HAMP is effective for mortgages originated on or prior to January 1, 2009, and will expire on December 31, 2013.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impairment Accounting Standards</strong></td>
<td>These standards are applied to adjust the carrying value of a security when a decline in the fair value of the security represents an OTTI. Impairment accounting standards also are applied to loans and leases HFI, which typically represent the largest asset class for community banks, when a credit loss is determined to be probable and reasonably estimable. Such loans and leases are measured at amortized cost, with a separate valuation allowance (the ALLL) recorded to measure any impairment amount. The measurement of impairment is based on probable incurred losses, and not the fair value of the loans except in limited circumstances. The provision expense to establish or increase the ALLL directly affects net income and, consequently, regulatory capital levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflatable Charter</strong></td>
<td>An existing insured depository institution that is being capitalized or acquired and capitalized with the primary intent of assuming liabilities and purchasing assets of a failed insured depository institution from the FDIC in the agency’s capacity as receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informal Enforcement Action</strong></td>
<td>A voluntary commitment made by the board of directors of a financial institution that is designed to correct identified deficiencies and ensure compliance with federal and state banking laws and regulations. The most common informal enforcement actions include board resolutions, memorandums of understanding, commitment letters, and approved safety and soundness plans. Informal enforcement actions are neither publicly disclosed nor legally enforceable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institution-Affiliated Party</strong></td>
<td>Refers to (1) any director, officer, employee, or controlling stockholder (other than a bank holding company or savings and loan holding company) of, or agent for, an insured depository institution; (2) any other person who has filed or is required to file a change-in-control notice with the appropriate federal banking agency; (3) any shareholder (other than a bank holding company or savings and loan holding company), consultant, joint venture partner, and any other person as determined by the appropriate federal banking agency (by regulation or case-by-case) who participates in the conduct of the affairs of an insured depository institution; and (4) any independent contractor (including any attorney, appraiser, or accountant) who knowingly or recklessly participates in (a) any violation of any law or regulation; (b) any breach or fiduciary duty; or (c) any unsafe or unsound practice, which caused or is likely to cause more than a minimal financial loss to, or a significant adverse effect on, the insured depository institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrinsic Value</strong></td>
<td>The worth inherent in an object, as distinguished from the value for which it can be exchanged at a particular time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Least Cost Test (LCT)</strong></td>
<td>Shows the calculation of the FDIC’s cost of liquidating a failing financial institution in comparison to other possible resolution options. FDICIA requires the FDIC to resolve a failing institution in a manner that results in the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>least cost to the DIF. The statute requires the FDIC to document its evaluation and the assumptions on which the evaluation is based, and to retain that documentation for at least 5 years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>An institution’s ability to fund assets and meet obligations as they become due. Liquidity is essential in all banks to compensate for expected and unexpected balance sheet fluctuations and provide funds for growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Charge-off</td>
<td>A write-off of all or part of an outstanding loan balance because it is deemed to be uncollectible, resulting in the removal of the written-off balance from the bank’s balance sheet and a charge against the ALLL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans and Leases Held for Investment (HFI)</td>
<td>Loans that a financial institution has the intention and ability to hold for the foreseeable future or until maturity or payoff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans and Leases Held for Sale (HFS)</td>
<td>Loans and leases that the reporting financial institution does not have the intent and/or ability to hold for the foreseeable future or until maturity (loans not HFI). These loans are reported at the lower of cost or fair value, except for those loans held for sale that the bank has elected to account for at fair value under a fair value option, which should be reported at fair value. For loan and leases held for sale that are reported at the lower of cost or fair value, the amount by which cost exceeds fair value, if any, is accounted for as a separate valuation allowance (not included within the allowance for loan and lease losses).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan-to-Value (LTV) Ratio</td>
<td>The total loan amount at origination divided by the market value of the property securing the credit plus any readily marketable collateral or other acceptable collateral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>One of three adversely classified loan (asset) ratings. Loans classified Loss are considered uncollectible and of such little value that their continuance as bankable assets is not warranted. This classification does not mean that the loan has absolutely no recovery or salvage value but rather that it is not practical or desirable to defer writing off this basically worthless asset even though partial recovery may occur in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Loss Review (MLR)</td>
<td>Section 38(k) of the FDI Act, as amended, defines a loss of $25 million to the DIF as material for the time period ending on December 31, 2009; and a loss of $150 million to the DIF as material for the period January 1, 2012 through December 31, 2013. In general, that section provides that if the DIF incurs such loss with respect to an insured depository institution, the Inspector General of the appropriate federal banking agency (which for the OCC is the Inspector General of the Department of the Treasury) shall prepare a report to that agency, reviewing the agency’s supervision of the institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)</td>
<td>An informal agreement between a regulator and a financial institution, which is signed by both parties. MOUs are designed to address and correct identified weaknesses in an institution’s condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merger</td>
<td>A business combination of two or more institutions with one institution's charter being the survivor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mortgage-Backed Securities</strong></td>
<td>Securities representing an undivided interest in a pool of mortgages with similar characteristics. Payments on the underlying mortgages are used to make payments to the security holders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multi-family Residential Loan</strong></td>
<td>A real estate-secured loan that includes, but is not limited to, a property with five or more residential units (such as apartment buildings, cooperative buildings, and mixed-use buildings where the primary use is residential with five or more housing units). This type of loan does not include multi-family residential property construction, apartment rehabilitation, and condominium conversion loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutual-to-Stock Conversion</strong></td>
<td>Conversion of an insured mutual state chartered savings bank to the stock form of ownership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Interest Income (NII)</strong></td>
<td>The difference between the interest income produced by a financial institution’s earning assets (loans and investments) and interest that it pays to its depositors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Loan Charge-offs</strong></td>
<td>The gross amount of loans charged off as confirmed losses, less recoveries collected on previously charged-off loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Present Value (NPV) Test</strong></td>
<td>A standard test that is applied when determining whether to modify a loan. The test results show the expected NPV of modifying past-due loans compared to foreclosure. To modify a loan, the NPV of the loan modification must exceed the NPV of the foreclosed collateral, DPO, or short-sale alternatives. Standard assumptions are used to ensure that a consistent standard of affordability is provided based on a 31-percent borrower mortgage debt-to-income ratio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-accrual Status</strong></td>
<td>The status of an asset, often a loan, on which interest accruals have been suspended for accounting purposes due to financial difficulties of the borrower. Typically, this occurs because full collection of principal or interest is in doubt, or principal or interest payments have not been made for a sustained period of time. Loans with principal or interest unpaid for at least 90 days are generally considered to be in a non-accrual status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-current Loan Ratio</strong></td>
<td>This ratio measures the level of loans and leases past due over 90 days and still accruing interest and loans the institution has placed on non-accrual status, as a percentage of total loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-performing Loan</strong></td>
<td>Also known as a non-current loan, this includes a non-accrual loan and a loan that is 90 days or more past due on interest or principal repayment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-statistical Sample</strong></td>
<td>A judgmental sample whose results cannot be projected to the population by standard statistical methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Comprehensive Income (OCI)</strong></td>
<td>Revenues, expenses, gains, and losses that under GAAP are included in comprehensive income but excluded from net income, which includes net unrealized holding gains (losses) on AFS securities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Real Estate Owned (OREO)</strong></td>
<td>Real estate acquired by a lender through foreclosure or otherwise in satisfaction of a debt and held in inventory until sold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other-Than-Temporary Impairment (OTTI)</strong></td>
<td>An impairment of a debt security occurs when the fair value of the security is less than its amortized cost basis. According to accounting standards, when the impairment is judged to be OTTI, the carrying value of the individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>security must be written down to fair value. If the present value of cash flows expected to be collected on a debt security is less than its amortized cost basis, a credit loss exists. In this situation, if an institution does not intend to sell the security and it is unlikely that the institution will be required to sell the debt security before recovery of its amortized cost basis less any current-period credit loss, an OTTI has occurred. The portion of the total OTTI related to the credit loss must be recognized in earnings, but the portion of the total impairment related to other factors must be recognized in OCI.</td>
<td><strong>Part 323 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations</strong>&lt;br&gt;Part 323 identifies which real estate-related financial transactions require the services of an appraiser, prescribes which categories of federally related transactions must be appraised by a state-certified appraiser and which by a state-licensed appraiser, and prescribes minimum standards for the performance of real estate appraisals in connection with federally related transactions under FDIC supervision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A loan made by multiple lenders to a single borrower. The lead institution typically originates the loan, takes responsibility for servicing the loan, organizes and manages the participation, and deals directly with the borrower. The lead institution sells “participations” in a loan to other institutions to share in the risks associated with the loan.</td>
<td><strong>Participation Loan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An insured depository institution in which the PCI invests, and which will be used to submit a bid on the assets and deposits of a failed insured depository institution.</td>
<td><strong>PCI Institution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any oral or written request by PCIs to RMS for clearance to bid on failed insured depository institutions pursuant to the FDIC’s PCI SOP.</td>
<td><strong>PCI Request</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A loan that is less than 90 days past due, has not been placed on non-accrual, or is not in workout status.</td>
<td><strong>Performing Loan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity securities (or stock) having characteristics of both equity and debt instruments. Preferred shares are senior in priority to common shares, but subordinate to bonds. Preferred shares typically do not have voting rights, but the shares often have priority over common shares in the payment of dividends and upon liquidation. Preferred shares may carry a dividend that is paid prior to any dividends to common stockholders.</td>
<td><strong>Preferred Shares</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An investment that is provided by a private entity, exempt from registering with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, to an existing depository institution for capitalization or for pursuing an acquisition of open or failed bank assets.</td>
<td><strong>Private Capital Investment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For purposes of this evaluation, PCI refers to the private entities or a group of entities that raises capital from private rather than public sources to invest in either a newly chartered depository institution or an existing depository institution for the purpose of using that institution to submit a bid on the assets and deposits of a failed insured depository institution.</td>
<td><strong>Private Capital Investor (PCI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An investment company that has equivalent meaning given the terms “hedge fund” and “private equity fund” in section 13(h)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1851(h)(2)).</td>
<td><strong>Private Equity Company</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem Bank</strong></td>
<td>Any insured depository institution that has been assigned a composite CAMELS rating of 4 or 5 by its primary federal regulator or by the FDIC if it disagrees with the primary federal regulator’s rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prompt Corrective Action (PCA)</strong></td>
<td>The purpose of PCA is to resolve the problems of insured depository institutions at the least possible long-term loss to the DIF. Part 325, subpart B, of the FDIC’s Rules and Regulations, 12 CFR, section 325.101, et. seq., implements section 38, Prompt Corrective Action, of the FDI Act, 12 U.S.C., section 1831(o), by establishing a framework for taking prompt supervisory actions against insured nonmember banks that are less than adequately capitalized. The following terms are used to describe capital adequacy: (1) Well Capitalized, (2) Adequately Capitalized, (3) Undercapitalized, (4) Significantly Undercapitalized, and (5) Critically Undercapitalized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) Directive</strong></td>
<td>A formal action that regulators issue to institutions that fail to meet minimum capital requirements. These directives require financial institutions to take one or more specified actions to meet required minimum capital standards. Regulators typically use PCA directives to specify corrective actions that need to be taken by significantly and critically undercapitalized institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) Related Material Transaction</strong></td>
<td>An activity that is not in the usual course of business. Such activities include any investment, expansion, acquisition, sale of assets, or other similar action for which a financial institution would have to notify the appropriate federal banking agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provision for Loan and Lease Losses (PLLL)</strong></td>
<td>Additions to, or reductions of, the allowance account resulting from evaluations of the collectability of the loan and lease portfolio, to maintain the balance of the allowance at an appropriate level, through charges or credits to the provision in the Report of Income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quarterly Banking Profile Reports</strong></td>
<td>Quarterly publications that provide the earliest comprehensive summary of financial results for all FDIC-insured institutions. The reports include, but are not limited to, written analyses, graphs, statistical tables, and time series spreadsheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report of Examination (ROE)</strong></td>
<td>A report summarizing the bank examiners’ findings after conducting a thorough examination of the bank’s affairs as provided for under the FDI Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Returned PCI Request</strong></td>
<td>A PCI request that is sent back to the PCI for being substantially incomplete and that the FDIC considers to be closed after a resubmission period expires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return on Assets (ROA) Ratio</strong></td>
<td>A financial institution’s annualized net income expressed as a percentage of average total assets. The ROA ratio is a basic measure of a financial institution’s profitability and an indication of how efficiently the assets are being used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk-Based Capital Standards</strong></td>
<td>Part 325 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations, which establishes minimum capital requirements, and Appendix A to Part 325—Statement of Policy on Risk-Based Capital, which defines the FDIC’s risk-based capital rules. Appendix A states an institution’s balance sheet assets and credit equivalent amounts of off-balance-sheet items are assigned to broad risk categories according to the obligor or, if relevant, the guarantor or the nature of the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>collateral.</strong></td>
<td>The aggregate dollar amount in each category is then multiplied by the risk weight assigned to that category. The resulting weighted values from each of the four risk categories are added together, and this sum is the risk-weighted assets total that, as adjusted, comprises the denominator of the risk-based capital ratio. The institution’s qualifying total capital base is the numerator of the ratio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety and Soundness Plan</strong></td>
<td>A plan that includes a description of the steps an institution will take to correct identified deficiencies and the time within which these steps will be taken. A financial institution’s regulator may require the submission of a safety and soundness plan if it determines that the institution failed to meet certain safety and soundness standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shelf Charter</strong></td>
<td>An insured depository institution that is established after the FDIC’s approval of an Interagency Charter and Deposit Insurance Application and after assuming liabilities and purchasing assets of a failed depository institution from the FDIC in the agency’s capacity as receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Sale</strong></td>
<td>In general, a short sale is the sale of an asset at a price that is lower than the balance owed on the asset. This type of sale typically occurs when a borrower is facing financial difficulty and the value of the asset drops significantly. In these cases, the financial institution may decide that selling the asset at a loss is better than foreclosure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As it pertains to SLAs, DRR has defined a short sale as the sale of the collateral securing a shared-loss CRE loan to a third party where the AI accepts from the obligor a payoff of an amount that is less than the balance due on the loan and (1) the obligor presents the AI with a secured or unsecured note for all or a portion of the deficiency or (2) the deficiency is forgiven by the AI in whole or in part.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Mention Assets</strong></td>
<td>Assets that have potential weaknesses that deserve management’s close attention. If left uncorrected, these potential weaknesses may result in deterioration of the repayment prospects for the asset or in the institution’s credit position at some future date. Special Mention assets are not adversely classified and do not expose an institution to sufficient risk to warrant adverse classification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subprime Loans</strong></td>
<td>Loans to borrowers with weak credit histories at the time of origination or purchase, including, but not limited to, payment delinquencies, charge-offs, judgments and/or bankruptcies. The borrowers may also display reduced repayment capacity as measured by credit scores, debt-to-income ratios, or other criteria that may encompass borrowers with incomplete credit histories. Such loans have a higher risk of default than loans to prime borrowers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substandard</strong></td>
<td>One of three adversely classified loan (asset) ratings. Substandard loans are inadequately protected by the current sound worth and paying capacity of the obligor or of the collateral pledged, if any. These loans must have a well-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defined weakness or weaknesses that jeopardize the liquidation of the debt. They are characterized by the distinct possibility that a financial institution will sustain a loss if the deficiencies are not corrected.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superseded PCI Request</td>
<td>A PCI request for clearance to bid that was replaced by another request from the PCI having a different mix of investors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Cease and Desist Order</td>
<td>An order that is issued to halt a particularly dangerous practice or condition, pending a formal hearing on a permanent order. A temporary order is typically used only when immediately necessary to protect a financial institution against ongoing or expected harm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Tier 1 Capital              | Defined in Part 325 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations, 12 CFR, section 325.2(v), as: **The sum of:**  
- Common stockholder’s equity (common stock and related surplus, undivided profits, disclosed capital reserves, foreign currency translation adjustments, less net unrealized losses on AFS securities with readily determinable market values);  
- Non-cumulative perpetual preferred stock; and  
- Minority interest in consolidated subsidiaries;  
**Minus:**  
- Certain intangible assets;  
- Identified losses;  
- Investments in securities subsidiaries subject to section 337.4; and  
- Deferred tax assets in excess of the limit set forth in section 325.5(g).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Tier 1 Leverage Capital Ratio | An institution’s Tier 1 Capital divided by its adjusted average assets, which are an institution’s average assets adjusted for ineligible intangible assets used in Tier 1 Capital as well as the unrealized loss on marketable equity securities.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
| Troubled Debt Restructuring (TDR) | A modified or renewed loan in which an institution, as a creditor, for economic or legal reasons, grants a concession to a borrower experiencing financial difficulties that the institution would not otherwise consider were it not for the borrower’s financial difficulties.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    |
| Trust Preferred Security (TruPS) | Hybrid instruments possessing characteristics typically associated with debt obligations. Under the basic structure of a TruPS, a corporate issuer, such as a bank holding company, first organizes a business trust or other special purpose entity. This trust issues two classes of securities: common securities, all of which are purchased and held by the corporate issuer, and TruPS, which are sold to investors. The business trust’s only assets are deeply subordinated debentures of the corporate issuer, which the trust purchases with the proceeds from the sale of its common and preferred securities. The corporate issuer makes periodic interest payments on the subordinated debentures to the business trust, which uses these payments to pay periodic dividends on the TruPS to the investors. The subordinated debentures have a stated maturity and may be redeemed under other circumstances. Most TruPS are subject to a mandatory redemption upon the repayment of the debentures. |
| Uniform Bank Performance Report | A compilation of financial data and ratios for a financial institution that includes extensive comparisons to peer group performance. Such reports are |
### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(UBPR)</td>
<td>produced by the FFIEC for the use of banking supervisors, bankers, and the general public and is produced quarterly from Call Report data submitted by banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System (UFIRS)</td>
<td>Financial institution regulators and examiners use the UFIRS to evaluate a bank’s performance in six components represented by the CAMELS acronym: Capital adequacy, Asset quality, Management practices, Earnings performance, Liquidity position, and Sensitivity to market risk. Each component, and an overall composite score, is assigned a rating of 1 through 5, with 1 having the least regulatory concern and 5 having the greatest concern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy</td>
<td>An interagency policy statement that establishes standards for the classification and treatment of retail credit in financial institutions. Retail credit consists of open- and closed-end credit extended to individuals for household, family, and other personal expenditures. Retail credit also includes loans to individuals secured by personal residences, including first mortgage, home equity, and home improvement loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)</td>
<td>These standards represent the generally accepted and recognized standards of appraisal practice in the United States. The purpose of the standards is to promote and maintain a high level of public trust in appraisal practice by establishing requirements for appraisers. The Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal Foundation promulgates these standards for both appraisers and users of appraisal services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Supervisory Information on the Net (ViSION)</td>
<td>An FDIC information system that facilitates financial institution supervision activities, which include application processing, examination tracking, offsite analysis and monitoring, formal and informal action tracking, and case management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn PCI Request</td>
<td>A PCI request for clearance to bid that is no longer being processed as a result of a written notification from the PCI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Acquisition, Development, and Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>Available for Sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Acquiring Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLL</td>
<td>Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOCl</td>
<td>Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>Accounting Standards Codification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMELS</td>
<td>Capital, Asset Quality, Management, Earnings, Liquidity, and Sensitivity to Market Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Code of Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Compliance Monitoring Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>Commercial Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIF</td>
<td>Deposit Insurance Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPO</td>
<td>Discounted Payoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRR</td>
<td>Division of Resolutions and Receiverships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED Module</td>
<td>Examination Documentation Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIC</td>
<td>Examiner-in-Charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITF</td>
<td>Emerging Issues Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS</td>
<td>Financial Accounting Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASB</td>
<td>Financial Accounting Standards Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI Act</td>
<td>Federal Deposit Insurance Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDICIA</td>
<td>Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFIEC</td>
<td>Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRB</td>
<td>Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
<td>Fair Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAAP</td>
<td>Generally Accepted Accounting Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>U.S. Government Accountability Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE</td>
<td>Government-Sponsored Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMP</td>
<td>Home Affordable Modification Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFI</td>
<td>Held for Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFS</td>
<td>Held for Sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTM</td>
<td>Held to Maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT</td>
<td>Least Cost Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTV</td>
<td>Loan-to-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>Material Loss Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NII</td>
<td>Net Interest Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>Net Present Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV Test</td>
<td>Net Present Value Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Office of the Comptroller of the Currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>Other Comprehensive Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIG</td>
<td>Office of Inspector General</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OREO</td>
<td>Other Real Estate Owned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTS</td>
<td>Office of Thrift Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTTI</td>
<td>Other-Than-Temporary Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Prompt Corrective Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>Private Capital Investor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI SOP</td>
<td>FDIC’s Statement of Policy on Qualifications for Failed Bank Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.</td>
<td>Public Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLLL</td>
<td>Provision for Loan and Lease Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD Memorandum</td>
<td>Regional Director Memorandum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Division of Risk Management Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>Return on Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>Report of Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSAM</td>
<td>Risk Sharing Asset Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA or LSA</td>
<td>Shared-Loss Agreement or Loss Sharing Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAC</td>
<td>Special Purpose Acquisition Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Total Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR</td>
<td>Troubled Debt Restructuring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TruPS</td>
<td>Trust Preferred Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBPR</td>
<td>Uniform Bank Performance Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFIRS</td>
<td>Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPB</td>
<td>Unpaid Principal Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPAP</td>
<td>Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViSION</td>
<td>Virtual Supervisory Information on the Net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATE: December 19, 2012

TO: Jon T. Rymer, Inspector General
Office of Inspector General

FROM: Sandra L. Thompson, Director /Signed/
Division of Risk Management Supervision

Bret D. Edwards, Director /Signed/
Division of Resolutions and Receiverships

SUBJECT: Response to Draft Report Entitled Comprehensive Study on the Impact of the Failure of Insured Depository Institutions

The Division of Risk Management Supervision (RMS) and the Division of Resolutions and Receiverships (DRR) have received and considered the draft report entitled Comprehensive Study on the Impact of the Failure of Insured Depository Institutions (the Report). The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC’s) Office of Inspector General (OIG), with the assistance of KPMG LLP for certain areas of the review, prepared the Report as required by Public Law 112-88.

The Report finds that bank managements' decisions to engage in aggressive loan growth by relaxing underwriting standards and their failure to implement adequate oversight and controls, coupled with rapidly declining real estate values, caused most of the bank failures that occurred between 2008 and 2011. The Report acknowledges that the FDIC generally fulfilled its supervisory and resolution responsibilities as defined by statutes, regulations, accounting standards, and interagency guidance in place at the time. The Report also acknowledges that the FDIC reacted to a rapidly changing economic and financial landscape by establishing and revising policies and procedures to address key risks facing the industry. In addition the Report makes a number of recommendations aimed at making enhancements in certain resolution and supervisory activities going forward.

The Report recommends that the Director of DRR:

1) Develop a strategy for mitigating the impact of impending portfolio sales and Shared Loss Agreement (SLA) terminations on the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) and ensure that procedures, processes, and resources are sufficient to address the volume of terminations and potential requests for asset sales.

2) Research risks presented by commercial loan extension decisions and determine whether DRR should develop additional controls for monitoring AIs' efforts to extend the terms of commercial loans.

DRR concurs with both of these recommendations.
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With respect to the first recommendation, DRR notes that the FDIC will review its existing strategies for mitigating the impact of portfolio sales. As part of its review, the FDIC will consider whether it should augment or modify its strategies to mitigate the impact of portfolio sales on the DIF.

SLAs require AIs to receive the FDIC’s prior consent for any portfolio sale. An important part of the FDIC’s existing strategy to mitigate the impact of potential portfolio sales is that its consent of any sale will be contingent upon evidence that the sale would result in maximizing recoveries on the assets included in the proposed sale. In October 2012, the FDIC clearly communicated in writing its expectations to the AIs that any sales that require consent from the FDIC must, at a minimum, meet the standard of maximizing asset recoveries.

In anticipation of receiving portfolio sales proposals from AIs, the FDIC has created a committee and standard processes to review such requests, particularly to ensure that any approved sale maximizes asset recoveries. The establishment of this committee is an integral part of the FDIC’s strategy. The FDIC will review the committee process to ensure that it appropriately mitigates the impact of potential portfolio sales. While the FDIC does not anticipate a significant volume of requests, it will review the committee process to ensure that it has the capacity to thoroughly evaluate each received request and respond in a timely manner, including in the event that the volume of requests exceed the FDIC’s expectations.

In the commercial SLAs, after the loss share coverage terminates at the end of year five, the AI can conduct portfolio sales without FDIC approval; however, the AI still must demonstrate that it used its best effort to maximize recoveries on assets through the termination of the agreement at the end of year eight. From the sixth through the eighth years of the agreements, the FDIC shares any recoveries realized by the AIs on assets for which the AI has previously received loss share payments, and, as a result, the FDIC will continue to rigorously enforce the agreements by maintaining a comprehensive oversight and monitoring program. The FDIC will review its monitoring program and ensure that the resources are appropriate to enforce the agreements through the three-year recovery period, including the review of portfolio sales.

The FDIC will review its early termination program, to include a review of the results of the program to date, to ensure that the program mitigates the impact on the DIF. The FDIC’s current early termination program for SLAs focuses on portfolios of $20 million or less. Therefore, the small number of SLAs under consideration for early termination combined with the relatively small portfolio size is unlikely to materially impact the DIF. Furthermore, the SLAs fully outline the roles and responsibilities of both the AIs and the FDIC upon expiration of the five-year loss coverage period for commercial loans. The FDIC believes the provisions in the SLAs are adequate to facilitate a smooth transition from the five-year loss sharing period to the three-year recovery period. Additionally, the FDIC maintains a detailed commercial SLA loss sharing expiration schedule and will ensure that it maintains a sound operational plan for dealing with any peaks in the volume of such expirations.

The FDIC will engage in a formal assessment of the sufficiency of its procedures, processes, and resources for the anticipated volume of portfolio sales and SLA terminations, and will deliver its conclusions to the OIG by September 30, 2013.

Regarding the second recommendation, the commercial SLAs require that the AI use its best efforts to maximize recoveries. To satisfy this requirement, we expect the AI to consider every
resolution alternative in its analysis, including engaging in loan modifications. When opting for loan modifications, we expect each AI to underwrite each modification request in a prudent manner consistent with normal lending practice and its existing policies and procedures. In order to better assess the extent to which AIs are complying with these requirements, the FDIC will:

- reinforce previous communications to AIs regarding the FDIC’s expectation that AIs should use best efforts to maximize recoveries when making loan modification decisions;
- require the FDIC’s Compliance Monitoring Contractors (CMCs) to review a sample of AI loan modification decisions for maturing loans during CMC onsite visits; and
- analyze the costs and benefits of collecting and monitoring trend information on commercial loan modifications across AIs to identify AIs with lower rates of modifications for further analysis. If deemed cost beneficial, the FDIC will begin collecting such information from AIs when operationally feasible.

The FDIC will implement the three action items above and complete an assessment of the benefits and risks presented by commercial loan modifications for loans covered under SLAs, and will deliver its conclusions to the OIG by September 30, 2013.

The Report recommends that the Director of RMS:

1) Clarify supervisory expectations related to examiners’ review of the institution’s appraisal program and whether that review should include all program elements in the 2010 Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines (Appraisal Guidelines) or be limited to appraisal program areas of concern resulting from the examiner loan file review.

2) Reiterate that examiners should be including a positive assurance statement in the Report of Examination or examination work papers in situations where examiners conclude that the institution has implemented adequate procedures over appraisals and evaluations, and develop an RMS internal review control to periodically verify examiner compliance.

3) Reiterate or strengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess the risk management elements of an institution’s workout program.

The Director of RMS concurs with these recommendations.

RMS’ guidance to examiners about the documentation of examination findings is contained in the RMS Manual of Examination Policies, Section 1.1, Basic Examination Concepts and Guidelines, under the heading Examination Workpapers. RMS will clarify its expectations for examiners’ review of an institution’s appraisal program and will remind examiners that workpapers should document the extent of reviews, including positive assurance statements where required by separate guidance. This reminder will include references both to the Appraisal Guidelines and to the four elements required by the interagency Policy Statement on Prudent Commercial Real Estate Loan Workouts. The reminder will reinforce to examiners the importance of complete workpaper documentation, particularly given the exception-based nature of comments in Reports of Examination.
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The Report further recommends the FDIC, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC):

1) Strengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess an institution’s appraisal program.

2) Study differences between the types of enforcement actions that are used by the agencies and the timing of such actions to determine whether there are certain approaches that have proven to be more effective in mitigating risk and correcting deficiencies that should be implemented by all three agencies.

The FDIC concurs with the recommendations.

RMS will coordinate with the FRB and the OCC to review the Appraisal Guidelines and determine the most appropriate way to strengthen examination documentation requirements. Additionally, RMS plans to conduct an internal study in 2013 on the approach utilized for informal and formal enforcement actions to determine whether an alternative approach to mitigate risk and correct deficiencies may be more effective. The FDIC will coordinate with the FRB and OCC to consider and discuss the various approaches taken to enforcement matters.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft Report.
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MEMORANDUM

Comptroller of the Currency
Administrator of National Banks

Washington, DC 20219

To: Jon T. Rymer, Inspector General

From: Thomas J. Curry, Comptroller of the Currency /Signed/

Date: December 20, 2012

Subject: Response to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) Office of Inspector General’s Review of Bank Failures

We have received and reviewed your draft report dated November 19, 2012, on the results of the FDIC’s Office of Inspector General’s (OIG) study of the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. It is our understanding that this study was conducted in accordance with Public Law 112-88, which was signed into law on January 3, 2012, and addressed matters pertaining to supervisory or resolution activities at the FDIC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB). In accordance with your request, we have included our responses below to recommendations 3 and 7 addressed jointly to the OCC, FDIC, and FRB. You specifically requested our concurrence, partial concurrence, or non-concurrence with these two recommendations from the study.

Strengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess an institution’s appraisal program. We concur with the intent of the FDIC OIG’s comments relating to the need for adequate documentation of the evaluation of an institution’s real estate appraisal program and the review of individual appraisals as part of an institution’s supervisory examination strategy and core assessment. We consider our existing core assessment supervisory process, the real estate loans expanded examination procedures regarding the evaluation of commercial real estate (CRE) appraisal programs, and associated workpaper and report of examination documentation standards to be consistent with this FDIC OIG recommendation. While we believe that our supervisory examination strategy and core assessment processes satisfy this FDIC OIG recommendation, we have plans to improve our guidance by including a section specific to appraisals in the CRE and mortgage handbooks that are currently being revised.

While each regulator imposed formal enforcement actions uniformly and fairly across their regulated institutions, we noted differences in the types of actions that the regulators use (i.e., consent orders and formal written agreements) and in the timing of actions (i.e., when a bank is 3-rated or once a bank becomes 4- or 5-rated). We recommend that the FDIC, OCC, and FRB study these differences to determine whether there are certain approaches that have proven to be more effective in mitigating risk and correcting deficiencies that should be implemented by all three agencies. We concur with your recommendation and welcome the opportunity to enter into dialogue with the FDIC and FRB to compare the relative effectiveness of our respective enforcement policies and practices.
Regulator Comments

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on your draft report. If you have questions or need additional information, please contact Jennifer Kelly, Senior Deputy Comptroller for Midsized and Community Bank Supervision, at (202) 649-5420.
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December 11, 2012

Mr. Jon T. Rymer
Inspector General
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Arlington, Virginia 22226

Dear Mr. Rymer:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) draft December 2012 report entitled “Comprehensive Study on the Impact of the Failure of Insured Depository Institutions.” Public Law 112-88, signed into law on January 3, 2012, required the FDIC OIG to conduct a study on the impact of the failure of insured depository institutions. The study addressed matters pertaining to supervisory and resolution activities at the FDIC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB) (the agencies).

We appreciate the thoroughness of your review and your analysis which found that the agencies effectively carried out their supervisory and resolution responsibilities. The study found that regulators implemented their policies appropriately, and includes seven recommendations to strengthen the effectiveness of certain supervisory activities going forward. Five of the recommendations pertain only to the FDIC. The two recommendations that pertain to all three agencies, identified in the report as Recommendations Three and Recommendation Seven, relate to strengthening the documentation of examination appraisal reviews and improving uniformity in enforcement actions across regulators.

Recommendation Three suggests that the agencies “[s]trengthen examiner documentation requirements related to examination methodologies and examination procedures performed to assess an institution’s appraisal program.” As the report notes, the FRB has developed Examiner Documentation modules, along with the FDIC, and requires that the use of supplemental modules such as the Real Estate Appraisal Module be discussed in the examination scoping memorandum. The FRB is continually looking for ways to improve its examination processes, including ways to improve our documentation procedures as suggested in this recommendation.

Recommendation Seven notes the variation among the agencies regarding the types of enforcement actions the agencies use and the timing of these actions. The report recommends that the agencies “[s]tudy these differences to determine whether there are certain approaches that have proven to be more effective in mitigating risk and correcting deficiencies that should be
implemented by all three agencies." To address this recommendation, the FRB will work with
the FDIC and the OCC to discuss the various approaches taken to enforcement matters.

We would like to thank the OIG team for the professionalism and courtesy that they
exhibited throughout the review. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this report and
have provided technical comments on the draft report under separate cover.

Regards,

/Signed/

Michael S. Gibson
Director
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System